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 Industry, if left to itself, will naturally find its way to the most
 useful and profitable employment. Whence it is inferred that
 manufacturers, without the aid of government, will grow up as
 soon and as fast as the natural state of things and the interest of
 the community may require.

 Against the solidity of this hypothesis, in the full latitude of
 the terms, very cogent reasons may be offered. These have
 relation to the strong influence of habit and the spirit of
 imitation; the fear of want of success in untried enterprises; the
 intrinsic difficulties incident to first essays towards a competition

 with those who have previously attained to perfection in the
 business to be attempted: the bounties, premiums, and other
 artificial encouragements with which foreign nations second the
 exertions of their own citizens, in the branches in which they are
 to be rivalled.... To produce the desirable changes as early as

 may be expedient may therefore require the incitement and
 patronage of government.

 * * *

 If the system of perfect liberty to industry and commerce were
 the prevailing system of nations, the arguments which dissuade
 a country, in the predicament of the United States, from the
 zealous pursuit of manufactures, would doubtless have great
 force.

 But the system which has been mentioned is far from charac
 terizing the general policy of nations. The prevalent one has
 been regulated by an opposite spirit. The consequence of it is,
 that the United States, are, to a certain extent, in the situation of

 a country precluded from foreign commerce.... In such a
 position of things, the United States cannot exchange with
 Europe on equal terms....

 Remarks of this kind are not made in the spirit of complaint.
 It is for the nations whose regulations are alluded to, to judge for
 themselves, whether, by aiming at too much, they do not lose

 more than they gain. It is for the United States to consider by
 what means they can render themselves least dependent on the
 combinations, right or wrong, of foreign policy.

 Alexander Hamilton
 From "Report on Manufactures," 1791
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 There remains to be noticed an objection to the encourage
 ment of manufactures, of a nature different from those which
 question the probability of success. This is derived from its
 supposed tendency to give a monopoly of advantages to partic
 ular classes, at the expense of the rest of the community, who, it
 is affirmed, would be able to procure the requisite supplies of

 manufactured articles on better terms from foreigners than from
 our own citizens; and who, it is alleged, are reduced to the
 necessity of paying an enhanced price for whatever they want,
 by every measure which obstructs the free competition of foreign
 commodities.

 * * *

 But the greatest obstacle of all to the successful prosecution of
 a new branch of industry in a country in which it was before

 I unknown, consists, as far as the instances apply, in the bounties,
 premiums, and other aids which are granted, in a variety of
 cases, by the nations in which the establishments to be imitated
 are previously introduced. It is well known ... that certain
 nations grant bounties on the exportation of particular com
 modities, to enable their own workmen to undersell and sup
 plant all competitors in the countries to which those
 commodities are sent. Hence the undertakers of a new manu

 facture have to contend, not only with the natural disadvantages
 of a new undertaking, but with the gratuities and remunerations
 which other governments bestow. To be enabled to contend
 with success, it is evident that the interference and aid of their

 own governments are indispensable.

 Alexander Hamilton |
 From "Report on Manufactures," 1791
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 Preface to the Issue

 "A New Era in Computation55

 As the twentieth century approaches its end, as histori
 ans and others recall another fin de si?cle, that of the
 nineteenth century, the proposition that the United States is

 today experiencing problems comparable to those that preoccupied
 Great Britain a century ago is vastly appealing. While too close
 analogies need to be guarded against?the industrial successes of
 contemporary Japan are substantially different from those of the
 Kaiser's Germany; the rapid economic advances of the European
 Community, following closely on two disastrous twentieth-century
 civil wars, separated by a twenty-year truce, do not simply replicate
 the rise of the continental United States to great economic status after
 its own tragic Civil War?historic parallels do exist, and they merit
 attention. In the rhetoric used in our day to explain America's
 "decline"?if it be that?there are echoes of Victorian England. In the
 refusal of a few to see anything other than a temporary economic
 "recession," soon to be overcome, there is the sanguine voice of the
 late Victorian, imagining himself to be living in 1851.

 It is not wholly surprising that the last decade of the nineteenth
 century comes to mind in preparing observations for an issue entitled
 "A New Era in Computation." A comparable volume, published a

 V
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 vi Dcedalus

 century ago, might have been called "A New Era in Production and
 Communication," or more simply, "The Second Industrial Revolu
 tion." Great Britain had dominated the world industrially for a
 century, enjoying undoubted world supremacy as late as 1851, the
 year of the Great Exhibition. American predominance has been
 briefer. Those who gazed only on the opulence of London, who knew
 little of life in the East End and were scarcely aware of how those
 conditions were replicated in the great provincial cities of the

 Midlands, paid scant attention to the industrial indices that might
 have given early warning of economic storms. By the end of the
 century, such total innocence was no longer possible; while "decline"
 was a word studiously avoided, at least by those who had no wish to
 be dismissed as Cassandras, British prosperity, expressed in an
 all-too-obvious private affluence, no longer defined the nation's
 economic and social condition.

 It required a very special situation for the country at large to
 become preoccupied with the economic rival that came, almost
 unheralded, on the European scene. The rise of imperial Germany to
 very substantial economic power in something less than twcjr decades
 dampened an earlier British enthusiasm for a country, Prussia, that
 had so resoundingly defeated an old continental enemy, France.
 Given the rapidity of Germany's rise, and given its policies, both
 during and after Bismarck's time as chancellor, questions began to be
 raised about the sources of the industrial efficiency of Germany.

 More important, the German accomplishment goaded Britain into
 thinking about itself in ways it had not previously done. How could
 it be that the country that had incontestably set the Industrial
 Revolution in motion had so suddenly lost its preeminence? Had it in
 fact done so?

 Something of the same sort of questioning has been common in the
 United States in recent decades. While economic growth in the
 European Community, East Asia, and elsewhere might have been
 thought legitimately preoccupying, requiring the United States to
 explain how it had managed so quickly to lose a certain kind of
 economic preeminence, most of its attention was fixed on a single
 new rival, Japan. That country acquired an importance for the United
 States it had never previously enjoyed. Still, not all eyes were turned
 to Asia. Some in the United States still found reason to laud what they
 conceived to be American power. While a too-precise parallel must
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 Preface vu
 again be avoided?the United States in 1992 is not Great Britain in
 1887 or 1897, the time of massive celebration of the Queen's Golden
 and Diamond Jubilees?there are interesting parallels. The replica
 tion, in a substantially more muted form, of course, of the triumphs
 associated with a long and glorious reign, came in the United States
 a century later with the ending of the Gulf War. Curiously, there were
 no comparable demonstrations or parades to mark the end of the
 Cold War. Perhaps the forfeiting of an earlier American economic
 supremacy was too much in the public mind to justify such celebra
 tion. In any case, there were few who disputed the fact that the
 United States was more militarily secure than it had been in decades,
 more economically and socially troubled than it had been at any time
 since the Great Depression.
 While some would say, correctly, that the kind of economic

 advantages the United States enjoyed over a prostrate Europe and a
 devastated Japan could not have been retained, the rapidity of the
 country's industrial decline, its causes and consequences, became a
 prime subject of public debate. Whether one chose to ascribe its
 beginnings to mistakes made in waging (and financing) an unsuccess
 ful war in Vietnam, or saw the mistakes as having come later, in the
 1970s and 1980s, the evidences of social decay and economic turmoil

 were too conspicuous to be ignored. In any case, the country began
 to explain its unhappy condition in terms that would have seemed

 wholly familiar to a late Victorian politician. Indeed, for those who
 would not acknowledge decline, solace was sought in precisely those
 places that had once sufficed to satisfy latter-day Victorians.

 If no one could doubt that the United States remained a major
 industrial power, in some spheres the preeminent economic power,
 then Japan, the European Community, and others had clearly risen to
 challenge that dominance much as Germany, the United States, and
 a number of others had challenged Britain's supremacy a century
 earlier. Germany's ascent, more than that of any of the others,
 preoccupied Great Britain in the late Victorian age; Japan's successes
 have dominated all discussion in the United States, where both the
 media and politicians have become obsessed by the issue. Interest
 ingly, the explanations offered for Japan's success, particularly in the
 growth of its industry and the expansion of its trade, almost
 duplicated those advanced in late nineteenth-century Britain to
 explain the triumphs of the kaiser's Germany.
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 vin Dcedalus

 The achievements of imperial Germany were linked to three
 developments: Germany had managed in a very short time to build
 up an impressive new industrial capability, using it at home and
 abroad to capture markets once securely held by others; she was
 recognized to have a reliable and efficient work force, able, hard
 working, prudent, and literate; she excelled in a number of the
 sciences and was using that advanced knowledge to found wholly
 new industries, linking science to technology in ways that had never
 previously been common. Innovation?in trade, certainly, but also in
 the workplace and in the laboratory, both industrial and university
 based?made Germany the quintessential modern state, able to
 compete, though still not in a position to command the ample capital
 resources that at that moment existed only in London. In short,
 Germany had emerged in a very few decades to a position of
 industrial strength where she was able to challenge the unrivalled
 position of Great Britain. She was achieving "miracles"?never given
 so exaggerated a name in a more sober and less mass-media
 dominated age?both in industry and commerce. As the British
 Parliament observed what she was beginning to do at sea, building a
 large navy that might one day be able to challenge Britain's own, and
 at the same time creating a mercantile fleet of great technical
 proficiency, the reasons for alarm seemed increasingly legitimate.
 While the parallels with the situation today are by no means

 precise?Japan, at the moment, threatens no one militarily and does
 not begin to have the university facilities or resources common in the
 United States?the similarities are in fact striking. The British, in the
 last decades before 1914, tried by every means to understand what
 had happened to their once vaunted supremacy. They recognized that
 their situation had changed, but many, in Parliament and outside,
 genuinely bewildered about what to do, wondered whether their
 competitive disadvantage might not be linked to their educational
 system or to their nineteenth-century free trade practices. To go to
 Germany to study its social insurance schemes, to determine whether
 they might not in some significant way be contributing to the creation
 of what was incontestably a more docile and hard-working labor
 force, whose productive capabilities were gaining world-wide re
 nown, made excellent sense. If the German work force had less fear
 of unemployment, if public relief measures had created a more pacific
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 Preface ix
 and satisfied trade union movement, with fewer industrial strikes,
 these were certainly conditions worthy of study.

 Again, the parallels with the United States today, while in no way
 precise, are sufficiently compelling to explain the continuing success
 of those who ask insistently whether America's purpose ought not to
 be to learn from Japan. For those who admire Japan's success most,
 the possibility of replicating it in the United States is enticing. If only
 the country would set about to "repair" its educational practices,
 learn more about Japan's demonstrated manufacturing, banking, and
 trading techniques, acknowledge that Detroit is no longer the world's

 model industrial city, that Tokyo and Yokohama are, there may be
 hope for the American future.

 The proposition that the country lacks Japanese "mamas," that it
 does not give lifetime employment tenure to very many of its
 industrial workers, that its intellectual and moral culture is funda

 mentally different from that of Japan, based on quite other values and
 needs, would be thought frivolous by those who insist that Japan's
 institutional arrangements, while not replicable in an exact sense, can
 in fact be copied. The problem, obviously, is to know how to do so.

 That the question is wrongly posed, that the United States' economic
 problems today are not essentially or exclusively with Japan, that the
 European Community is a rival in an equally serious way?much as
 the United States was to Great Britain in the late Victorian age?and
 that the problem may not be principally economic at all, is very rarely
 admitted. Indeed, to pose the question that way, and to insist that the
 strengths and weaknesses of American society need to be looked at in
 a much larger frame, recognized to be fundamentally different from
 those of either Victorian Britain or present-day Japan, is to abandon
 the conventional rhetoric of contemporary politics, with its all-too
 easy Manichean emphases, learned from an earlier bombastic age,
 the imperial one of the late nineteenth century. The world does not
 divide neatly into the good and the evil, with virtue and civilized
 behavior residing only in one place. American public opinion today,
 more emphatically perhaps than that of Great Britain a century ago,
 knows that something has gone seriously awry in its institutional life.
 It is impossible to participate in today's political rituals, glance at
 either public or private balance sheets, survey the extent of the
 country's social distress, and see the nation as anything but troubled.
 The popular excitement that once attended the recognition that a
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 x Dcedalus

 quarter of the world's map was colored red?Britain's imperial
 color?and that the Union Jack flew in every corner of the globe, had
 its more recent twentieth-century Americantanalogues in somewhat
 less extravagant displays of public emotion, whose duration, inter
 estingly, proved to be remarkably brief. The premonition of danger,
 perhaps, and not only among the few who accepted to serve as
 Cassandras, brought some sense of realism into a society that only
 occasionally correctly estimated its strengths and weaknesses.

 Such reflections may seem strangely irrelevant for a Dcedalus issue
 that bears the innocuous title, "A New Era in Computation," a title
 that seems to breathe sentiments best characterized as expressing
 hope and promise. How can the subject of computation be thought
 to relate to the deep economic and societal problems that plague the
 nation today? It does so only if it succeeds in drawing attention to a
 number of facts about the United States generally obscured or left
 unmentioned, among them, the unrivalled position of America's
 universities in the world today, and not only in the natural sciences.
 Equally important, because of America's reliance on a number of
 scientifically based industries that have required technological and
 organizational innovation, that have created wholly new professions,
 competences, and interests in fields as disparate as physics, chemistry,
 biology, mathematics, and engineering, it is possible to ignore the
 ways in which these must operate, in time, to create a new political
 and social agenda. To understand that the economic world of today
 will not exist many decades hence?and not only because there will
 be new and more powerful computers, able to do what has not been
 done previously?is related to a larger perception: we are finally, and
 perhaps very belatedly, making our exit from the post-World War II
 era, with all its comforting illusions and myths.

 The reason for believing this to be an unusual Dcedalus volume
 may have to do with the fact that it refuses to treat the question of
 American "decline" in a rhetorical manner, that it chooses not to join

 in a purely political debate that seriously promises the country to be
 Number One in science and math instruction by the year 2000. These
 are matters suited to a political platform, to a humor magazine; they
 have nothing to do with American scholarship and learning as it
 really is, as it may still be in the year 2020. In short, the world of the
 twenty-first century may in fact be a more dangerous one than that

 which the present generation has known, but it will not be framed by
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 Preface xi
 the imperatives that have governed in recent decades. Indeed, in its
 technological developments, drawing on new learning, and respond
 ing to numerous novel incentives, it will create new kinds of political
 and social agendas.

 If one glances back at the United States during World War II, at all
 that has happened since, or, better still, at the immediate prewar
 years, with the country seeking desperately to lift itself out of
 economic depression, one cannot fail to recognize how much has
 changed, not always in ways anticipated in those euphoric days after

 World War II victory. In searching for the "green shoots" of that
 buoyant era?those traditional practices, altered by social invention,
 that came to be adopted?there may be a certain utility in dwelling
 on American scholarship, and not only in the fields of science and
 technology. That the Second World War proved decisive in advanc
 ing certain kinds of scientific and technological inquiry, that it gave
 the best American universities a lift that has never been wholly lost is
 obvious. What is less universally acknowledged is how much the
 decades of the Cold War contributed to perpetuating the federal
 government's support of basic and applied science, providing an
 incentive for inquiry in other areas as well. Given that support, it is
 easy to imagine that if the Cold War impoverished the nation in
 certain ways, and not only economically, it also served to create the
 rationale for a new learning.

 In the field of computation, for example, while a very great deal is
 owed the pioneering efforts of a very few men in the 1930s who did
 fundamental research at a time when both federal and corporate
 contributions to university science were negligible, it is impossible to
 think of all that has been accomplished since without considering the
 crucial role played by the federal government. The United States and
 the United Kingdom, spurred initially by their overwhelming concern
 to defeat Nazi Germany and imperial Japan, created the conditions
 that made further intellectual and technological development possi
 ble. Fundamental research conducted during those years proved
 decisive in the period that followed, when Cold War imperatives
 became preeminent, particularly for the United States. The role of
 war and the fear of war in the history of computer development
 requires little elaboration.

 Still, it would be a grave mistake to imagine that these were the
 only political and geopolitical engines that pushed technological
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 xii Dcedalus

 inquiry forward. Indeed, the essential capability of the United States
 to maintain some sort of competitive advantage, not only in the
 vastly expanding field of computers, but also in areas as disparate as
 aerospace, pharmaceuticals, and chemicals relied heavily on the
 existence of a scientific community, trained overwhelmingly in the
 United States, which could claim to be one of the best in the world,
 when it did not in its less modest moments assert absolute superiority.
 That community, widely dispersed and constantly replenished by
 new talent recruited from both inside and outside the country, was
 prepared to collaborate with industrial managers and others to bring
 science into the service of technology in essentially new ways. While
 the federal government collaborated in making certain of these
 industrial developments possible?defense interests were sometimes
 paramount?the existence of harsh competition from outside the
 country, from those whose business was not principally to build arms
 or create complex defensive capabilities guaranteed that the indus
 trial and commercial revolution of these years would take on
 proportions that greatly exceeded anything conceived or planned by
 political leaders in Washington or elsewhere.

 Something occurred that has still not been sufficiently reflected on.
 The American community of scientists and engineers grew, not only
 in number, but in recognition of what the new world of research
 based technology had become, what indeed it was likely to be in the
 twenty-first century. The new American scientist was not a latter-day
 doctor, an Arrowsmith, as Sinclair Lewis had conceived him, nor was
 the new American businessman a Babbitt, as the era of Calvin
 Coolidge had known him. Indeed, what few remarked on was that
 the principal revolutions of the post-World War II era were not only
 in scientific discovery and the development of new technologies but in
 the growth of new individual and collective competences and ambi
 tions. To be more provocative, some might wish to go so far as to say
 that the "revolution" in the universities and laboratories of the
 country, but also in American business, in their efforts to compete
 internationally, transcended anything happening in another greatly
 expanded enterprise called American government.

 This issue of Dcedalus, while not concerned with testing so
 provocative a proposition, is intended to remind readers of the
 country's strengths, not only in its established institutions, but also in
 its vision. Predicated on the notion that the computer can never
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 Preface xiii
 substitute for human intelligence, though it offers a perpetual incen
 tive for novel and daring experiment, W. Daniel Hillis sets the tone
 when he writes:

 Why should there be an issue of Dcedalus devoted to computation?
 Because there is a significant technology transition that is taking place
 in computers, and since it radically changes the cost and capabilities of
 information processing, it is likely to change our lives. The new
 technology is called massively parallel computing. On one hand, it is
 just a set of engineering ideas: a way of reorganizing the structure of the

 computer so that it can do many things at once. These ideas are simple
 and, in retrospect, obvious. On the other hand, the implication of these
 ideas is that the computer revolution has not yet begun to reach its
 limits.... It is always easiest to believe in a future that is a minor
 extrapolation of current-day trends. Such an extrapolated present is
 unlikely to happen in a time of rapid technological change.

 That such change is impending, that it will have the greatest
 consequences for how we do things, for how we think, is the burden
 of the whole rest of the issue, which has sought in any number of
 ways to avoid a too-easy utopianism and a too-difficult scientific
 explanation.

 In a very literal sense, the issue asks what scientific and technolog
 ical opportunities are likely to be created by the new computational
 powers that are likely soon to exist. Without resorting only to the
 very useful metaphors common to the mass media, which see
 latter-day computers as analogues to the telescopes and microscopes
 of earlier scientific eras, there is the possibility, outlined in this issue,
 that we may be witnessing the beginnings of a technological and
 intellectual revolution that will have consequences beyond any we are
 now able to imagine. Much of this, however, depends on the country
 realizing how much its own scientific and technological distinction
 depends on certain institutions, public and private, which came to
 their present eminence very recently. The future of American industry
 in very considerable part requires an understanding of how much
 human intelligence?not to be confused with the covert CIA vari
 ety?lies at the base of its capacity to compete in a world in which

 many individuals are able, where riches are quickly gained and just as
 rapidly lost, where institutions of learning are considerably more
 difficult to build than factories.
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 xiv Dcedalus

 If the Information Revolution is only in its very early stages?if we
 are as far from seeing its potential as the Wright Brothers were in
 considering what the airplane might become?the more important
 fact is that no computer now on the drawing boards even begins to
 attempt many of the more complex operations that express the
 capabilities of the human brain. When and if such technological
 invention occurs, all that has been achieved since the 1930s will be
 seen as "prologue" to a larger development comparable in every way
 to what was achieved in both the first and the second of the Industrial

 Revolutions. It is this promise that informs many of the essays in this
 issue, and it is this fact which is certain to make some of them
 controversial, seemingly Utopian.

 The several articles that deal with American universities, instruc
 tion in mathematics, and the philosophical implications of the
 revolution we are witnessing in our new perceptions of parallelism
 and its relevance for human consciousness, are as appropriate to the
 study of American competence as those that deal with instruction in
 a subject called computer sciences, or one that is autobiographical,
 written by someone who has known many of the principal players in
 the mid- and late-twentieth-century history of computation. It is
 reasonable also that the last article in the issue, written by a
 mathematician, not an economist, should deal with the issue of
 America's technological-economic agenda for the 1990s, and should
 express views that are certain to be contested.

 The country's economic decline?if it be that?will not be arrested
 by its capacity to invent a new technology, to perceive all its
 possibilities, and successfully to market its products. It may, however,
 be averted or at least slowed by a more fundamental understanding
 of what the last half century has in fact spawned in creating a new
 America, but also a new world, with quite novel scientific and
 technological ambitions. If the sustaining of these can be achieved
 through a recognition of the importance of specific institutions and
 practices that provide continuing opportunity for major intellectual
 inquiry and exploration, if there is a new incentive to institutional
 innovation on an international scale, there may be less incentive to
 deal in the exaggerated hyperbole still so common in the political
 realm, so redolent of the explanations of yesterday. The new incen
 tives to innovation may be very largely economic; they cannot,
 however, be divorced from a social and political context that is
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 Preface xv
 certain to be new. Indeed, they cannot exist independently of a more
 accurate portrayal of the world as it in fact is, and not as political
 rhetoric would have it be. More than that, any such effort must take
 account of the most extraordinary fact of our time, which has to do
 with the rate of change, the utter impossibility of prophesying the
 future, let alone finding its essential features in our contemporary
 economic, political, and social institutions.

 The new era of computation will be more than a time of novel
 machines working more rapidly, more efficiently, resolving problems
 that could not have been addressed by human computation some
 decades ago. If its promise is fulfilled, it may make for some
 recognition of a more fundamental fact?the political world is still
 too bound to traditional ways of computing, estimating power and
 influence in ways that are today too parochial, that rely too much on
 the values of the last fin de si?cle. The time has come to move away
 from those simple and old-fashioned verities. If the United States (and
 others) are to understand their situation in the world today, they
 cannot simply refer back to fears and expectations common a century
 ago. Each must understand its strengths and weaknesses, in the
 context of the present. The United States is not Victorian England,
 even if its flights into an earlier Puritanism suggest that possibility to
 others. An exploration of new educational and research possibilities
 cannot be constructed on nineteenth-century models. It is essential
 that there be a more careful consideration of all that the twentieth

 century has wrought, that cannot fail to have consequences beyond
 any presently perceived. In computer technology, as in others, there
 is a promise of great new power. It will have to coexist with
 individual and collective opinions that scarcely take account of these
 transformations. Walter Bagehot, one of the more eminent Victori
 ans, wrote eloquently on the "cake of custom," the system of
 traditional beliefs, that is not easily broken. The problem he ad
 dressed remains a very real one.

 Thanks are due to Global Pursuits Inc., whose advisory board
 members are W. Daniel Hillis, Daniel Kleitman, N. Metropolis,
 Gian-Carlo Rota, Jaqui Safra, and Karl-Heinz Winkler. Each con
 tributed in the planning of this issue, and Global Pursuits provided
 the funding that was essential to it. We would note also the great
 contribution made by James Bailey, an author, who agreed to serve
 in an unofficial editorial capacity, making the Editor's task an easier
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 xvi Dcedalus
 one. The issue was collaborative in any number of ways, and needs
 to be read as such.

 S.R.G.
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 W. Daniel Hillis

 What Is Massively Parallel Computing,
 and Why Is It Important?

 HY should there be an issue of Dcedalus devoted to

 computation? Because there is a significant technology
 transition that is taking place in computers, and since it

 radically changes the cost and capabilities of information processing,
 it is likely to change our lives. The new technology is called massively
 parallel computing. On one hand, it is just a set of engineering ideas:
 a way of reorganizing the structure of the computer so that it can do
 many things at once. These ideas are simple and, in retrospect,
 obvious. On the other hand, the implication of these ideas is that the
 computer revolution has not yet begun to reach its limits. By the end
 of this article I will be writing about strange and unlikely sounding
 things, like home robots and virtual worlds. These things sound
 unlikely because significant technical advances?such as the automo
 bile, television, the computer?generally have surprising conse
 quences. It is always easiest to believe in a future that is a minor
 extrapolation of current-day trends. Such an extrapolated present is
 unlikely to happen in a time of rapid technological change. To help
 make this point and to set the ground for explaining the technology
 of parallel processing, I will begin with a story of how some simple
 ideas about reorganizing the flow of processing had a profound effect
 on our present-day lives.

 In the 1790s, just before Thomas Jefferson was elected president,
 the United States was in danger of getting into a war with the French.
 At that time, most of the rifles used by the US militia were made in
 France. In hopes of encouraging the development of an American

 W. Daniel Hillis is Chief Scientist at Thinking Machines Corporation.

 w

 1
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 2 W. Daniel Hillis

 arms industry, Congress allocated funds for the purchase of twenty
 thousand domestically manufactured rifles. In those days rifles were

 made by hand, one at a time. Each rifle was slightly different, with its
 own individually crafted parts. The largest manufacturers were able
 to build only a few hundred rifles per year.
 A gentleman in New England claimed that he could build and

 deliver ten thousand of the highest quality rifles, although he had
 never built a rifle in his life. He was Eli Whitney, the inventor of the
 cotton gin. Whitney planned to build the rifles out of interchangeable
 parts manufactured with the aid of water-powered machinery.
 Instead of building the rifles one at a time, parts would be produced
 from standard templates in batches of hundreds. By organizing his
 "manufactory" to take advantage of the economies of scale, Whitney
 believed that he could produce rifles at a rate and quality never before
 imagined.
 Whitney's competition was understandably skeptical, but Thomas

 Jefferson, who was familiar with the latest innovations in French
 arms manufacture, was able to see the potential benefits of the
 scheme. Whitney was awarded a large federal contract and advanced

 much of the necessary capital. His methods worked and the arms that
 he eventually delivered were widely acknowledged as the highest
 quality rifles made in America.1

 The methods that Whitney pioneered were later called mass
 production. Today they are applied to the manufacture of most
 high-volume products. Whitney's methods now seem obvious. It is
 hard to imagine that almost all manufactured goods at the time, from
 wagons and clocks to Whitney's own cotton gin, were not mass
 produced; yet they were not.2 It is difficult for us to imagine how such
 seemingly simple ideas, like the use of interchangeable parts or the
 specialization of workers in different stages of assembly, could have
 had such a profound effect on our society. Yet mass production was
 important. It was important because it created an economy of scale in
 the processing of material goods, which in turn caused fundamental
 changes in the manufacturing sector of our economy and in the type
 of products it produced.
 We are now seeing the emergence of a technology which will

 change the economics of information processing in much the same
 way that mass production changed the economies of manufacturing.
 This new technology is massively parallel computing. Mass comput
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 3

 ing is analogous in many ways to mass production. They are each a
 collection of techniques for organizing processing to take advantage
 of economies of scale. In the case of mass production, it is physical
 material that is processed; in the case of computing, it is information.
 Because both mass production and mass computation create econo
 mies of scale, they change the economics of production and encour
 age the centralization of certain functions; this in turn leads to
 changes in the types of products manufactured and the methods of
 distribution utilized. In both cases the range of applicability turned
 out to be much wider than initially expected.3 Most important, both
 technologies have created the possibility and economic practicality of
 fundamentally new types of services and products.

 The other critical thing about massively parallel computers is that
 they are scalable: it is always possible to build a more powerful

 machine by simply adding more processors. This means that there is
 no obvious upper limit on the computational power of the machines
 that we can build. This opens some possibilities.

 Before speculating on what some of these new possibilities are
 likely to be, I'd like to first describe some of the methods of massively
 parallel computing. I will use the analogy to manufacturing because
 each of the principle methods of mass information processing has an
 analogy in mass production. In both a computer and a factory the
 basic method of achieving high throughput is to do more than one
 thing at once. There are basically three different techniques of
 organizing concurrent processing: pipelining, functional parallelism,
 and data parallelism. Each of these have their counterparts in a
 factory and in a computer.

 One of the simplest methods of coordinating parallel activities is
 pipelining. It is exemplified by the sequence of operation on an
 assembly line. In an automobile factory, for example, the wheels of a
 car are attached at one stage of the assembly line, while the
 windshield is inserted at the next. The operations are scheduled
 sequentially and balanced in such a way that each takes approxi

 mately the same amount of time. A large number of vehicles advance
 through different stages of the sequence simultaneously.

 The technique of pipelining is applied in most modern computers.
 For example, one stage of the pipeline may be preparing the data,
 while another is performing an addition, while another is storing the
 previous result. Some computers have dozens of operations "in the
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 4 W. Daniel Hillis

 pipe" simultaneously. So-called vector computers work according to
 this principle.

 Another technique of parallelism that can be used in conjunction with
 pipelining is functional parallelism. In an automobile factory the engine
 is assembled on one assembly line while the frame and body are
 assembled on another. The two lines proceed independendy until the
 engine is placed into the body. Functional parallelism is also used in
 computers. For example, many modern computers have separate addi
 tion and multiplication units which can operate concurrently. Even
 single chip microprocessors can incorporate this type of parallelism.

 Pipelining and functional parallelism are both useful techniques,
 but they are limited in the degree of parallelism they can achieve.
 They are not scalable. In an operation that has only ten steps, not
 more than ten things can be done simultaneously. In both the factory
 and the computer, there is far more to be gained from performing the
 same operation to many things concurrently than in doing many
 different operations at once. When performing the same operation on
 many items at once, the potential for parallelism increases with the
 amount of material being processed, rather than with the number of
 steps in the processing.

 In computers, performing similar operations on many elements at
 the same time is called data parallelism, because it exploits parallel
 ism in proportion to the quantity of data. This has the potential of
 improving processing rates not by just factors of ten, but by factors of
 ten thousand. The material counterpart of data parallelism can be
 found in high volume manufacturing. A machine that molds plastic
 forks forms hundreds at a time. A printing press draws all the letters
 on a page in a single operation. The millions of transistors on the
 microchip are fabricated and wired simultaneously. This type of
 coordinated parallel processing leads to the dramatic cost reductions
 of high-volume manufacturing.

 Data parallelism is also the greatest source of economy of scale in
 computing. For example, a massively parallel computer may have
 sixty-four thousand processors that can add together sixty-four
 thousand numbers in one step. Like the letters on a printed page, not
 all the numbers need to be identical as long as the operations being
 performed are similar. If the operations to be performed are different
 on each element then sequences of masking steps may be used. This
 is like printing a page with some letters in red and some in black,
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 5

 using one step for each color of ink. Similar techniques are used to
 process data within a parallel computer.

 The beautiful thing about data parallelism is that the opportunity
 for doing more than one thing at once increases with the amount of
 data being processed. The power of the solution scales with the size
 of the problem. A conventional computer takes twice as much time to
 process twice as much data. A massively parallel computer can often
 process twice as much data in the same amount of time by applying
 twice as many processors.

 One of the most important design principles of mass production is
 the integration of storage and processing. In the workshop of an
 individual craftsman, the storage of materials is usually physically
 separated from the area of manufacture. The worker moves to the
 storage area to pick up a piece of wood or metal and takes it to the
 bench or the machine to work it into shape. As long as the operations
 that are being performed on the individual pieces are relatively time
 consuming, the time spent traveling to fetch the materials is not a
 limiting factor. If by some magic the operations of fabrication were
 sped up by a thousandfold, then the time traveling to fetch the

 material would become the limiting factor in the speed of processing.
 This is exactly what has happened in computers.

 A conventional nonparallel computer can be divided into two
 parts, a memory for holding the data and a processor for transform
 ing it. During normal operation of a computer, data is repeatedly

 moved from memory to processors, and the results are returned to
 memory. All this moving of data back and forth between memory
 and processor creates a significant bottleneck for the operation of a
 conventional computer, putting an upper limit on the speed at which
 it can process data.
 The solution adopted in a massively parallel computer is the same

 as that in a modern factory: integrate the facilities for storage and
 processing. Instead of physically separating memory and processor
 (store room and workbench), bring the material that is to be operated
 upon near to where it is processed. A modern factory accomplishes
 this through a system of conveyer belts and locally distributed bins of
 parts. Large quantities of materials are moved at a time and held
 locally while being processed. A parallel computer accomplishes a
 similar effect by distributing the memory physically throughout the
 computer near the places where the data is being processed. In
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 6 W. Daniel Hillis

 computer parlance, this is called a distributed memory. A massively
 parallel computer contains tens of thousands of simple processors,
 each with its own local memory.

 Distributing the data to individual processors means that parallel
 computers must implement one significant function that has no real
 counterpart in mass production: communication. When large numbers
 of data elements are processed they usually cannot be processed
 independendy; the computations interact. For example, in calculating
 the flow of air over an airplane wing, the calculations describing the
 flow of the air in one part of the wing must interact with others because
 one part of the wing affects another. To model the interactions
 between various parts of the wing the processors must communicate.

 Communication is the most difficult part of parallel computation,
 and much of the initial skepticism about the applicability of the
 technology was based on concerns that many patterns of data
 interaction would force sequential processing of the data. As it turned
 out, the worry proved unfounded. Most patterns of interaction that
 occur in practice can be done in parallel. Still, the part of a massively
 parallel computer responsible for communication is the most expen
 sive and complex part of the machine.
 Most of the engineering in a massively parallel computer is not in

 the processors but in the switching system that allows them to
 communicate. In a Connection Machine, for example, a five-foot
 cube contains 65,536 processors and associated memory. Each
 silicon chip contains sixteen tiny processors and the memory associ
 ated with the chip is sitting in the same board a few centimeters away.
 Since 65,536 different memory locations can be accessed simulta
 neously, the processor to memory bottleneck is eliminated. The cube
 also contains a communication system that is the equivalent of a
 telephone system with sixty-five thousand subscribers, each of whom
 places thousands of calls per second. Miniature switching stations in
 the same chips as the processors steer messages through a web of
 hundreds of thousands of wires connecting various parts of the
 machine.4 Massively parallel computers of the future will require
 even greater network capacity.
 What impact will massively parallel technology have on our lives?

 Like mass production, mass computation dramatically changes the
 economics of large-scale processing. Mass production changed the
 world; so will mass information processing. The changes brought
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 7

 about by the adoption of mass production took place over a long
 period of time. After Whitney and others proved the success of mass
 production methods on rifles, it was more than fifty years before
 these methods were applied to the manufacture of sewing machines
 and bicycles. It took even longer for the methods to be applied to the
 production of loaves of bread and residential housing. Centralizing
 the production of these goods required the reorganization of systems
 of marketing and distribution, changes in the product being pro
 duced, and sometimes even in the taste of consumers. For example, it
 must have been "obvious" in 1790 that the methods of mass
 production would never be applied to the decentralized activity of
 baking bread. Doing so required significant changes in our methods
 of food distribution, the development of methods of packaging and
 food preservatives, and considerable change in the tastes and habits
 of the bread-eating public. Such changes require decades.
 Mass production also enabled the creation of entirely new types of

 products such as telephones and automobiles, and brought luxury
 products such as clocks and windup toys into common use. The
 changes with the greatest impact took the longest time, because they
 required the most radical adaptations of society. Centralizing produc
 tions required the development of transportation capable of bringing
 the raw materials to the factory and the finished goods to the
 consumers, as well as the development of methods of mass advertising
 to ensure that large numbers of people would be willing to buy the
 same product. These changes required a long period of time and the
 potential of mass production required their development. The future of
 mass information processing is likely to be very much the same.

 The first changes will take place in areas where large quantities of
 information are already being processed in one place. Examples
 include large-scale scientific and engineering processing and the

 management of large industrial and government databases. In many
 such applications massively parallel processing can be "dropped in"
 to an existing system with very little ancillary change. A typical
 example of a present-day application of massively parallel processing
 is its use by oil companies to process seismic data. These companies
 look for oil underground by creating acoustic shocks at the surface
 and measuring their underground reflections. These signals are
 converted to numbers that are analyzed to create a picture of the
 geological structures underground. Hundreds of millions of numbers
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 8 W.Daniel Hillis

 are required to represent the measurement and, using conventional
 computers, the calculations can take days or even weeks. By taking
 advantage of the speed of a massively parallel computer they can be
 reduced to a few hours. This reduced processing time can be used to
 reduce costs but, more often, is used to improve the quality of the
 output, either by asking more questions of the data, or by using more
 sophisticated algorithms that provide a more accurate picture.

 Several major oil companies are already using massively parallel
 machines for seismic processing modeling. Since finding new petro
 leum deposits is very valuable, the cost of purchasing and program

 ming a massively parallel computer is easily justified. The primary
 limitation on its adoption in an application of this type is the
 availability of trained personnel. There is not yet a large base of
 existing applications software for parallel machines, so most users
 today run internally developed software. Parallel computers are
 inherently no more difficult to program than sequential computers,
 but present-day programmers are trained on sequential machines.

 When Eli Whitney built his first rifle factory, he deliberately set it up in
 a location where the available workers had no experience in existing
 methods of arms manufacture in order to avoid having to untrain
 workers of bad habits.5 A similar trend seems to be taking place in
 parallel computers. High school students find concepts of parallel
 programming easy to learn, but programmers with years of experience
 sometimes find parallel programming counterintuitive. Although the
 problem will eventually disappear, it is the greatest near-term limita
 tion on the utilization of massively parallel technology.

 In some cases the use of parallel machines can actually reduce the
 need for programming. For example, the US Census Bureau recently
 experimented with a Connection Machine for use in classifying
 long-form census applications. The problem involved classifying
 respondents according to occupation and industry category. The
 census had 28 million natural language responses with which to
 classify individuals to one of 232 industry and 504 occupational
 categories. In the study the Census Bureau evaluated two different
 methods of classifying with the aid of computers. The first method,
 using conventional computers, required sixteen programmer-years to
 develop an expert system that was able to process about half of the
 forms automatically. The second method took advantage of a
 massively parallel computer to classify returns by comparing them to
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 9

 an existing database of a hundred thousand previously classified
 examples. This "memory-based reasoning" program required less
 than one-twentieth of the programming effort to implement, and yet
 it was able to accurately classify a larger proportion of the returns.

 This method of automatically learning from a large database requires
 so much computation that it would not be practical without a

 massively parallel computer.6
 Other current applications of massively parallel computers include

 the design of aircraft, the prediction of weather, the production of
 animated special effects for films and commercials, the simulation of
 physical phenomena ranging from the subatomic structure of parti
 cles to the large-scale structure of the universe, modeling of mechan
 ical structures such as crashing cars, breaking secret codes, and
 searching for information in large databases of documents. What
 these applications all have in common is the large amount of data
 being processed together in the same place. It is relatively straight
 forward to apply massive parallelism to problems of this type. But

 most of the potential beneficial applications of massively parallel
 technology do not already have the data in one place, because, at the

 moment, information processing is generally distributed whenever
 possible. The current trend is that most information processing is
 moving away from the central mainframe computer and toward the
 workstation or PC on the desktop. This is currently the case because
 of the diseconomies of scale in conventional nonparallel computers.
 In conventional computers, the machines with the highest perfor

 mance are the least cost effective. For example, a large mainframe
 capable of executing 40 million instructions per second may cost $10
 million, whereas a workstation capable of executing 4 million
 instructions per second may cost only $100,000. The performance
 differential is 10 to 1, but the cost differs by a factor of 100.

 In recent years, this diseconomy of scale in conventional computers
 has forced a trend toward decentralization. Since workstations and

 personal computers provide more cost-effective computation than a
 sequential mainframe computer, as much of the load as possible is
 shifted away from the central mainframe. The computer system in a
 state-of-the-art computer facility is organized around a network that
 connects large numbers of independent workstations. Central data
 bases are still kept on large machines, called servers. They are
 accessible by the workstations via the network. Large computations
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 10 W. Daniel Hillis

 are still executed on the large machines, but such centralized com
 puting is avoided whenever possible because of its high cost.
 Most experts assume that the trend toward decentralization will

 continue, and that a larger and larger portion of the computing power
 will end up on the desktop. I believe they are wrong. For one thing,
 massively parallel computing does not exhibit the diseconomy of scale
 that caused decentralization in the first place. With a massively parallel
 computer performing a calculation, a large-scale computer can actually
 have lower cost per calculation than a number of distributed individual
 computers. This reverses the economic impetus for decentralization.
 Also, the workstation on the desk makes the centralization of compu
 tation and data storage more practical since it provides a user friendly
 interface into the central computer. In the future, I believe most
 desktop workstations will specialize in that portion of the computation
 directly associated with user interface, such as graphics and audio
 processing, while most computations and data storage will be handled
 centrally on parallel machines.

 In this future, the workstation becomes the user's window into the
 network. Since the time required for the computers to communicate
 is imperceptible to humans, the interaction between the workstation
 and the parallel machine will be invisible. As far as the user is
 concerned, the machine on the desktop will behave as if it has the
 power and the data of the central parallel machine. For better or
 worse, this will make us even more interdependent than we are today.

 If you find this image of centralization hard to accept, consider that
 a similar economy of scale has determined the organization of the
 electrical utility system. While it would be possible, in principle, for
 each home to have its own electric generator, it turns out to be more
 convenient and economical for large numbers of homes to share a
 common resource. By sharing the electric utility we are able to spread
 the capital cost of high peak capacity among many users. The result
 is that everyone connected to the electrical network gets access to as

 much electricity as they need. This level of service would be too
 expensive to provide in a distributed system.

 The same principle of load sharing is applicable to computations
 on parallel machines. Unlike conventional computers, they can be
 scaled cost-effectively. If a user occasionally asks a very difficult
 question of the computer, then it is far more economical to draw on
 the power and data of a central system, than to provide that power
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 11

 and data locally. Imagine, for example, an engineer designing a
 bridge. Most of the engineer's time is probably spent drawing
 individual pieces, writing specifications, or interacting with other
 humans. Occasionally the bridge needs to be simulated to see if it can
 carry the required load or survive an earthquake. These computa
 tions are difficult. Putting a machine on the engineer's desk with the
 ability to perform the simulation quickly is not the best way to solve
 this problem, because the full capacity of the machine would rarely
 be used. Since such calculations require a large amount of data and a
 large amount of communication between various parts of the com
 putation, they are most efficiently done in a centralized parallel
 machine where these resources can be shared.

 Discussion of centralized systems raises issues of privacy, security,
 and individual control. These are very real concerns, but there is no
 fundamental technical reason why they cannot be addressed in the
 context of a centralized system. Private data and messages can be
 kept and transmitted in encrypted form, protected by a secret code
 from unauthorized access. (It is possible to make codes that even the
 fastest parallel computer cannot break.) Rules to limit access and
 protect data integrity are probably easier to implement in a central
 database than in a distributed one. Since the central mechanisms are

 shared, they can be more elaborate. This is why banks are safer than
 mattresses. Some users with special reasons to distrust the system will
 keep their data in isolated small computers, just as some people today
 keep their money outside of the central banking system. But the
 dominant mode of information storage and large-scale processing
 will be centralized. The result will be that the typical computer user
 of tomorrow will be no more limited by lack of computational power
 than the appliance user of today is limited by lack of electrical power.
 High-bandwidth optical fibers will spread throughout the city of

 the future, linking every office and home into the network. The "net"
 will provide almost instantaneous access to the large massively
 parallel computers that are the repositories of data and the engines of
 processing. Every individual will have access to the most powerful
 computers in the world for business or recreation. The possibilities
 that this will create for new products and services are so wide ranging
 that they are difficult to imagine. I will discuss only two examples: the
 home robot and virtual worlds.
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 12 W. Daniel Hillis

 One of the new products made possible by everyday access to mass
 computers will be the home robot. By home robot I mean the
 mechanical domestic servant capable of mopping, dusting, ironing,
 straightening up the kid's room, clearing the dirty dishes off the table
 and washing diem, doing the laundry, guarding the house from
 burglars, hooking up the VCR, tuning the piano, and walking the dog.

 The mechanical and sensory aspects of this hypothetical marvel are
 well within the reach of current technology, and in sufficient volume
 they could be produced at prices comparable to that of a family
 automobile. The real problem is computation. Rudimentary versions
 of the necessary software for vision, motor control, recognition, and
 planning are being developed in laboratories today. But even the
 fastest computers available are far too slow to accomplish the tasks
 described above. In addition to the extensive software, such a
 computer would require access to a large database of commonsense
 knowledge: knowledge of clothing, video recorders, pets, and pianos.

 With any foreseeable technology such a processing system and
 database would be far too expensive to have in the home. It would
 also be wasted almost all of the time.

 Access to a centralized computing utility would make the home
 robot economically feasible. Fortunately, difficult decisions, like
 "What task should I do next?" or "Do I throw away this piece of
 paper?" occur only rarely. A home robot would spend most of its time
 moving from one position to the next, or doing nothing at all. Simple
 tasks such as audio and video signal processing and motor control
 could be performed very nicely by a few microprocessors on board the
 robot. Whenever a real decision needed to be made, the robot would
 ask the centralized massively parallel computer. This machine could be
 shared by hundreds of thousands of homes. It would store a single
 copy of the database containing the accumulated wisdom of a hundred
 thousand robots. For example, if you spoke to the robot, a compressed
 form of your speech would be sent to the central machine for analysis,
 and instructions for how the robot should behave would be returned to

 the robot in a fraction of a second. The utility company would send
 you a bill at the end of the month.

 This tale of home robots may sound fanciful. Yet, a century ago, a
 description of today's electrical network of megawatt utilities pow
 ering factories, refrigerators, television sets, and electric toothbrushes,
 would have seemed just as unlikely. I believe that the changes caused
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 What Is Massively Parallel Computing? 13

 by these new developments in computing will be even more funda
 mental. At the risk of straining my credibility further, I will speculate
 about an even deeper change: the emergence of virtual worlds.

 By virtual worlds, I mean places that people play, work, and
 interact that exist only within the computer. Only hints of such

 worlds exist today so it will be hard to imagine what I'm talking
 about, but I will begin by drawing attention to some of these existing
 hints. One of the most common applications of present day parallel
 computers is simulating reality. For example, an aerospace engineer
 may build a "model" of a airplane inside the computer and see how
 it "flies." In this case, the model is an abstract object, something like
 a three-dimensional drawing of an airplane, and the flight is a
 mathematical calculation of the physics of the lift and airflow. The
 result is a moving picture on a screen that looks very much like a

 wind tunnel simulation in which the engineer can watch the behavior
 of the "air" curling over the "wing" and measure the "pressure" that
 it generates on the airplane. In this case, the engineer is using the
 virtual world that is a simulation meant to mimic the real world in

 which the real airplane will eventually fly.
 A very different hint of a virtual world is the stock exchange. When

 I first met my wife, she was immersed in trading options. Her office
 was in the top of a skyscraper in Boston, and yet, in a very real sense,
 when she was at work she was in a world that could not be identified

 with any single physical location. Sitting at a computer screen, she
 lived in a world that consisted of offers and trades, a world in which
 she knew friends and enemies, safe and stormy weather. For a large
 portion of each day, that world was more real to her than her
 physical surroundings.

 If you doubt the seeming reality of a virtual world, talk to any
 twelve-year-old who plays a video game like Nintendo. Have you
 ever "been" to the dungeons in level three of Super Mario Brothers?
 Have you "touched" the life-giving magic fairy at the fountain in
 Zelda or "worn" a magic power ring? If you have not traveled to
 these places then you have missed part of the shared experience of the

 modern middle-class American childhood. You may have even seen
 pictures of a virtual world without knowing it. If you watched a
 recent film or commercial that includes special effects, you may have
 been looking at realistic renderings of moving three-dimensional
 objects that never existed outside the memory of a computer. These
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 14 W.Daniel Hillis

 images are so detailed that they are indistinguishable from photo
 graphs of actual objects.

 The examples I've given so far have been limited in the richness of
 their action by the fact that they take place on a television screen, but

 we already have technology available for deeper sensory immersion.
 For example, most commercial airline pilots train regularly on
 aircraft simulators which have not only the look and sound but the
 actual "feel" of flying a real airplane; they can feel the bump when
 they land. Experimental virtual reality simulators use head-mounted
 binocular displays to give the wearer a convincing illusion of moving
 around in a world that exists only within the computer. Two such
 users can "meet" within such a world and see the movements of each

 other's imagined bodies, even though their physical bodies may be
 half a world apart.

 Try to imagine the virtual worlds that will be made possible by the
 power of a shared parallel computer. Imagine a world that has the
 complexity and subtlety of the aircraft simulation, the accessibility of
 the video game, the economic importance of the stock market, and
 the sensory richness of the flight simulator, all of this with the
 vividness of computer-generated Hollywood special effects. This may
 be the kind of world in which your children spend their time, meet
 their friends and earn their living. Perhaps your son or daughter will
 be an "architect" that designs public gathering spaces in virtual
 worlds, or a "doctor" that specializes in repairing virtual bodies, or a
 lawyer that specializes in laws of some particular virtual world.7
 Whatever you imagine virtual worlds will be like, or whatever I

 imagine, is likely to be wrong. Profound change is inherently hard to
 think about. What is almost certainly true is that the future is not just
 a simple extrapolation of what we know today. Massively parallel
 computing transforms both the economies and the absolute capabili
 ties of information processing. All that can be said for certain is that
 this is bound to cause changes and that change is difficult to think
 about. I am confident that once again reality will go beyond our
 imagination.

 ENDNOTES

 1This account of the rise of mass production is based on the events described in
 Denison Olmsted, Memoir of Eli Whitney, Esq. (New York: Ayer, 1972, reprint
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 of 1846 edition); and Jeannette Mirsky and Allan Nevins, The World of Eli
 Whitney (New York: Collier, 1952).

 2A good history of the development and adoption of mass production can be found
 in David Hounshell, From the American System to Mass Production, 1800
 1932: The Development of Manufacturing Technology in the United States
 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984).

 3It is also interesting that both massive parallelism and mass production received
 their initial impetus for commercial development from the military. In both cases
 the existing manufacturers were skeptical but they were developed primarily by
 individuals starting new enterprises rather than the existing manufacturers. In
 both cases the federal government played a critical role in the development of the
 technology.

 4A more complete description of the Connection Machine can be found in
 W. Daniel Hillis, The Connection Machine (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1985).

 5Whitney was also interested in avoiding competition for labor and raw materials.
 An 1802 letter of his which mentions the value of starting with untrained workers
 is quoted in Mirsky and Nevins, 214.

 6The census project and memory-based reasoning are described in R. H. Creecy,
 B. M. Masand, S. J. Smith, and D. L. Waltz, Trading MIPS and Memory for
 Knowledge Engineering: Automatic Classification of Census Returns on a
 Massively Parallel Supercomputer, Thinking Machines Corporation Technical
 Report (Cambridge: Thinking Machines Corporation, 1991).

 7For some ideas about what virtual worlds may be like, the best source is science
 fiction. I recommend the work of William Gibson, or a story called "True
 Names" by Vernor Vinge.
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 John H. Holland

 Complex Adaptive Systems

 One of the most important roles a computer can play is
 to act as a simulator of physical processes. When a com
 puter mimics the behavior of a system, such as the flow of

 air over an airplane wing, it provides us with a unique way of
 studying the factors that control that behavior. The key, of course, is
 for the computer to offer an accurate rendition of the system being
 studied. In the past fifty years, computers have scored some major
 successes in this regard. Designers of airplanes, bridges, and Ameri
 ca's Cup yachts all use computers routinely to analyze their designs
 before they commit them to metal. For such artifacts, we know how
 to mimic the behavior quite exactly, using equations discovered over
 a century ago.

 However, there are systems of crucial interest to humankind that
 have so far defied accurate simulation by computer. Economies,
 ecologies, immune systems, developing embryos, and the brain all
 exhibit complexities that block broadly based attempts at compre
 hension. For example, the equation-based methods that work well
 for airplanes have a much more limited scope for economies. A
 finance minister cannot expect the same accuracy in asking the
 computer to play out the impact of a policy change as an engineer can
 expect in asking the computer to play out the implications of tilting
 an airplane wing.

 Despite the disparities and the difficulties, we are entering a new
 era in our ability to understand and foster such systems. The grounds
 for optimism come from two recent advances. First, scientists have
 begun to extract a common kernel from these systems: each of the

 John H. Holland is Professor of Psychology and Professor of Computer Science and
 Engineering at the University of Michigan and Maxwell Professor at the Santa Fe Institute.

 17
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 18 John H. Holland
 systems involves a similar "evolving structure." That is, these systems
 change and reorganize their component parts to adapt themselves to
 the problems posed by their surroundings. This is the main reason the
 systems are difficult to understand and control?they constitute a
 "moving target." We are learning, however, that the mechanisms
 that mediate these systems are much more alike than surface obser
 vations would suggest. These mechanisms and the deeper similarities
 are important enough that the systems are now grouped under a
 common name, complex adaptive systems.

 The second relevant advance is the new era in computation that is
 the theme of this issue of Dcedalus. This advance will allow experts

 who are not computer savvy to "flight-test" models of particular
 complex adaptive systems. For example, a policy maker can directly
 examine a model for its "reality," without knowing the underlying
 code. That same policy maker can then formulate and try out
 different policies on the model, again without becoming involved in
 the underlying coding, thereby developing an informed intuition
 about future effects of the policies.

 It is the thesis of this article that these new computation-based
 models, when constructed around the common structural kernel of
 complex adaptive systems, offer a much-needed opportunity: They
 enable the formulation of new and useful policies vis-?-vis major
 problems ranging from trade balances and sustainability to AIDS.

 COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

 To arrive at a deeper understanding of complex adaptive systems?to
 understand what makes them complex and what makes them
 adaptive?it is useful to look at a particular system. Consider the
 immune system. It consists of large numbers of highly mobile units,
 called antibodies, that continually repel or destroy an ever-changing
 cast of invaders (bacteria and biochemicals), called antigens. Because
 the invaders come in an almost infinite variety of forms, the immune
 system cannot simply develop a list of all possible invaders. Even if it
 could take the time to do so, there is simply not room enough to store
 all that information. Instead, the immune system must change or
 adapt ("fit to") its antibodies as new invaders appear. It is this ability
 to adapt that has made these systems so hard to simulate.
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 Complex Adaptive Systems 19

 The immune system faces the additional complication that it must
 distinguish self from other; the system must distinguish the legitimate
 parts of its owner from the ever-changing cast of invaders. This is a
 herculean task because the owner's cells and their biochemical
 constituents number in the tens of thousands of kinds. Mistakes in

 identification do occur in some individuals, giving rise to the usually
 fatal autoimmune diseases, but they are rare. The immune system is
 so good at self-identification that, at present, it provides our best
 scientific means of defining individuality. An immune system will not
 even confuse its own cells with those in a skin graft from a sibling, for
 example.

 How does the immune system manage the ongoing process of
 adaptation that enables it to achieve such remarkable levels of
 identification? We do not really know, though there are interesting
 conjectures with varying degrees of evidence. Models of this complex
 adaptive system are hard to formulate. It is particularly difficult to
 provide experts in the area with models that allow "thought exper
 iments," models that enable the expert to develop intuition about
 different mechanisms and organizations.
 We face similar problems when dealing with the other complex

 adaptive systems.1 All of them involve great numbers of parts
 undergoing a kaleidoscopic array of simultaneous interactions. They
 all seem to share three characteristics: evolution, aggregate behavior,
 and anticipation.

 As time goes on, the parts evolve in Darwinian fashion, attempting
 to improve the ability of their kind to survive in their interactions

 with the surrounding parts. This ability of the parts to adapt or learn
 is the pivotal characteristic of complex adaptive systems. Some
 adaptive systems are quite simple: a thermostat adapts by turning the
 furnace on or off in an attempt to keep its surroundings at a constant
 temperature. However, the adaptive processes of interest here are
 complex because they involve many parts and widely varying indi
 vidual criteria (analogous to the constant temperature sought by the
 thermostat) for what a "good outcome" would be.

 Complex adaptive systems also exhibit an aggregate behavior that
 is not simply derived from the actions of the parts. For the immune
 system this aggregate behavior is its ability to distinguish self from
 other. For an economy, it can range from the GNP to the overall
 network of supply and demand; for an ecology, it is usually taken to
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 20 John H. Holland
 be the overall food web or the patterns of flow of energy and
 materials; for an embryo, it is the overall structure of the developing
 individual; for the brain, it is the overt behavior it evokes and
 controls. Generally, it is this aggregate behavior that we would like to
 understand and modify. To do so, we must understand how the
 aggregate behavior emerges from the interactions of the parts.

 As if this were not complex enough, there is a further feature that
 makes these systems still more complex?they anticipate. In seeking
 to adapt to changing circumstance, the parts can be thought of as
 developing rules that anticipate the consequences of certain re
 sponses. At the simplest level, this is not much different from
 Pavlovian conditioning: "If the bell rings, then food will appear."
 However, even for simple conditioning, the effects are quite complex
 when large numbers of parts are being conditioned in different ways.
 This is particularly the case when the various conditionings depend
 upon the interactions between parts. Moreover, the resulting antici
 pation can cause major changes in aggregate behavior, even when
 they do not come true. The anticipation of an oil shortage, even if it
 never comes to pass, can cause a sharp rise in oil prices, and a sharp
 increase in attempts to find alternative energy sources. This emergent
 ability to anticipate is one of the features we least understand about
 complex adaptive systems, yet it is one of the most important.

 There is one final, more technical point, that needs emphasis.
 Because the individual parts of a complex adaptive system are
 continually revising their ("conditioned") rules for interaction, each
 part is embedded in perpetually novel surroundings (the changing
 behavior of the other parts). As a result, the aggregate behavior of the
 system is usually far from optimal, if indeed optimality can even be
 defined for the system as a whole. For this reason, standard theories
 in physics, economics, and elsewhere, are of little help because they
 concentrate on optimal end-points, whereas complex adaptive sys
 tems "never get there." They continue to evolve, and they steadily
 exhibit new forms of emergent behavior. History and context play a
 critical role, further complicating the task for theory and experiment.
 Though some parts of the system may settle down temporarily at a
 local optimum, they are usually "dead" or uninteresting if they
 remain at that equilibrium for an extended period. It is the process of
 becoming, rather than the never-reached end points, that we must
 study if we are to gain insight.
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 Complex Adaptive Systems 21
 MASSIVELY PARALLEL COMPUTERS

 The introduction of the digital programmed computer profoundly
 changed our view of what could be accomplished with computation.

 Massively parallel computers?computers made up of hundreds of
 thousands of interconnected microcomputers?will produce changes
 that are equally profound. It is not just a matter of speed, though that
 is important. Because a massively parallel computer can handle large
 numbers of actions simultaneously, it offers new ways of displaying
 and interacting with data. It provides ways of studying complex
 adaptive systems as far beyond the reach of a current workstation as
 that workstation's capacities are beyond the reach of an adding

 machine or a slide rule. Indeed, massively parallel computers should
 produce a revolution in the investigation of complex adaptive sys
 tems comparable to revolution produced by the introduction of the
 microscope in biology.2

 The longer-range effects of massive parallelism are not easy to
 predict at this early stage, but a little hindsight offers some clues. At
 the beginning of the computer era, in the 1940s and early 1950s,

 most computer scientists foresaw increasing speed and storage, along
 with an ever-increasing ability to tackle scientific and business
 problems. But the magnitude of those increases as they unfolded,
 coupled with precipitous decreases in price, amazed us. They made
 possible widespread word processing, electronic mail, the personal
 work station, and related sets of activities, such as personal video
 games and simulations. This has produced new major sectors of the
 economy and has altered both the work and play of large numbers of
 people. This process of headlong increases in speed and storage,
 accompanied by decreasing prices, is already underway for massively
 parallel machines. The new "microscope" will soon be as pervasive
 as the personal workstation is today.

 MODELS OF COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

 A complex adaptive system has no single governing equation, or rule,
 that controls the system. Instead, it has many distributed, interacting
 parts, with little or nothing in the way of a central control. Each of
 the parts is governed by its own rules. Each of these rules may
 participate in influencing an outcome, and each may influence the
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 22 John H. Holland
 actions of other parts. The resulting rule-based structure becomes
 grist for the evolutionary procedures that enable the system to adapt
 to its surroundings.3 We can develop a better understanding of these
 evolutionary procedures if we first take a closer look at this idea of a
 distributed, rule-based structure.
 Most rules can be parsed into simple condition/action rules: If

 [condition true], then execute [action]. The simplest rules in this form
 look much like specifications for psychological reflexes: If [the
 surface feels hot], then execute [a backward jerk of the hand]; if
 [there is a rapidly moving object in peripheral vision], then execute [a

 movement of the eyes until the object is in the center of the visual
 field]. More complicated rules act on messages sent by other rules, in
 turn sending out their own messages: If [there is a message X], then
 execute [transmission of message Y]. Quite complicated activities can
 be carried out by combinations of such rules; in fact, any computa
 tion that can be specified in a computer language can be carried out
 by an appropriate combination of condition/action rules.

 This distributed, many-ruled organization places strong requirements
 on computer simulation of complex adaptive systems. The most direct
 approach is to provide a simulation in which many rules are active
 simultaneously?a "natural" for massively parallel computation.
 When many rules can be active simultaneously, a distributed,

 rule-based system can handle perpetual novelty. On encountering a
 novel situation, such as "red car by the side of the road with a flat tire,"
 the system activates several relevant rules, such as those for "red,"
 "car," "flat tire," and so on. It builds a "picture" of the situation from
 parts rather than treating it as a monolithic whole never before
 encountered. The advantage is similar to that obtained when one
 describes a face in terms of component parts, rather than treating it as
 an indecomposable whole. Select, say, 8 components for the face?
 hair, forehead, eyebrows, eyes, cheekbones, nose, mouth, and chin.
 Allow 10 variants for each component part?different hair colors and
 textures, different forehead shapes, and so on. Then 108 =
 100,000,000 faces can be described by combining these components in
 different ways. This at the cost of storing only 8 x 10 = 80 "building
 block" components. Moreover, when a building block is useful in one
 combination, it is at least plausible that it will prove useful in other,
 similar combinations. Building blocks thus give the system a capacity
 for transferring previous experience to new situations.
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 Complex Adaptive Systems 23

 Massive parallelism is clearly an advantage in simulating a com
 plex adaptive system conceived of in terms of simultaneously acting
 rules. An individual processor can be allocated to each rule, while the
 connections between the processors provide for rule interactions. The
 resulting model is both natural and rapidly processed.

 To provide for adaptation, the system must have ways of changing
 its rules. Such procedures give the system its characteristic "evolving
 structure." There are two kinds of computational procedures that are
 relevant: credit assignment procedures and rule discovery procedures.

 Credit assignment is necessary because one wants the system, and
 its rules, to evolve toward something. Credit assignment first requires
 a sense of what "good" performance is, then it requires a way to pick
 out and "reward" those parts of the system that seem to be causing
 good performance. A system that rewards good performance may
 never become optimal, but it can get better and better.

 Credit assignment is a traditional problem in artificial intelligence
 research. In a rule-based system, the object is to assign credit to
 individual rules in proportion to their contribution to the system's
 overall (aggregate) performance. We can think of this credit as a
 strength assigned to the rule: The more a rule contributes to good
 performance, the stronger it becomes, and vice versa.4 By "stronger"
 we mean that the rule, based on its past successes, is given a stronger
 voice in future decisions. As successive situations are encountered, the
 relevant rules compete to control behavior, the stronger rules being
 the likely winners. That is, if a rule has produced a good outcome in
 some situation in the past, then it is more likely to be used in similar
 situations in the future.

 Credit assignment can enable a system to select the best from the
 rules it has, but it cannot supply the system with new rules. If it is to
 evolve to deal with new situations, the system will have to create new
 rules. For this the system requires some kind of rule discovery
 procedure. Rule discovery is a subtle process, because it is important
 that the discovery process generate plausible rules, rules that are not
 obviously wrong on the basis of past experience. The philosopher
 C. S. Pierce is quite informative on this matter.5 To apply Pierce's
 reasoning to this model, it is convenient to think of rules as made up
 of smaller pieces, or building blocks. My own version of Pierce's
 commentary, then, is that the discovery and recombination of
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 24 John H. Holland
 building blocks is an important step toward assuring the plausibility
 of newly invented rules.6

 To approach rule discovery in terms of building blocks, it is useful
 to think of "breeding" strong rules. That is, strong rules are selected
 as "parents," and new offspring rules are produced by crossing the
 parents. The assumption is that strong rules have valuable building
 blocks inside them that should be incorporated into new rules. This
 process mimics the process whereby a breeder crosses horses or a
 farmer produces new varieties of hybrid corn. Here the object is to
 produce offspring rules that amount to plausible new hypotheses.
 Rule discovery procedures of this kind are called genetic algorithms.7
 A genetic algorithm "learns" automatically by biasing future gener
 ations of rules toward combinations of above-average building
 blocks (as, in genetics, coadapted sets of genes appear ever more
 frequently in successive generations). It can be proved that genetic
 algorithms find and recombine useful building blocks. They have
 counterparts in each of the known complex adaptive systems. Of
 course, many of the new rules generated by this process are nonsense,
 but nonsense rules do not promote "good" behavior and are system
 atically weeded out.

 This rule discovery procedure, once again, lends itself to massively
 parallel computation. Crossing strong parents is a simple operation
 that imposes low processing requirements on the computer. Because
 the whole set of rules can be treated as a population, with mating
 going on simultaneously throughout the population, parallelism is
 easily exploited.

 INTERNAL MODELS: THE FUNDAMENTAL ATTRIBUTE OF
 COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

 There is still one property of complex adaptive systems that we have
 to examine more closely. Complex adaptive systems form and use
 internal models to anticipate the future, basing current actions on
 expected outcomes.8 It is this attribute that distinguishes complex
 adaptive systems from other kinds of complex systems; it is also this
 attribute that makes the emergent behavior of complex adaptive
 systems intricate and difficult to understand.

 It is interesting to note that we rarely think of anticipation, or
 prediction, as a characteristic of organisms in general, though we
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 readily ascribe it to humans. Still, a bacterium moves in the direction
 of a chemical gradient, implicitly predicting that food lies in that
 direction. The butterfly that mimics the foul-tasting Monarch butter
 fly survives because it implicitly forecasts that a certain wing pattern
 discourages predators. A wolf bases its actions on anticipations
 generated by a mental map that incorporates landmarks and scents.
 The science of computer simulations itself represents man's attempt
 to make predictions ranging from the flight characteristics of yet
 untried aircraft to future GNP, but we have only recently been able
 to endow programs themselves with model-building capabilities. It is
 important that we understand the way in which complex adaptive
 systems build and use internal models, because so much of their
 behavior stems from anticipations based on these internal models.

 An internal model allows a system to look ahead to the future
 consequences of current actions, without actually committing itself to
 those actions. In particular, the system can avoid acts that would set
 it irretrievably down some road to future disaster ("stepping off a
 cliff"). Less dramatically, but equally important, the model enables
 the agent to make current "stage-setting" moves that set up later
 moves that are obviously advantageous. The very essence of attaining
 a competitive advantage, whether it be in chess or economics, is the
 discovery and execution of stage-setting moves.

 An internal model may, of course, be incorrect in some or many
 ways. But then hindsight can be used to improve the model; the model
 is modified whenever its predictions fail to match subsequent outcome
 (credit assignment again). The system can thus make improvements

 without overt rewards or detailed information about errors. This is a

 tremendous advantage in most real-world situations, where rewards or
 corrective information occur only at the end of long sequences of
 action. Whether one is playing a game of chess or making a long-term
 investment, the rewards for current action are usually much delayed.
 Internal models enable improvement in the interim.

 AN INTERIM SUMMARY

 Here's a condensed view of the description of complex adaptive
 systems presented so far. The systems' basic components are treated
 as sets of rules. The systems rely on three key mechanisms: parallel
 ism, competition, and recombination. Parallelism permits the system
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 26 John H. Holland
 to use individual rules as building blocks, activating sets of rules to
 describe and act upon the changing situations. Competition allows
 the system to marshal its rules as the situation demands, providing
 flexibility and transfer of experience. This is vital in realistic environ
 ments, where the agent receives a torrent of information, most of it
 irrelevant to current decisions. The procedures for adaptation?
 credit assignment and rule discovery?extract useful, repeatable
 events from this torrent, incorporating them as new building blocks.
 Recombination plays a key role in the discovery process, generating
 plausible new rules from parts of tested rules. It implements the
 heuristic that building blocks useful in the past will prove useful in
 new, similar contexts.

 Overall, these mechanisms allow a complex adaptive system to
 adapt, while using extant capabilities to respond, instant by instant,
 to its environment. In so doing the system balances exploration
 (acquisition of new information and capabilities) with exploitation
 (the efficient use of information and capabilities already available).

 The system that results is well founded in computational terms, and
 it does indeed get better at attaining goals in a perpetually novel
 environment.

 ACCESS TO SIMULATIONS OF COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

 Simulations of complex adaptive systems, executed on computers,
 produce floods of data. The result is reminiscent of the early days of
 "batch processing" on computers: When the output appears as
 interminable pages of printout and numerical tables, it is difficult to
 uncover significant or surprising interactions, much less react to
 them. The user can be reduced to observing, rather than experiment
 ing and controlling. This need not be.

 If we are to make parallel simulations of complex adaptive systems
 accessible, two criteria must be satisfied. First, the parallel simulation
 must directly mimic the ongoing parallel interactions of the complex
 adaptive system.9 Second, there must be a visual, game-like user
 interface that provides natural controls for experts not used to
 exploring systems via computers. For example, a policy maker
 should be able to try out an economic model in much the way that a
 pilot tries out a flight simulator. Actions and decisions should be
 made in the usual way, without requiring any cognizance of the
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 underlying computations. It should also be easy to see if the model
 behaves in realistic ways in well-known situations. This has the
 additional value of allowing experts to feed back "reality checks" to
 the simulation designers. Research initiatives at the Santa Fe Institute,
 in cooperation with a commercial firm, SimLabs, lead us to believe
 that powerful interfaces of this kind are possible for complex
 adaptive systems.

 CURRENT SIMULATIONS OF COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

 We are only in the earliest stages of developing simulations of the
 kind just discussed, but there are some suggestive results. The work
 of Marimon, McGrattan, and Sargent on the evolution of money
 provides an early example. It was initiated in 1989 as part of the
 economics program at the Santa Fe Institute.10 This study uses a
 combination of theory and simulation to study the effect of adaptive,
 rule-based agents in a classical trading model from economics,

 Wicksell's triangle. It shows that even when the artificial agents start
 with randomly generated rules, they soon decide upon a medium of
 exchange and reach close-to-optimal trading patterns. Among other
 studies, there is a new approach to understanding the immune system
 using a massively parallel computer,11 and an actual policy study
 using data from the office of management and budget in Milan,
 Italy.12 The latter is directly concerned with increasing the efficiency
 of decision making in the 730 offices scattered throughout the
 Lombardy region. The study's major objective, which it attained, was
 to discover which factors, from a very large number, were relevant to
 the various decisions made by the local offices. By using this
 information, the director structured decision procedures that would
 lead to increased efficiency in the local offices.

 These early results are really only accessible to the computer savvy,
 but they point the way. In all three of the models cited, the study of
 the mechanisms providing evolutionary changes in the system's
 structure will encourage more realistic, more accessible models. We
 can then expect current exploratory research to expand into substan
 tial advances available to a wide range of users.

 MATHEMATICS AND THEORY

 Complex adaptive systems are so intricate that there is little hope of
 a coherent theory without the controlled experiments that a mas
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 sively parallel computer makes possible. At the same time, in an area
 this complex, experiments unguided by an appropriate theoretical
 framework usually amount to little more than "watching the pot
 boil." Sustained progress outside the guidelines of a theory is as
 unlikely as attempting modern experimental physics outside the
 framework of theoretical physics. After all, no system currently under
 investigation in physics is as complex as a full-fledged complex
 adaptive system. We need experiments to inform theory, but without
 theory all is lost.

 Fortunately, there are several points at which we can bring
 mathematics to bear on the approach outlined above. We can show
 that, under certain conditions, appropriate credit assignment proce
 dures do indeed strengthen the relevant stage-setting rules. We can
 also show that recombination, mediated by a genetic algorithm, does
 progressively bias the population of rules toward the use of above
 average building blocks.13 There are also formal frameworks that
 apply to the process of generating internal models, with accompany
 ing proofs that establish some of their elementary properties.14 On a
 broader perspective, there are relevant pieces of mathematics from
 mathematical economics and mathematical ecology that can be
 generalized to apply to all complex adaptive systems.15

 The challenge is to weld these disparate pieces into a theory, a
 theory that explains the pervasiveness of the evolutionary processes
 forming the common kernel of all complex adaptive systems. The
 theory should elucidate the mechanisms that assure the emergence of
 internal models. Coordinated computer simulations should provide
 critical tests of the unfolding theory. The simulations should also
 suggest well-informed conjectures that offer new directions for
 theory. The broadest hope is that the theoretician, by testing deduc
 tions and inductions against the simulations, can reincarnate the cycle
 of theory and experiment so fruitful in physics.

 To my knowledge there is only one organization, the Santa Fe
 Institute, that has taken the general mathematical study of complex
 adaptive systems as its central mission.16 The institute has drawn to
 its campus a unique range of experts in physics, economics, and
 related mathematical disciplines. It has formed a working alliance
 with the University of Michigan to take advantage of that university's
 particular strengths in psychology, sociology, and business adminis
 tration. Even though the institute is only five years old, these
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 interactions have already produced substantial changes in the study
 of complex adaptive systems.

 SUMMARY

 Complex adaptive systems represent the kernel of some of our most
 difficult problems, ranging from trade balances to control of the
 AIDS epidemic. They can be simulated on massively parallel com
 puters by defining a network of interacting rule-based components.
 By providing natural "flight-simulator-like" interfaces for such sim
 ulations, we can open these systems to exploration by policy makers
 and other experts who do not have the time to become computer
 savvy. This has the double value of giving the designers "reality
 checks," while allowing policy makers to explore the differences
 effected by different policies. By looking for pervasive phenomena in
 such experiments, we can implement the classic hypothesize-test
 revise cycle for the study of complex adaptive systems. The experi
 mental part of this cycle is particularly important, because such
 systems typically operate far from equilibrium, continually undergo
 ing revisions and improvements. They do not yield to classic,
 equilibrium-based mathematical approaches that rely on linearity,
 attractors, fixed points, and the like. A new kind of mathematical
 framework is required, one that emphasizes continuing adaptation
 through recombination of building blocks.
 Without such a framework, the computer-based experiments will

 be little more than uncoordinated forays into an endlessly complex
 domain. With such a framework, we can greatly expand our under
 standing of these important, difficult questions.
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 Perspectives on Parallel Computing

 JUST AS MACHINERY HAS LIFTED THE DEADENING Weight of
 manual labor from our backs, the computer is removing the
 weight of repetitive mental tasks from our minds. At the same

 time, it increases enormously the number and complexity of mental
 tasks that it is feasible to undertake. Computers enable us to use
 technology, information, and knowledge to accomplish goals which

 would be impossible without them. The computer is a critical technol
 ogy for the competitive position of major industries. It is critical for our
 national security. It is also an increasingly important factor in medical
 and biological understanding, diagnosis and treatment.

 WHY COMPUTE FASTER?

 It is the increasing speed of today's computers which defines their
 tremendous value to society. Table 1 illustrates the times required for
 solving representative medium-sized and grand challenge1 scientific
 problems on typical computers.2 For example, a grand challenge
 problem which would require fifteen hundred years to solve on a
 low-end scientific workstation could be solved on a Connection

 Machine (CM-2 with sixty-four thousand processors) in just one
 year! On a teraflop machine?currently under development, with
 delivery tentatively expected by 1995?the same problem could be
 solved in ten hours.3 The basis for comparison is an estimate of
 sustained performance.

 Yuefan Deng is Assistant Professor in the Department of Applied Mathematics and Statistics at
 the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

 James Glimm is Distinguished Leading Professor and Chair of the Department of Applied
 Mathematics and Statistics at the State University of New York at Stony Brook.

 David H. Sharp is a Fellow in the Theoretical Division at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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 Moderate Grand Challenge
 Machines Problems Problems

 TFlop Machine 2 seconds 10 hours
 CM-2 64K 30 minutes 1 year

 CRAYY-MP/8 4 hours 10 years
 Alliant FX/80 5 days 250 years
 SUN 4/60 1 month 1.5K years
 VAX 11/780 9 months 14K years
 IBM PC/8087 9 years 170K years

 Apple Mac 23 years 450K years

 table i. Typical times for solving medium-size scientific problems and
 representative grand challenge problems on various computers. A K year
 (kilo year) is a thousand years.

 System performance refers to the computational problem sizes
 which can be handled within acceptable time and cost limitations.
 Performance can be divided roughly into three aspects, which may
 have differing importance in distinct applications. The first is the raw
 computation speed (arithmetic operations per second). The second is
 memory, or the amount of input data, program instructional data,
 and intermediate computational results (scratch paper) which can be
 stored at any one time. The third important performance attribute is
 I/O (input/output), or the rate at which data can be entered into and
 retrieved from the machine.

 Computational performance is measured by human as well as
 system criteria. The human criteria are the knowledge of computa
 tional algorithms, or ways of translating ideas and formulas into
 computer language, and the problem-based understanding, or sci
 ence, put into the problem.
 Parallel computing is a method to improve system performance

 dramatically. The distinction between parallel computing and its
 opposite, serial computing, lies in the order of events. In serial
 computation, all operations proceed in a definite, well-defined se
 quential order. With parallel computation, many operations are
 performed at the same time. The biological model for parallel
 computation is the brain, which contains many (approximately 1010)
 computational elements (neurons), many of which are active and are
 occupied with numerous unrelated tasks at the same time (breathing,
 thinking, drinking coffee, and so on). As with the brain, parallel
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 Perspectives on Parallel Computing 33

 computation achieves its performance through the replication of a
 large number of relatively simple units.

 Society and Science in the Computer Age

 The tasks accomplished with the aid of computers involve not only
 words and numbers, but the control of machines themselves. Indeed,
 these tasks extend to the organization of society itself, which can
 attain goals undreamed of without computers. Thus the computer
 completes the Industrial Revolution, begun with the invention of the
 steam engine, and ushers in its own era. This new age, in contrast to
 the Industrial Revolution, is characterized by the primacy of infor
 mation rather than machinery. It could therefore be called the
 Information Age. Its onset, which we are currently experiencing, is
 the Information Revolution.

 The organization of a large multinational corporation would not
 be possible without the use of computers for the communication,
 transfer, processing, and assessing of information, for the processing
 of data and the keeping of records. Universities also require comput
 ers devoted to organizational tasks, for the same reason. Computers
 are used for financial planning, analysis of economic data, and
 processing of bank checks. They drive fax machines and copiers.
 Smart telephones with redial and memory capabilities are only the
 beginning of what is possible in this direction.

 The telephone switching network is a massive, parallel, and
 distributed computing network. Decisions on the routing of messages
 are made instantaneously, in response to network capability and
 traffic loads. It is for this reason that telephone companies have been
 among the pioneers of computer development. The operation of a
 modern telephone system would be impossible without computers.

 Airline reservations, as we know them today, would likewise be
 impossible without a computer-accessible database. These reserva
 tions also provide valuable projections to the airlines, which monitor
 their own future reservations to project traffic patterns. Scheduling is
 also done by computer, so that the correct size plane is available at
 the correct airport at the correct time. These schedules are adjusted
 seasonally to account for shifts in traffic patterns, but they must often
 be adjusted more rapidly?daily, for example?as in response to
 weather-induced disruptions of the schedule. For such problems, the
 value of a rapid answer is very much larger than that of a delayed
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 answer. If scheduling problems could be solved in a matter of
 minutes, with faster computers of the future, decisions as to whether

 to delay a given aircraft to meet incoming connections could be based
 on the effects such decisions would have on the schedules and

 connections for the remainder of the day. This example is illustrative
 of a much broader class of discrete optimization problems, which
 arise in a variety of contexts, including transportation, inventories,
 layout, packing, and route planning for robots.

 Bar code readers and cash registers are computer terminals, in the
 sense that they are often connected to a central computer, which
 tallies totals and change for each sale, keeps records, and determines
 the day's receipts. A large organization could potentially use this
 system as a massive distributed parallel computing system, which
 could monitor sales and inventory on an hourly or daily basis, with
 breakdown by product, product category, or region.

 Computing is the foundation for the engineering management of
 major industries. Perhaps more important, excellence in engineering
 computation, such as computer-aided design and computer-aided
 manufacturing (CAD/CAM), is an important aspect of competitive
 viability. The design of automobiles is heavily dependent upon
 computers. Their manufacture uses computer-controlled machine
 tools and automation, computer-assisted inventory control, simula
 tion studies in factory layout, and the routing and scheduling of work
 in progress. Distribution and marketing utilize computer-based op
 timization studies. Throughout industry, computers are widely used
 to control manufacturing processes, from the control of temperature
 and pressure in a chemical vat or the inflow of chemical feed stocks,
 to the control of metal processing and machining equipment, to
 control of temperature and pressure for the growth of crystals for
 semiconductor fabrication. Computers are also making their way
 into consumer products?the "smart" (electronically controlled)
 carburetor is an example.

 The best tools currently available for understanding the solutions
 of the equations of quantum physics?both at the atomic and the
 subatomic level?are computational. Theories of supernova depend
 on computational solution of the equations of continuum, atomic,
 and subatomic physics, and have received striking confirmation by
 the supernova event of 1987.
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 The above discussion describes the past and short-term projections
 into the future. Some currently solved or partially solved problems

 will be solved more rapidly and more reliably, with better accuracy
 and fewer assumptions. Moreover, the answers will be put to wider
 use. Such projections are likely to err by being too timid. Massive and
 cost-effective increases in computing capability will have long-range
 and qualitative changes which are more difficult to predict, but may
 be more profound. The most important consequences of a massive
 increase in computing power could very well be ones not foreseen
 here.

 Dramatic scientific success is envisioned in a number of currently
 intractable areas. Examples where such a breakthrough might occur
 are not difficult to imagine. Genetic diseases may be cured in the
 future, with the assistance of computer-supported pattern recogni
 tion to extract information from the genetic code. The origins of the
 universe can be explored through computer modeling of proposed
 physical processes and physical laws. The scientific relation between
 the microphysics of atoms and quantum mechanics and such mac
 rophysics as material properties (strength, hardness, texture, durabil
 ity) may be determined in a routine and quantitative fashion. These
 connections are known in principle, but are very difficult to trace
 quantitatively today. Massive increases in computing power, and the
 decisive role of computation in the solution of such problems, will
 result in computation becoming a senior partner in the scientific
 enterprise.

 New intellectual disciplines will come to the fore. Pattern recogni
 tion and machine intelligence are likely examples. Predictions of these
 capabilities were associated with the optimism which prevailed
 concerning artificial intelligence (AI) in the 1950s. The predictions
 did not come to pass and have fallen into some disrepute.
 We believe that the predictions will, in the main, turn out to be

 correct. However, it is clear that the time scales and difficulties were

 grossly underestimated. In particular, the need for fundamental
 science, relevant to the area of application, was greatly underesti

 mated. Computing capabilities alone will not be sufficient. Also
 underestimated was the gradual nature of scientific progress; science
 more often progresses incrementally and only occasionally in large
 breakthroughs. The time for progress in the relatively more tractable
 areas of physical science was also underestimated. John von Neu
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 mann's predictions in the 1950s concerning weather forecasting are
 only today coming true.4 The AI projections of speech and handwrit
 ing recognition, language, vision, and robotic capability are all likely
 to occur. Massive increases in computing power are absolutely
 necessary, but, as noted, it would be unrealistic to think that
 computation alone will suffice. In addition to increased computa
 tional power, entirely new theories of knowledge and speech may
 well be needed.

 Computer-assisted decision making will become commonplace, so
 that the doctor, lawyer, nurse, or engineer will have access to a large
 computerized data base in which information can be searched by
 reference to key words. Beyond the reference material, the computer
 will offer assistance in decision making. Simple professional tasks,
 such as the preparation of routine legal documents, will not require
 professional assistance. The library of the future?with computer
 based storage, retrieval, and data search, of which we have heard
 more than we have seen?is still a valid concept. Publishing will be
 revolutionized as well, and communication in general will be trans
 formed. More records will be stored in computer-readable form, and
 large-scale data analysis will be common.

 The quality of large-scale econometric, sociometric, and political
 surveys will increase and a quantitative formulation of the sciences of
 human behavior may become possible. For example, large-scale
 epidemiological studies with many controlled variables will, in the
 authors' judgment, provide new examples of such a science; the
 tobacco and asbestos connections to cancer were established primar
 ily on the basis of statistical analysis. Patterns of automobile injuries
 are also subject to statistical analysis. Present evidence for the
 possibility of such a science of human behavior also includes the
 significant increase in the length of economic expansions and the
 decrease in length and severity of recessions (as charted since 1750),
 presumably due in part to the successful use of computer-assisted
 econometric models. A company's consumer products can be rapidly
 and accurately distributed to those specific geographic areas where
 particular models are most desired. Market promotions can be
 targeted to selected ZIP codes, census tracts, or population segments.
 Work at home?telecommuting?will become more common.

 Advantages of telecommuting include savings in time and energy,
 decreased traffic and air pollution, and increased parental supervision
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 of children. The automobile will acquire fail-safe collision avoidance
 intelligence. Medical prosthetic devices will become smarter. Art will
 be generated by computer graphics, but will still be created by a
 human artist who will control the computer by talking to it. The
 world champion chess player will be a computer. We propose, with
 perhaps a touch of whimsy, that this champion computer will be
 programmed by a collaboration between a computer scientist and a
 (human) chess player.

 Impact on Science

 The computer has given rise to a new mode of scientific practice, and
 scientific computation today stands beside theory and experiment as
 a fundamental methodology of science. Scientific computation is on
 a rising growth curve, and we believe that we are still near the
 beginning?or, at most, the middle?of this growth. That we are not
 near the end of the growth period can be seen from the large number
 of near-term prospects for dramatic progress from the points of view
 of hardware, software, and applications.

 To understand why we want to compute faster, we first look at
 how high-speed computation has transformed fluid dynamics and
 other branches of continuum physics in the past thirty-five years. In
 most areas of fluid dynamics, the computer is the primary experi
 mental tool. Laboratory experiments serve to validate computational
 codes and usually serve to validate the final result of a computational
 investigation. However, a very large part of the scientific exploration
 between these two steps is done exclusively by computer. Writing in
 the early 1950s, von Neumann observed that "fluid dynamics is
 stagnant across a broad front."5 Such a statement could not be made
 today. Accurate five-day weather forecasts, the computation of flow
 fields around airplane wings and the design of transonic aircraft,
 stress loading in complex structures, multidimensional shock wave
 interactions, and the beginnings of reliable turbulence computations
 are a reality today. The implications for science, technology, and
 industry have only partially been realized, and because the improve

 ment in capabilities in both hardware and algorithms have occurred
 so rapidly, even today's computing capabilities have considerable
 unexplored consequences.

 In this context it is natural to ask, Why not coast for a while and
 let science and technology catch up rather than push at the frontiers
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 of computational feasibility? The answer is that, for every problem
 which can be solved by today's computing technology, there are
 scores which are clearly inaccessible today. Consider which of these
 types of problems are the more important. The problems with the

 most dramatic consequences typically require solutions which are out
 of reach today. Their solutions require large increases in computa
 tional power, in addition to other scientific input.

 Let us dream (but not too implausibly), and ask what could be
 done with an improvement in computing power by a factor of 106.
 This is precisely the improvement which occurred in the period from
 1955 to 1990. We suppose that the increase in speed is achieved

 within today's costs, so that the new computational power will be
 affordable, and we suppose that the increase in computational power
 occurs across the entire range of computers, so that PCs and scientific
 workstations become correspondingly more powerful at their present
 price. These assumptions apply to the previous thirty-five years and
 do not appear excessive as a projection for the future.

 First, we list problems which are being solved but not well or not
 well enough. Actually almost all of the problems mentioned above
 are not being solved well enough. To understand the difficulties,
 consider the example of weather forecasting. The most important
 feature of atmospheric flow is the jet stream. Its dimensions are about
 two hundred by three thousand miles as it crosses the United States.
 Large-scale storm systems may measure about three hundred miles in
 diameter, while individual clouds and thunderstorms may have
 lengths under one mile. The wind currents in a thunder storm will
 change significantly over fifty feet, and the size of a hail stone or rain
 drop is measured in fractions of an inch. Put more succinctly, weather
 forecasting has important features which interact with one another
 and which occur on multiple length scales. We call this the problem
 of multiple length scales; this is a very common problem in science
 and technology. Important phenomena often occur on very different
 length scales?but still interact?so that a correct computation would
 have to include very small length scales as well as large ones, those
 natural to the problem as a whole. In the modeling of fluid flow in oil
 reservoirs, for example, it is not uncommon to use elementary
 computational units (grid blocks) of a size which include several oil
 wells, perhaps a thousand feet apart. However, there are important
 fluid events at the length scale of one foot or even smaller, where the
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 elementary mixing of reservoir fluids occurs. All intermediate length
 scales display reservoir heterogeneity in the rock properties as well, so
 that an increase in computational resolution by a factor of 103 would
 clearly be of use here. However, this increase must be applied in both
 horizontal directions, with some slightly smaller factor in the vertical
 direction, and with smaller computational time steps as well, so that
 improved computational requirements of 1011 would be justified, if
 available.

 It is easy to show that a wide range of important problems will
 require a factor of 1012 or more in increased computing power for
 their solution. The correct computation of small and large length
 scales leads to these requirements. If the large object (jet stream) has
 a size ratio of a thousand to one to the small structure (thunder
 storm), these computational requirements arise.

 Assuming that only half of this improvement comes from hard
 ware and the other half from improved algorithms?so that brute
 force computation of intractable problems is not attempted?we see
 that a factor of 106 in raw computing power is just about right. The
 proposed high-resolution computation would require a comparable
 increase in data. Where will the data come from? Emerging tech
 niques of cross-well seismic data could be the answer for the
 petroleum reservoir simulation problems. The analysis of this data is
 another computationally intensive problem, which, to be effective at
 this level of detail, could require a 106 increase in speed.

 The problem of oil reservoir modeling is typical. The computa
 tional glass is only half full. In the design of aircraft, turbulence
 adjacent to the wing is underresolved and for this reason the location
 of the point of turbulent flow separation and parameters of stall are
 not reliably determined by computation. Because of the very large
 number of active length scales present in turbulence, the computa
 tional requirements for this problem are similar. Typically, numerical
 resolution omits at least three orders of magnitude of fine-scale
 turbulent structure. Because the problems involve three space dimen
 sions as well as time, this fact translates into computational require

 ments on the order of 1012 which, if half of the improvement is to
 come from better algorithms and modeling, leads to a requirement of
 106 in improved hardware capabilities.
 Multiple length scales are only one of the reasons for requiring

 increased computational power. Complex physical and chemical
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 processes are another. In each case, detailed computational cost
 estimates can be projected. The analysis of combustion in an auto
 mobile engine and the design of fuel-efficient and environmentally
 safe engines are others. Virtually every important problem solved
 today could be solved better, with dramatic implications for science
 and technology. The proposed factor of 106 in improved computa
 tional performance is not excessive.

 The requirements for massive increases in computational power are
 not confined to the physical sciences. There are presendy about a
 thousand human genes for which the DNA sequence is known. Com
 parison between DNA sequences and pattern recognition among se
 quences is a standard tool for extracting biological meaning from this
 data base. The comparison and pattern recognition algorithms require
 gready increased computational effort as the size of the data base
 increases. These searches strain existing computer capabilities. More
 over, there are about 105 genes in the human genome. Plans to sequence
 the full genome will create the need to be able to test similarity of genes
 across the entire data base, and will require improved computer power
 in the range of 1013 at a minimum, to be achieved by some mixture of
 hardware and algorithm improvement. An important reason for study
 ing genes is to study the proteins they encode. Biological activity is
 determined, to a large extent, by the three-dimensional shape of the
 protein made by transcription of the gene. This type of problem creates
 the need for comparable computational power.

 THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE

 Parallel computing is faster and cheaper than serial computing. It is
 the only route to faster computing presently envisaged. Serial and
 parallel computing are following different trend lines. Parallel com
 puting started more slowly, but it is on a more rapidly growing trend
 line. The lines have crossed recendy, so that parallel computing is
 now somewhat faster and about a factor of ten cheaper than serial
 processing. These differences, now small, will become dramatic in the
 near future. They provide an imperative for a significant change in
 scientific culture.

 Intrinsic Advantages

 Parallel computers use many slower processors to achieve the effect
 of a fast computation. In doing so they use well-developed and robust
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 technology in the design and manufacture of their components. That
 is, they use component technology which is also usable in large

 markets. The component technology, and often the components
 themselves, are off-the-shelf, as compared to the expensive and highly
 specialized technology used in high-performance serial supercomput
 ers. For this reason, the cost of design, manufacturing facilities,
 software, and the like is reduced and can be amortized and shared
 over a large number of users. Economies of scale in procurement of
 components or component technology go far beyond those available
 in serial supercomputers. This leads to a lower cost per unit element.
 In terms of absolute capabilities, today's parallel computers are about
 comparable to the fastest serial computers, while their memory and
 I/O capabilities are about a factor of ten better. In terms of future
 trends, the difference is even clearer?the trends decisively favor
 parallel computing. To justify these statements, Figure 1 illustrates
 performance versus cost for a number of current computers. The
 performance is measured in computational speed in units of mega
 flops. We see that low-end serial computers and high-end parallel
 computers lie on one cost line, while high-end serial computers share
 a less favorable cost line.6

 Figure 2 displays performance capabilities versus time, and we see
 two trend lines; these also strongly favor parallel computers over
 serial computers. The performance is again measured in computa
 tional speed but in units of million instructions per second (MIPS).

 Constraints

 There are essentially four factors that limit the scale of parallelism:
 financial, hardware, and software constraints, and the limits imposed
 by an architectural design learning curve. Computer architecture
 involves the choice of design principles and major design decisions.
 The learning curve recognizes that the details of designing a usable
 computer are quite complex, requiring the balance of many compo
 nents and the solution of many problems. The design learning curve
 does not represent an absolute limit, but only states that parallel
 computational power can, in a practical sense, be increased only at a
 certain rate. The constraint imposed by the learning curve results
 from a decision to follow the bottom up principle of design, whereby
 components and connection technology are improved incrementally,
 the results are tested in collaboration with the user community, and
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 only then is the next improvement considered. The financial limits are
 time dependent and, at current prices, would allow an increase in
 performance by a factor of at least ten for a machine with general
 purpose capabilities. Allowing for economies of scale, improved
 cost/performance of individual nodes and perhaps peak utilization,
 near-term factors of 103 in performance seem very likely from the
 point of view of financial feasibility.

 Hardware limits have not yet been approached by current parallel
 computers. Stated differently, hardware is not the constraint which
 sets the size of today's parallel computers. The Connection Machine
 has sixty-four thousand processors. It has relatively weak processor
 nodes and could be strengthened by adding more processors or
 stronger nodes, either of which seems to be practical. The new Intel
 Hypercube?iPSC/860?has 128 relatively powerful processors, and
 a more powerful machine could be derived from it, again either by
 adding more processors or by using more powerful ones. Both of
 these improvements are currently in the planning stage. The goal of
 the joint DARPA-Intel Touchstone project is to produce a machine
 by 1995 with two thousand processors and capable of teraflops.7
 Similar upgrades are planned for the nCUBE.

 Software constraints refer to programmability, serial bottlenecks,
 load balancing, and Amdahl's law. Amdahl's law states, in qualita
 tive terms, that there are effective limits on the amount of usable
 parallelism, in the sense that sooner or later some of the processors
 will be waiting for others to complete their tasks before they can
 continue with their own. Serial bottlenecks are an extreme form of
 this situation in which one processor works and all the others wait.
 Load balancing refers to the fact that the division of labor may not be
 perfect?some of the processors may finish early and wait for some
 results to come from the more heavily loaded processors, while the
 others continue. Software constraints also refer to program complex
 ity issues and debugging, which are more difficult in the parallel case.

 Software constraints are the principal current limitation on the
 effective scale of parallelism. The problem can be formulated as two
 questions: Can the difficulties be overcome, as a matter of principle?
 Are they worth solving; that is, are they solvable at a cost which
 makes parallel computing viable? The title for this section reflects the
 authors' belief that both questions have a positive answer. The value
 of the solution is, in effect, the value of the answer to the computa
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 Figure 1. Computational power versus cost. The lines labeled (A), (B), (C), and (D)
 divide the cost-effectiveness ratio into five regions. The ratios on these lines are 1,0.1,
 0.01, and 0.001, respectively, in units of megaflops per $1,000. The solid squares are
 the parallel computers.
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 Figure 2. Computational power has evolved with time since the 1950s. Distinctively
 shaped symbols represent distinctive architectural families. The solid squares are the
 parallel computers.

 tional problem. We make no estimate for the cost of not solving the
 problem, but it can be assumed to be much higher than the size of the
 budget allocated for its solution. Since computation (hardware and
 software combined) is usually not even 10 percent of the total
 scientific budget for a given problem?which includes experimenta
 tion, theory development, and the labor involved in the computations
 of a scientific inquiry?cost considerations for the solution of the
 programmability problem do not seem likely to be a limiting factor.
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 Perspectives on Parallel Computing 45

 Similarly, program maintenance and development costs are likely to
 be approximately equal to hardware costs. Thus, if parallelism can
 reduce hardware costs by a factor of ten at present and by signifi
 cantly more in the future, increases in cost for parallel programming
 difficulties do not appear to be a limiting factor.

 Programmability

 Programmability of parallel computers is their major current limita
 tion and the major scientific question on the horizon concerning their
 use. Why do we believe that the programmability problem can be
 overcome? First of all, progress which has occurred so far provides
 justification for optimism (see figure 3). Second, the intrinsic nature
 of the problem leads to the scientific judgment that the problem is
 solvable.

 Important components of the problem?such as linear algebra
 packages and differential equation solvers?have been parallelized. A
 few application problems have been solved, including certain aspects
 of global climate modeling, aerodynamic simulation, and petroleum
 reservoir modeling.

 There are two classes of solutions to the programmability problem.
 Either the programmer works harder or the machine designer works
 harder. Either the programmer is innovative and manages to use a
 machine which designers can build, or the designer is innovative and
 manages to build a machine which the programmer can use. No
 doubt both programmers and designers will be innovative. We
 discuss the solutions to the programmability problem primarily from
 the programmer's perspective.

 The difficulties are communication, memory management, syn
 chronization, and load balancing. The communication problem has
 two aspects. The first is the need to have the right data at the right
 place (that is, the processor where it is needed) at the right time. This
 is required for successful memory management?the process of
 specifying where each bit of data is located, and where it is to be

 moved. Memory management is partly a programming complexity
 issue. In this sense it is an irritation, and, ultimately, an economic cost
 to be borne. It will be solved only if there is a strong motivation, as
 is provided by the faster and cheaper hardware. The second aspect of
 communication is the efficiency with which data is moved from one
 processor to another.
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 46 Yuefan Deng, James Glimm, and David H. Sharp

 Some segments of a computation can be performed in any order.
 Others must, due to logical necessity, be performed only after some
 other operation takes place. For example, the addition of two
 numbers cannot take place until each has been read from memory.
 The sum of the two numbers must be obtained before it can be

 recorded. We use the term synchronization for the process of placing
 computations in their correct order, to the extent that this is
 necessary. It is desirable to have long blocks of instructions for which
 synchronization is not important. Such questions either did not arise
 for serial machines or were dealt with by a compiler. A compiler
 translates human-generated computer instructions, written at a high
 level, into a very detailed and specific set of computer instructions. In
 other words, it is the part of the process of generating computer
 instructions which is totally automatic and solved by the computer
 itself without the intervention of the user.

 The hardware advantages of parallelism (cost and speed) must be
 sufficient to overcome the software disadvantages. Many different
 programmability issues must be dealt with when designing software
 for parallel machines. These programming difficulties raise questions
 of scientific principle; they provide the basis for the statement that
 parallel computation will require a large-scale effort to discover new
 computational algorithms. There have been several proposals to deal
 with these problems. The proposals are very general and the difficulty
 is either to apply them to special cases, or to figure out what to do

 when they do not apply.
 Two approaches to solving the communication problem are decom

 position and scheduling. In the decomposition strategy, the problem is
 broken down into a large number of small, relatively isolated subtasks,
 with little intercommunication. For example, the task might be to solve
 a partial differential equation in a given region of space. The commu
 nication would then take place across the boundaries of the subro
 gions. The number of processors equals the number of tasks. The
 programmer assigns a task to each processor, which stores its own
 data and communicates boundary information. When using the sched
 uling strategy, the number of tasks should be much larger than the
 number of processors. Each processor selects a task from the queue. In
 this case, the entire data of the task must be communicated.

 Communication costs, measured in units of time?clock cycles, for
 example?specify the delay to move data from one location (on one
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 Figure 3. Tests of parallel computers show an increase in speed approximately
 proportional to the number of processors. The tests shown here are based on the
 parallel machine benchmark called SLALOM. Three types of single-processor
 machines?IBM, Siemens, and SUN?are included for comparison.

 processor) to a new location (on another processor). These costs are
 minimized in a problem-dependent fashion. In the case of decompo
 sition, one picks tasks which are relatively independent. The data and
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 communications required for a given task must be large in proportion
 to the interdependencies, for which intertask communication is re
 quired. In the case of scheduling, one wants all data for a given task
 located in one or a small number of processor memories. In both cases,

 one should be able to proceed from the beginning to the end of a task
 without additional outside data (or with very few data communication

 steps). The total amount of data to be communicated is less critical
 than the number of individual communication steps needed, or the
 degree to which it is dispersed over many processors and must be
 assembled. This is true because the main cost of a message is in its set

 up or initiation; only a smaller part of the cost is due to its length.
 Presently available commercial parallel computers have very high
 communication costs. Moreover, there is a start-up cost associated
 with any communication step, so that short messages are penalized
 severely; messages must be bundled into large chunks and communi
 cated as a unit. It seems likely that the current high communication
 costs will be greatly reduced. Improved computer architecture will thus
 substantially provide the solution to this problem.

 There are also problems?such as distributed control, pattern
 recognition, or visualization?where a parallel approach is intrinsi
 cally more natural than a serial approach. Examples where this may
 be the case arise in the analysis of seismic data, which are character
 ized by multiple sensors (each sensor is a recording device similar to
 a microphone) resulting in multiple data streams. The biology of the
 eye suggests that vision has similar aspects. There are many indepen
 dent data streams, and the first level of analysis of each data stream
 is a local operation, and thus is more conveniently considered in
 parallel than serially. In both cases, the initial levels of analysis are the
 most computationally intensive because they apply to the entire data
 of the problem, while later stages of analysis operate on reduced data
 of much smaller volume. Similar considerations apply to speech
 processing, for which there is only a single data stream. This stream
 can be split into pieces. The initial?and most computationally
 intense?stages of processing will be local and can be done naturally
 in parallel. As with visualization, the input may consist of overlaid
 data streams from distinct time steps or regions of space, and the
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 Perspectives on Parallel Computing 49

 output can be regarded as having multiple data streams, one to each
 pixel in the display device.

 A USER'S PERSPECTIVE ON PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE

 The primary options in the design of a parallel computer include the
 system memory access scheme, instruction concurrency, and the
 degree of parallel granularity. Shared and distributed memory are the
 two most conventional memory access schemes. Based on the instruc

 tion concurrency, machines are divided into four categories of which
 multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) streams and single in
 struction multiple data (SIMD) streams are the most popular. The
 fourth category?multiple instruction single data (MISD)?is not
 relevant to our topic. Single instruction single data (SISD) streams are
 the type used in traditional serial computers.

 Every piece of data input to a computation, as well as the data for
 intermediate and output steps, must be stored. In a shared memory
 architecture there is a common memory shared by all processors, and
 all processors have equal access to it, as long as no space and time
 collisions occur. In other words, different processors can access one
 location at different times or different locations at the same time.

 Shared memory, in this sense, is limited to a small number of
 processors and does not allow the potential of parallel computing to
 be fulfilled. Shared memory is very desirable from a user's point of
 view. The alternative is distributed memory, in which each processor
 has its own local memory. If one processor needs data from the
 memory of another, the data must be transmitted in a communica
 tion step. Intermediate arrangements, in which memories are shared
 among clusters of processors, are also possible. Beyond the sharing of
 memory in hardware, that is, in terms of its physical location in the
 computer, a further possibility exists for the apparent sharing of data
 as perceived by the user. This arrangement, called virtual shared
 memory, means that each processor has an address space for the
 memory of all (other) processors, and requests or stores data without
 specifying its processor explicitly. In order for virtual shared memory
 to succeed, two conditions must hold. The problem and its descrip
 tion by the programmer must make only modest demands for
 cross-processor memory requests. Also, communication speeds must
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 be rapid, so that high levels of communication optimization are not
 critical.

 There are two ways in which virtual shared memory has been
 achieved in practice. In the case of the Bolt, Beranek and Newman
 Butterfly, high-quality communications were part of the design, and
 the result was higher system cost?about twice the cost of the
 individual nodes. In other words, communications were, in total,
 about equal to the processor costs. In the Connection Machine, a
 large number of relatively slow processors were used, so that
 communication speed (which must be measured as a ratio with
 respect to processor speed) was easier to attain. The Intel and nCUBE
 designs have relatively slow communication (due to their use of faster
 nodes), with the result that virtual shared memory is not practical to
 support and the total system cost is very close to the cost of the
 individual processors. That is, the communication aspect of the
 system is not apparent in the price. We see at present a three-way
 trade-off to be made concerning shared memory, namely expensive
 communications, slow processors, or no support for virtual shared
 memory.

 We next compare SIMD and MIMD architectures. In the single
 instruction (SIMD) process, synchronization occurs at every clock
 tick. Each elementary instruction on each processor is identical for
 each machine cycle. This is the architecture of the Connection

 Machine and MasPar, while the Intel iPSC families, nCUBE, and
 BBN Butterfly TC1000/TC2000 computers follow the MIMD
 choice. One can think of SIMD as a super vector machine. In a vector
 machine, all registers proceed in lock step and perform the same
 operation on each clock cycle. The operations in a SIMD machine are
 fully general and are not limited to simple arithmetic operations such
 as addition and multiplication.
 MIMD is a more flexible approach because it does not require a

 lock step synchronization of programming instructions at every clock
 tick. There should ideally be as little synchronization as possible in a
 MIMD calculation. For example, in a time-dependent or iterative
 computation, synchronization should occur only once or a small,
 fixed number of times per time step or iteration. Additional flexibility
 is the main advantage of MIMD. On this basis it is a serious
 contender as a replacement for the present generation of general
 purpose supercomputers. In contrast, SIMD is proposed either as a
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 special purpose processor or as a subunit of a general purpose
 processor.

 The final architectural choice we consider is the degree of parallel
 granularity, or the numbers and relative strength of the processors
 employed. The Connection Machine uses fine-grained parallelism
 with a large number of weak processors, while later models of the
 iPSC series and the nCUBE family use moderate numbers of relatively
 powerful processors. In terms of computing power, the two classes of
 machines are in the same range and are equally cost effective. The
 fundamental reason for this is that their basic building blocks?PCs
 or workstations?have a constant cost effectiveness ratio of mega
 flops per dollar, that is, unit speed per unit cost.

 CONCLUSION

 The central problem of parallel computing is to produce a (relatively)
 inexpensive, powerful, and usable machine. This has not yet been
 fully achieved, but the progress toward this goal is highly encourag
 ing. Even the partial solution presently achieved has considerable
 significance in its own right. It is the belief of the authors that parallel
 computing will fulfill its promise?it will result in a dramatic increase
 in computational power with profound consequences for the conduct
 of science and the organization of society.
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 ENDNOTES

 1A grand challenge is a fundamental problem in science or engineering with a broad
 application, whose solution would be enabled by the application of the high
 performance computing resources that could become available in the near future.

 2These figures were accumulated by experience, and have not yet been precisely
 determined for the newer computers. For more established results, the numbers
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 were obtained from published sources, based on careful benchmarks and studies.
 See J. J. Dongarra, "Performance of Various Computers Using Standard Linear
 Equations Software," Supercomputing Review (July 1990): 49-56; J. Gustafson,
 et al., "SLALOM," Supercomputing Review July 1991): 52-59; and T. H.
 Dunigan, "Performance of the INTEL iPSC/860 Hypercube," ORNL preprint
 ORNI/TM-11491, June 1990.

 31 teraflop = 1012 (1 trillion) floating-point operations per second; 1 gigaflop = 109
 (1 billion) floating-point operations per second; 1 megaflop = 10 (1 million)
 floating-point operations per second.

 4J. von Neumann, "The NORC and Problems in High-Speed Computing" in John
 von Neumann, Collected Works, vol. 5, ed. A. H. Taub (New York: Pergamon,
 1963), 238-47.

 *Ibid.

 6See Dangarra and Dunigan.

 7In November 1990 Intel announced the shipment of its Delta System?an
 advancement of the iPSC/860 with 528 processors and a peak speed of thirty-two
 gigaflops?to the Concurrent Supercomputing Consortium (CSC).
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 Brosl Hasslacher

 Parallel Billiards and Monster Systems

 THE COMPUTER PLAYS A CONTROVERSIAL ROLE in today's
 science. In some areas the impact of large-scale computation
 is so dramatic that it has become indispensable?coequal

 with analytic methods and experiment. For large areas of science,
 however, massive computation is stigmatized as a tool of last
 resort?having the odor of inferior understanding attached to it?as
 though the researcher was not clever enough to avoid it.

 If the new era of parallel computation only serves the art of making
 large programs run faster, it is unlikely to affect this situation. It will
 certainly be embraced by current computation specialists. In engi
 neering parallel processing makes possible large simulations and the
 processing of large amounts of information and is an inevitable
 evolutionary step in the ability to compute. It will change the
 technology of the world in unforeseen ways, but it will only capture
 the attention of research scientists in general if it can be turned into
 a new and useful instrument of thought for their problems.

 Parallel computing will be especially interesting to research scien
 tists if it becomes a powerful tool for dealing with nasty problems:
 quite complex systems whose behavior and foundations are not
 deeply understood. By itself, parallel computation cannot do that?
 one has to place it in a more sophisticated framework, of which being
 parallel is a natural property but not the sole one.

 This informal essay will introduce one such framework, a new
 family of computational tools called lattice gas automata that are
 naturally parallel. I will make suggestions for the use of these tools by
 a larger scientific community. These tools may be thought of as new
 sorts of computational eyes.

 Brosl Hasslacher is a Physicist in the Theoretical Division at the Los Alamos National
 Laboratory.

 53
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 54 Brosl Hasslacher

 The standard picture of computation is based on the metaphor of
 a single number theorist with unlimited memory. Calculating serially,
 the number theorist has exact instructions on how to proceed, called
 algorithms. These algorithms form a program, which control the
 course of the computation. Where the computational task is to
 simulate a physical phenomenon, the program has traditionally been
 built around a partial differential equation. Over the last several
 centuries scientists discovered partial differential equations that were
 able to encode the behavior of many important physical systems. For
 example, Maxwell's equations describe the behavior of electrical and
 magnetic systems; the Navier-Stokes equation describes the behavior
 of fluids.

 Although the equations themselves are quite complex, it is known
 that they can be solved with an extremely simple sequential comput
 ing apparatus. This simple device was proposed by Alan Turing in the
 1930s and is known today as a Turing machine. His machine is
 central to the study of problems in the theory of computation. No
 more powerful computational model has yet been found in the sense
 that every other computational scheme can be simulated by a Turing

 machine, so Turing's model is the standard tool for thinking about
 computation.
 We will now describe a completely different computational arche

 type. It is based on a physicist's way of seeing the world rather than
 a number theorist's and on methods that physicists have found
 especially powerful in the study of systems made of many simple
 locally interacting parts. There are two central concepts. First,
 algorithms are replaced with the idea of imposing constraints on an
 otherwise free system. Computation proceeds by the propagation of
 constraints rather than by the execution of an algorithm. Second, the
 single agent of computation (the algorithm) is replaced by many
 independent agents called cellular automata. Each automaton oper
 ates freely and independently but within the imposed constraints.
 Anything can happen that does not violate a small set of rules.

 This computational strategy is no more powerful than Turing's
 model, but it approaches the problem of simulating large and
 nonlinear systems from a more natural outlook. It is more natural in
 the sense that nature does not solve partial differential equations to
 figure out what happens next. Particles of matter collide and interact
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 under the constraints of physical law and successive states of the
 system emerge from rather simple dynamics.

 This approach gains its computational efficiency from the fact that
 the rules involved are simple and therefore inexpensive to carry out.
 The complex behavior we are interested in emerges from the way
 these simple systems evolve on a large scale. I will illustrate such a
 system with an imaginary and very primitive blind insect. Although it
 is blind, it has complete control over its own inner world. Because it
 is blind, it lacks the idea of motion?it has no conception of the
 continuous and smooth movement that we take as obvious. But
 because it has an active imagination, it can conjure up its own image
 of the world and that image will be simpler in structure than we
 would normally consider reasonable.

 Now, by observing only what it imagines, can this primitive insect
 learn some of the same things about fluids that we do by observing
 them directly? Its internal image is a large symmetric square grid like
 a chessboard. On the intersections of this grid it imagines colored
 dots. Each dot can have one of four colors, depending on the
 direction it was moving in when it arrived at that intersection, or
 node. Thus, the color of the light is a memory?it remembers what
 happened earlier.

 Since the insect does not use the idea of continuous motion, all that
 can happen is dots disappear from a node and reappear at another
 adjacent node; they appear to hop. But the insect has a magical
 power; it can reach into this lattice of lights and command that
 certain properties of hopping apply to every node in its world. These
 properties are the constraints of the computational system. One
 constraint is that all the lights hop in parallel. The insect controls
 hopping in the gas with the ticks of a clock; all the lights hop to
 another node at the tick. Thus, the world of this insect hops through
 time as well as space.

 The lights live on a grid which we said is square, but does not need
 to be so. On a square grid there are four different directions from
 each node and we give the lights four different colors. Now the insect
 imposes another constraint: barring collisions, every light keeps
 hopping in the same direction as it was hopping. If, for example, the
 insect imagines an initial condition of lights all along the bottom of its
 grid, all lit with an "up" color, then they would hop up the grid, one
 step per clock tick, and disappear off the top, all at the same time.
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 (a) Two bodies collide at a single node and move off along one set of diagonals, (b)
 Three bodies collide at a single node and move off along corresponding diagonal
 paths (in the right-hand diagram).

 Such a world would be quite boring. To make it more interesting
 it imagines lights of differing colors (directions) scattered on the
 lattice at random. In this more complex world, it is inevitable that

 multiple lights will end up at the same node at the same time step, a
 situation known as a collision. But the insect imposes another
 constraint: two lights of the same color cannot land on the same node
 at the same time step. So, the worst that can ever happen is that four
 lights hop onto the same node at the same time step.

 If two or more lights collide where do they go next? The insect
 adds a set of collision rules that dictate the outcome of each possible
 collision (see diagram).

 The insect now sits back and watches the pattern of lights
 flickering in its imagination. Is it able to draw correct conclusions
 about the behavior of real-world fluids? With this arrangement, the
 answer is no. There is a subtlety: the symmetry of the square grid.
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 This deceptively irrelevant degree of freedom in the model held up the
 discovery of the simplest model of ideal fluids for a decade. Looking
 down on our insect's world, we would say that since it has all the
 basic conservation laws of the molecular models of fluids it should

 evolve the collective behavior characteristic of fluids in the large, but
 it doesn't. It develops correct sound waves, but the square symmetry
 of the lattice eventually shines through to the macroscopic scale and
 the resulting descriptive equations have nonlinearities that are not
 present in fluids. At this point one would say that this world was too
 simple after all, and the insect cannot connect to the concept of fluids.
 However, by looking carefully at the implications to behavior in

 the large of the symmetry of the underlying world, a model with a
 hexagonal lattice instead of the square one and with suitably enlarged
 interaction rules was discovered that repaired all these problems. The
 new model was intended to be the simplest, totally discrete parallel
 world that would recover the full dynamics of an ideal fluid over a
 small range of fluid parameters. Within this parameter range stan
 dard tools from statistical mechanics show that such simple dynamics
 recover the Navier-Stokes equation for an ideal fluid as the equation
 describing its large-scale behavior.

 There should have been no surprise when the usual zoo of complex
 fluid behavior (instabilities, vortex phenomena, turbulence, and so
 on) came out of computer simulations of the new model, but
 scientists were surprised. It seems to be a part of our learned heritage,
 our prejudices toward the way the world works, to instinctively feel
 that phenomena as complex as fluid behavior cannot come from such
 a simple model. But it is exactly in this element of surprise that the
 potentially great impact of the idea resides. As mentioned in the
 introduction, parallel computation will only capture the attention of
 research scientists if it can be made into a new instrument of thought
 for their problems. Here, clearly, is a new (and controversial)
 instrument of thought. If it survives the scientific scrutiny that any
 new idea demands, its impact could be great.

 A vivid memory stays with me about the fluid model, and I expect
 similar events with automaton models in other fields. My colleagues
 and I stayed up most of one weekend to get our first hexagonal model
 experiment running on a high-resolution color display and set it up so
 that, in addition to the underlying lattice gas, it also displayed the
 velocity flow produced around a simple obstacle. After a thousand
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 time steps, quite clear and beautiful velocity patterns characteristic of
 flow past a flat plate appeared on the screen. We froze the simulation,
 left the display on, and went home. The next morning I found a
 group of physicists, many of them fluid experts, standing in the
 doorway of my office staring silently at the screen in total shock,
 disbelief, and awe; my office was quite crowded that day. It is not so
 easy to shed the conditioning of a lifetime.

 Let's return to the insect's world and look at it from the viewpoint
 of computation. Imagine now that we made a film of the internal
 world of the blind magical insect?with one frame of the film
 corresponding to one time step of the insect's imagination?and
 projected it on a screen. Remember that the insect does not know
 how to count; it has no concept of number. Can the picture on the
 screen be the same as what we would call looking at the same
 phenomenon? Or more to the point, imagine we also had a computer
 simulate?by algorithm and number representations?some physical
 phenomenon. Then we took the output of such a machine, converted
 it to graphics in the standard way, and made a film of it. Could we by
 any test tell the two movies?one based on the insect's imagination
 and the other based on an algorithm?apart? The answer is that, for
 a wide class of physical phenomena, there are rules and grids such
 that there would be no way of distinguishing between the film from
 the blind insect and the film from a standard algorithmic machine.

 If you are not a physicist, you might say that this can't be. The
 insect's world is so primitive that not much can happen. The insect
 isn't "computing" anything. It has no notion of algorithm or
 computation. It has no concept of number. The only outcome of this
 setup is a mass of blinking colored lights, which is not a very faithful
 view of the world. But we have shown how the idea of algorithm is
 not needed and that this hypersimple insect does, for many systems,
 evolve all the phenomena we would describe by more traditional
 means. This insect sees.

 Those who are familiar with some physics will recognize that the
 insect's world is statistical mechanics in an especially stark form,
 operating in a highly constrained world where every variable is
 discrete and interactions are local. This is what I meant by a
 physicist's eyes. Computation is done by constraints rather than
 algorithms. Phenomena normally described by certain partial differ
 ential equations emerge from the gas as large pieces behaving as a
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 unit, which we call collective modes. This means roughly that we can
 assign descriptive variables to large sections of the gas as though they
 were not made up of many individual pieces; these have new
 dynamics along large length and time scales.

 Statistical mechanics is not a simple idea. It took a considerable
 part of the last century for physicists to accept it as a valid description
 of the world; many phenomena must happen in concert if a statistical
 mechanical picture of the world is going to work. The elegant part is
 that the necessary and sufficient conditions for this to happen are very
 few. The insect was designed to have them all. Notice that I never
 mentioned probability, for the insect's world is also alarmingly
 deterministic and reversible. This insect is truly remarkable?it is the
 computational counterpart to the physical Maxwell's demon. But the
 insect demon can not only separate hot from cold, it can also simulate
 very complex systems in a naturally parallel and local way. Its world
 is called a lattice gas automaton.
 Now you might say that the description I have given is just a series

 of mental pictures rather than formal mathematical relations. Under
 lying the pictures is an extensive mathematical formalism, which the
 pictures were designed to encode. The step from the pictures to
 formal description is a small one. Most of us can imagine pictures,
 but the mathematics and physics behind them are equipment I do not
 assume many readers will have. The descriptions of the lattice gas
 automaton that I gave are not whimsical. Lattice gases were discov
 ered using just such images. But now I point out that the original
 problem need not have been physics; it could have come from
 economics or cell biology or many other disciplines. I chose physics
 for the insect example because here I am dealing with the idea of a
 fluid and all the phenomena that can happen in a fluid?the statistical
 mechanics of a fluid can be made very simple. Later in this article we
 will see that the insect's images define the architecture of a new and
 powerful family of massively parallel machines, requiring only elec
 tronic glue to realize. They also give us new viewpoints on systems

 made of many simple elements interacting in a local way. For many
 complex systems, these hyperdiscrete worlds are new tools of
 thought.

 In a sense we have been describing a contrast between two different
 ways of producing a movie on a screen. One method starts with
 partial differential equations and produces, typically through the
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 medium of a sequential computer, a series of movie frames. The other
 starts with a lattice and a simple set of collision rules and produces,
 typically through the medium of a parallel computer, the same series
 of movie frames. Are they really the same? The answer to this
 question, case by case, is a necessary step in the validation process of
 any new algorithm. This process has just begun within the scientific
 community, but for certain specific cases it is true. How can this be,
 and, even if it is true, why would one prefer the latter? After all, the
 sequential method starts with the solidity of the partial differential
 equation. The lattice method starts with absurdly simple?and
 perhaps inadequate?collision rules.

 The answer to this question requires a closer look at the two actual
 processes. The traditional process indeed starts with a partial differ
 ential equation that basically encodes simple conservation laws in an
 elegant and compact form; one can write such a description in a few
 lines. Unfortunately, if the system is highly nonlinear, one can spend
 a long time finding approximate solutions to it, and the analytic tools
 that were designed for linear systems are most likely going to fail.

 Nonlinear systems are very complicated and our ability to extract
 analytic information from them beyond one space dimension is quite
 limited. The evolution of such systems appears as a stack of disjointed
 pictures, good in various regimes of some tunable parameter. But the
 analytic pictures do not fit together too well at the edges and the
 pictures are incomplete. So one resorts to simulating the equations on
 an algorithm-based computer?parallel or not does not matter.
 What happens now is an inelegant disassembly of our beautiful

 and compact, continuous and smooth description of the system
 through the partial differential equation. First, the equation under
 study must be put into discrete form because a computer only
 recognizes bit streams. This means making an arbitrary web-like
 description of the system, using straight lines and points, finite
 difference schemes, and so on. These grids are designed to approach
 continuity and smoothness when the number of approximating
 elements gets large. Next, we put all this in an algorithmic form
 written in some high-level language. Inside the computer, high-level
 languages are converted by translation automata, called compilers,
 into machine instructions. These are switches that control the dy
 namic wiring path through the hardware of the machine, which only
 manipulates binary bits. Here lies the paradox. By the time the
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 algorithm has been reduced (inside the computer) to a form that can
 be worked on, the original idea of number has been taken away.

 What is left is, in fact, a gas of zeros and ones.
 The internal machine representation of our problem is even further

 complicated by the arbitrary architecture of real machines. These
 machines have components and interconnections which are basically
 fixed by current electronics technology, constraints on the economics
 of construction, and a designer's idea of the class of problems for
 which the machine will mostly compute.

 In short, the inputs and outputs of this methodology, namely the
 partial differential equation and the movie coming out, are elegant and
 attractive, but the process in between?the process that actually happens
 inside the computer?is a tangle whose relationship to those inputs and
 outputs has been stretched severely to get it to work. Constraints on the
 construction of algorithmic machines in effect induce an arbitrary bit gas

 representation of our problem in the machine. The process starts out as
 elegant but elegance disappears very quickly.

 The reason is that the whole procedure comes down on the problem
 from above, starting from a continuum description and encoding it
 using algorithmic methods. It is not evolving the solution to the original
 equation by using collective modes in this peculiar gas. It is executing an
 algorithmic description of a rather arbitrary discretization procedure.
 From the viewpoint of statistical physics, we have built an inefficient gas
 of lights (zeros and ones) that is simulating the problem in a unnatural
 space?the space of the algorithmic number theorist who has no interest
 in how the world operates at the microscale.

 The automata method has the opposite characteristics. It starts out
 as a rough world but the process inside the computer refines it into
 elegance. The simple blind insect builds up a skeletal microworld
 from below. With such simple tools it cannot hope to simulate
 phenomena directly, but it also knows that it does not need to do so.
 It constructs the simplest possible discrete light gas with deterministic
 local interaction rules for lights hopping on the hexagonal grid.
 Statistical mechanics guarantees that, for certain grids and rules, the
 solution to the partial differential equations of a fluid will emerge in
 short order as collective modes in the gas. The gas will also generate
 them without the error inevitably connected with the representation
 of number in any machine, because the lights are exactly conserved
 and treated equally. So, this gas description is also exactly reversible.
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 Remember that the insect's world does not include the concept of
 number. The idea of number in the setup of the gas is an artificial
 external concept, just as numbers do not come naturally out of a
 flowing stream?measurements must be made to extract them. One
 must take an image of the insect's world and postprocess it?
 essentially performing experiments on it, such as averaging over
 regions of the gas to get numerical velocity and vorticity fields. The
 more accurate the number required, the larger the averaging region
 and density of lights needed. It is clear that numbers generated from
 such a world are expensive; extracting numbers consumes large
 amounts of external computational resources. It has been done for
 fluids and related transport models, but if one wants very high
 accuracy it is better to forget about the insect's world and use more
 conventional techniques.

 EXPLORING MONSTER SYSTEMS

 It is inevitable that the constraint-based approach has been applied
 first to applications?such as fluids simulation?that have already
 been addressed using existing methods. New techniques are invari
 ably applied first to older, well-understood problems. But the real
 future of the methodology lies in applications where traditional
 methods have not been successful at all: phenomena for which no
 fundamental partial differential equations have been discovered, only
 patchwork descriptions. Many of these exist in disciplines now
 considered soft sciences. I have in mind large-scale economic models,
 sociological schemes, molecular cell dynamics, and the like.

 In these systems complexity is usually both emergent and Byzan
 tine. This means that organized extended structures evolve and
 dominate a system, and the structures themselves are so complex
 that, when first seen, they produce a sense of beauty followed by a
 deep feeling of unease. One instinctively realizes that the analytic
 tools that worked so well in the past are going to be of little use. We

 will call such large nonlinear systems with emergent and Byzantine
 behavior monster systems.

 The typical future applications for lattice gas/cellular automaton
 formalisms and machines will be in the search for workable models

 of important systems for which no such models are currently known.
 Their role in the standard engineering disciplines as described in the
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 above section on fluids will remain, in my view, rather special,
 because these disciplines already have workable algorithmic models.

 The strength of the lattice gas/cellular automata methods is that
 they do show the qualitative behavior of complex systems with
 astonishing fidelity and so are natural for studying monster systems.
 In particular, they can aid the search for useful models. Many
 different sets of natural constraints can be chosen and simply tried
 out to see if they generate the behavior being sought.

 The nice feature of this approach is that, in most cases, complex
 emergent structures depend only on a very few features of the
 underlying microscopic world. One can reduce the number of
 variables in a problem enormously. This is already a large step
 toward testing hypotheses and finding which are the fundamental
 concepts for a problem. Short of divine inspiration, which is a scarce
 event, this is the next most powerful tool. I believe these tools are
 sufficiently developed that they should find wide use in research areas
 that are presently filled with intractable models whose bases are quite
 subjective. Here, for the first time, we have tools that can usefully
 guide thinking about monsters.

 Not everyone likes this view of how to explore conceptual space.
 It is too far from logical deduction and the so-called scientific

 method. Pattern has replaced number as a prime concept and this
 makes some uneasy. But when faced with a monster system?
 especially in a field where experiments are impractical and the data
 you do have are accidental, as in economics or sociology?one is in
 a very delicate regime; any active research scientist will recognize that
 immediately. The crucial part of the work is to find rich questions to
 ask, the right concepts that form the key to the lock. One can create
 a range of possible worlds inside a machine to test hypotheses. This
 does not mean exhaustive search, but rather informed hunting. Using
 such parallel strategies, especially with the coming of astronomically
 fast parallel machines, one can evolve a virtual universe quickly. This
 is a totally new tool, and it would be foolish not to use it as a new set
 of computational eyes.

 CELLULAR AUTOMATA MACHINES AND QUANTUM
 NANODEVICES

 Clearly, among the problems defined above as "monsters" there are
 many that are important to society. There is a real need to be able to
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 simulate economies in the same way that we simulate fluids today.
 There is a real possibility that the combination of these new con
 straint-based approaches and parallel computers will be able to make

 meaningful progress in these notoriously thorny fields.
 There is also the possibility that today's computers, even parallel

 ones, will not be powerful enough to do the job. However, this
 possibility is actually a reason to pursue these new methods even
 more aggressively; it may be practical to build constraint-based
 computing systems inordinately more powerful than anything we
 have today. Constraint-based computing fits very naturally inside a
 computer. It is hard to discover the right constraints, but once one
 does, it is easy to glue together the electronics to carry them out.

 In contrast, when one thinks about the very large-scale integrated
 circuit chips that are used today to build conventional computers, an
 alarming thought occurs. These devices, for all their apparent com
 pactness, are using not single or few electrons to process information
 but electron gases moving in a statistical way through wires. Their
 fundamental storage and computing elements operate by statistical

 mechanics?that is, using large ensembles of electrons. Compared to
 the atomic scale, the switches and wires on these chips are huge. And
 yet, the economics of the semiconductor industry demands that the
 density of active devices on a chip increase at a high rate if the
 industry is to survive. Everything on a chip must get smaller, both the
 devices and the wires connecting them. To the device physicist, this is
 called the doumscaling problem, and it is forcing researchers to think
 about new ways to compute with devices on the scale of about a
 hundred nanometers and below?nanodevices. In the simplest terms,
 present architectures imply large separations between devices?this
 means long wires. Paradoxically, wires cannot be shrunk at the same
 rate as devices. But, potentially, the whole problem of long wires can
 be bypassed if the computer is used to carry out lattice gas/cellular
 automata computations instead of traditional algorithmic ones. This
 is because the efficient operation of cellular automata uses interac
 tions with nearby devices rather than being isolated from them.
 One can imagine using the natural embedding of lattice gas

 automata into the quantum domain to build compact and astronom
 ically fast lattice gas automata simulators. The resulting nanochips

 would be resistant to disturbance by noise and could heal themselves
 around defects. There would be no hard-wired path for signals; the
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 computation would be done by a gas. As device physics learns to
 control structures near atomic scales, as we are already doing with
 scanning tunneling manipulators, we can eventually grow atomic
 computers, a possibility first seriously analyzed by Richard Feynman
 in the 1950s in a paper which now seems uncannily prophetic.

 SUMMARY

 The parallel computing age inherits a body of algorithms from the
 sequential computing age of the past fifty years. These algorithms,
 largely based on partial differential equations, are in active compu
 tational use in many engineering disciplines. These users are now
 shifting to parallel machines in numbers sufficient to ensure the
 success of parallel computing.

 But, as I have attempted to show in this paper, parallel computers
 have the potential to do much more than that. To be specific, they
 have the ability to bring a new form of constraint-based computing
 methods to the fore. These in turn have the potential to bring the
 benefits of accurate computer simulation to the class of monster
 systems where traditional methods have not been successful. These
 approaches have the potential to stimulate a new form of computer
 hardware, incomparably more compact and powerful than anything
 available today. If so, they will capture the attention of research
 scientists outside the present domain of computation. They will do so
 by indeed becoming a new instrument of thought.
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 James Bailey

 First We Reshape Our Computers, Then
 Our Computers Reshape Us: The Broader
 Intellectual Impact of Parallelism

 TODAY WE MARVEL AT THE INGENUITY OF ENGINEERS who, in
 the 1930s and 1940s, created a new and seemingly unprece
 dented wonder: the computer. In the decades which followed,

 new versions of these computers have become ever faster and less
 expensive. Amidst the marveling, however, we often overlook a
 curious point; the fact that it took no time at all for these supposedly
 unprecedented marvels to be filled up with useful work. Immediately
 as the first electronic computers were put together, trusted algorithms
 were waiting to be fed into them. It was almost as if computers had
 existed and been used all along.

 They had, and they were, although prior to 1940 all computers
 were people. A creative partnership between scientist and computer
 had already existed for centuries. The role of these human computers
 is relevant today precisely because of the ease with which they were
 annihilated by their electronic substitutes. The first electronic com
 puters of the 1940s succeeded so quickly because they copied the
 sequential architecture of human computers. In so doing, they
 inherited all the sequential ways of expressing and formulating
 science that had developed over twenty-five hundred years, a period
 in which computers shaped science far more than science shaped
 computers. In effect, the architects of the 1940s packaged their
 wonderfully speedy electronic circuits in anthropomorphic forms to
 meet an existing market. They left essentially unchanged the compu
 tational partnership that scientists were, in the words of John von

 Neumann, "uniformly used to since the days of Gauss."

 James Bailey is Director of Marketing at Thinking Machines Corporation.

 67
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 It is only today, for the first time in history, that we are genuinely

 reshaping our computers. We are making them parallel. A parallel
 computer operates on thousands of pieces of data at once and can
 keep track of extremely complex interactions among them all.
 Parallel computers are organized much more directly around what
 electronic circuits are good at than they are around what people are
 good at. As such, they are adept at carrying out computations that no
 human computer in their right mind would ever attempt.

 Viewed in this light, the stakes are wonderfully high this time
 around. Parallel computers threaten to reshape thinking that has
 gone unchallenged since the time of Newton, Descartes, and even
 Aristotle. What shape will this new thinking take? The first step in
 answering this question is to become more familiar with the old
 world of sequential computing, and to see what is now open to
 change. The second step is to look at some new forms of computa
 tion, ones that are just emerging today. With their emphasis on
 "changing all of the data all the time" these algorithms are very
 different from anything that has come before. It is a very exciting
 time. As we finish reshaping our computers, they are already begin
 ning to reshape us. Since the influence of computation on thought is
 considerable, anyone interested in the overall history of ideas should
 be paying attention to computing right now.

 COMPUTER SCIENCE AS ARCHAEOLOGY

 Looking back into the human computing era is not easy. The formal
 field of study called computer science and its vocabulary originated in
 the 1950s when the human computer era was on its way to oblivion.

 As a result, no sixteenth-century text describes computers as "having
 about seven scratch pad registers" or a book of sines and cosines as
 "storing a little over a megabyte." In fact, sixteenth-century texts
 rarely mention computers at all. Computers found no audience for
 their memoirs; they are not buried in Westminster Abbey. When they
 pretended to the status of scientists or mathematicians, they were
 rudely put down. As John Napier's biographer notes scornfully,
 "Many a man passes for a great mathematician [just] because he is a
 huge computer."1 The partnership between science and computation
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 was real, but it was not a partnership of equals. Then, as now, a
 computer was something a scientist wanted to employ, not be.

 In this sense, an Elizabethan computer is analogous to an Elizabe
 than actor: individually obscure but collectively very influential on
 what a play could or could not be. Only occasionally does a
 Shakespeare stop to note that he was writing his plays so as to be
 performed by human actors?but he was. And his success was
 absolutely dependent on writing plays that took into account the
 strengths and weaknesses of these actors. We can see the tradeoffs at
 work whenever a playwright strains against them, as in the use of
 soliloquy or deus ex machina, or even the use of a professional
 gymnast in a contemporary production of Peter Pan. Consider the
 analogous dilemma of the Renaissance scientist:

 His [Flamsted, the Royal Astronomer at the time of Newton] salary
 was only ?100 a year, and he was allowed nothing from Government,
 either to provide or repair instruments, or to pay the expenses of a
 computer for reducing his observations. He was, therefore, obliged to
 purchase, or to construct with his own hands, the instruments which he
 used, and to pay the expenses of a servant capable of making the
 calculations which he required.2

 What kind of science would he choose to do, knowing that the
 ensuing computations would have to be carried out by himself, or
 someone just like himself architecturally? What kind of algorithmic
 mind-set would he bring to his job? And what fruitful avenues of
 scientific investigation would he never pursue at all, for want of the
 appropriate computational resource? In short, how much would his
 computer shape him?

 Both sides of the scientist-computer partnership offer clues to the
 answer. On the computer's side, there are a few rare cases where one

 actually wrote about his craft.3 Also helpful are the cases where
 scientists explicitly reflected on their computational resource. From
 these sources emerges a model of what a human computer actually

 was. On the scientist's side, there are the main currents of the science

 itself, and whether they closely and explicitly mirror the strengths and

 weaknesses of those computers. A final source of insight is provided
 by cases where scientists proposed algorithms incomputable by
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 humans. Did good ideas get lost simply because they were not
 sequential?

 FOR THE "RELIEF OF MEMORY"

 Given the comparative speediness of today's computers, it is natural
 to assume that computation rate was the controlling architectural
 issue in the human computing era. Such was not necessarily the case.

 Memory architecture was the most-noted frustration. For example,
 Pierre Duhem, writing at the turn of the century, comments on the
 way human memory weakness affects the expression of science. "He
 [the physicist] will choose a certain formula because it is simpler than
 the others; the weakness of our minds constrains us to attach great
 importance to considerations of this sort."4 Formulae are programs.

 A memorable formula is in fact preferable to an efficient one. A
 computer that reckons slowly will still get the answer eventually, but
 a computer that forgets its program is doomed. John Napier is just
 one example of those who put Duhem's premise into action.

 Those versant in spherical trigonometry know that sixteen cases in
 spherical rectangular triangles may be proposed, and of these there are
 ten or twelve so difficult that authors who have written on the subject
 have been oblidged [sic] to construct a table to consult for the relief of
 memory; Napier's rule reduces all these cases to a single rule, composed
 of two parts, whose elegant form is particularly apt to impress itself
 profoundly on the memory.5

 The memory being referred to by both Duhem and Napier is
 long-term, or program memory. It has been realized for at least a
 hundred years that computing involves two kinds of memory. The
 second, which registers intermediate results, is even more limited.

 As regards the second direction in which memory is active, it may be
 noted that, according to Bidder, the key to mental calculation lies in
 registering only one fact at a time, the strain in calculation being due to
 this work of registration. Thus, in a complex multiplication he goes
 through a series of operations, the last result in each operation being
 alone registered by the memory, all the previous results being consec
 utively obliterated until a total product is obtained.6

 None of this is true any more. Current computer memories are
 both capacious and cheap. If an algorithm is twice as bulky but gets
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 the answer twice as fast, that is a wonderfully good trade-off. The
 essential characteristic of a parallel computer is that it keeps thou
 sands of intermediate results active at once. So the approaches of
 Duhem, Napier, and Bidder no longer have computational advan
 tage. In particular, algorithms that operate on all the data values at
 once are now very plausible.

 Aristotle, in his analysis of human memory, focuses on an aspect of
 memory architecture that goes even deeper. Using the term change to
 refer to a piece of data stored in memory, he observes that human
 memory is designed to read out data sequentially, not randomly.

 And thus whenever someone wishes to recollect, he will do the
 following. He will seek to get a starting-point for a change after which
 will be the change in question. And this is why recollections occur
 quickest and best from a starting point. For as the things are related to
 each other in succession, so also are the changes. And whatever has
 some order, as things in mathematics do, is easily remembered. Other
 things are remembered badly and with difficulty.7

 Indeed. How awkward it would have been if human memory
 architecture were not aligned with the structure of scientific and
 mathematical algorithms. But Aristotle's observation raises a far
 more unsettling question. Why exactly is it that mathematics "has
 some order?" How much of the reason is independent of the
 historical accident that mathematics was invented at a time when all

 the computers available to carry it out were sequential? Perhaps
 whole new forms of reckoning exist, forms that only make sense in
 parallel. If they do, and our reshaped parallel computers lead us to
 discover them, will we even call them mathematics?

 PRESUPPOSING AN ORDER AMONG OBJECTS WHICH DO NOT
 FOLLOW ONE ANOTHER NATURALLY

 The assertion that mathematics "has some order" embeds a telling
 ambiguity. Order is as much a synonym for comprehensibility as it is
 for sequentiality. Putting information in order implies making an
 improvement to it, not just a rearrangement. In his Discourse On

 Method, Ren? Descartes elevates this sequentialism to be one of his
 four laws of correct thinking:

 Conducting one's thoughts in order, by beginning with the simplest
 objects, easiest to know, in order to rise gradually, step by step, so to
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 speak, to the knowledge of the more composite ones, and even
 presupposing an order among those objects which do not follow one
 another naturally.8

 The interaction between thought pattern and world view could not
 be clearer. Descartes felt that his own mental processes were more
 efficient when he put them into order. So, he did. But then, and this
 is the decisive step?or misstep?he goes on to impose the notion of
 sequentiality on objects in the physical world, whether they are
 inherently sequential or not. Aristotle introduces the same potential
 distortion when he suggests that "we think of the stars as mere bodies
 and as units with a serial order indeed but entirely inanimate."9 In
 both cases, of course, the imposition of sequentiality made good
 practical sense. It allowed scientific investigation to get started. As
 Kuhn notes, "Seen on a clear night, the skies speak first to the poetic,
 not to the scientific imagination," and that "systematic study requires
 the ability to select stars for repeated study wherever in the heavens
 they appear."10 Without ordering, there is no opportunity for selec
 tion, or even for enumeration.
 One way to achieve order is to limit one's scientific focus to

 phenomena which already exhibit it intrinsically. Newton's celestial
 mechanics, the most celebrated science of the human computing era,
 is a prime example. The movement of a planet through space is
 inherently sequential. In Newton's case, it is known that he kept the
 limitations of human computers explicitly in mind. As de Gemaches
 noted in 1740, "His work did not bear on any subjects except those
 that could be treated by means of the calculations he knew how to
 make."11

 Planetary orbits were among the grand challenges of seventeenth
 century computation. It is also the case that these methods had major
 impact on the design of the first electronic computers in the 1940s. A
 planet's position at any moment in time is integrated from its
 previous position and momentum. Because a planet has only one
 position, the equations of its motion around the sun keep only a few
 intermediate results active at each step in the computation. The
 formulae themselves are brief and easily impressed upon the memory.

 Generations of computers found both their training and their careers
 in these computations and the related ones of navigation. Newton's
 laws and human computers were made for each other, perhaps
 literally.
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 It was via the science of ballistics that Newton's work came to

 impact the design of the electronic computers in the 1940s. Ballistics,
 like celestial mechanics, epitomizes sequential computing. The goal is
 to compute the trajectory of an artillery shell, given its initial velocity.

 Many of the great minds of western science, including Galileo,
 Lagrange, Laplace, and Euler, worked on the subject; it has always
 enjoyed lavish government funding. Significant progress was made in
 the twentieth century when astronomical techniques were employed.
 As Bliss notes, "The method adopted in this country [America] was
 one of approximate numerical integration which was remodeled for
 ballistics from earlier uses in astronomy by Professor F. R. Moulton
 and his associates."12 The methods of Moulton provide a charming
 glimpse of what computing was like sixty years ago.

 The first few steps in the computation of a trajectory should be made
 with relatively short time intervals, since there are so few differences to
 guide the estimates at that stage. The sizes of the intervals should be
 adjusted at all stages so that improved values of the variables are not
 too far from estimated ones. A typical example is a trajectory which has
 been used as a model by Jackson. The computation has intervals of 1/4
 second each from t = 0 to t = 1,1/2 second each from t = 1 to t = 2,
 1 second each from t = 2 to t = 12, and 2 seconds each from t = 12
 to t = 48. The time of flight is very close to 48 seconds_

 A novice at computing will possibly find the computation of a
 trajectory confusing at first. But it is interesting to see how rapidly the

 work proceeds after some practice, and especially when two or three
 computers collaborate in using the tables or a computing machine, and
 in recording the results.13

 It is important to underscore the practical nature of ballistics
 calculations. These are not abstract descriptions of theoretical calcu
 lations. Ballistics computations were actually carried out and carried
 out in volume. For example, America's Aberdeen Ballistics Research
 Laboratory employed almost two hundred computers during World
 War II. They computed the range tables without which artillery
 officers could not level their guns. The same point applies to celestial
 mechanics. Planetary orbit computations were actually performed, to
 the point where the existence of Neptune was worked out computa
 tionally before it was seen telescopically. Thus the authority of the
 field of mechanics was doubly established: first by the reputation of
 its scientists all the way back to Newton, and second by the practical
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 success of its computational algorithms. The artillery shells landed
 and the eclipses happened where the computers said they would.

 BUT IMAGINE . . .

 Obviously, celestial mechanics and ballistics both align strongly with
 Descartes's desire to "conduct one's thoughts in order." The compu
 tations involved are an ideal fit to the strengths and weaknesses of
 human computers. The programs are short and easy to remember,
 and the number of active data elements remains small throughout the
 computation. The tightness of the fit can be seen even more clearly
 when it is contrasted to some examples of science that did not follow
 the sequentialist mold.

 Galileo's Two New Sciences, published in the same decade as the
 Discourse, provides a counterpoint to Descartes's sequentialist pre
 scription. Written in the form of a dialogue, it deals with both
 principles of motion and also the resistance of solid bodies to
 fracture. Most of it is given over to theorems of a geometric form.
 There is a particularly clever theorem among the proofs about the
 relationship in time of two balls descending different inclined
 planes.14

 Theorem 6.6. If from the highest or lowest
 point in a vertical circle there be drawn any
 inclined planes meeting the circumference the
 times of descent along these chords are equal
 to each other.

 At this point in the dialogue, the speaker asks, apologetically, for
 his companion to "Please allow me to interrupt the lecture for a
 moment in order that I may clear up an idea which just occurs to
 me." He then goes on to imagine (but not prove) the parallel
 implications of Theorem 6.6.15
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 But imagine a vertical plane from the highest
 point of which are drawn lines inclined at every
 angle and extending indefinitely; imagine also
 that heavy particles descend along these lines

 with a naturally accelerated motion and each
 with a speed appropriate to the inclination of its
 line.If these moving particles are always visible,

 what will be the locus of their position at any
 instant?

 The answer, of course, is an ever-expanding circle, the same shape
 that is obtained by sending the balls outward from a central point.
 But this answer is a parallel answer, not a sequential one. It depends
 upon all of the objects being changed at once. If one rolls, or
 computes, the balls sequentially, "in order," the circular shape never
 emerges at all. The answer is also an inherently visual answer, as
 Galileo makes clear when he says, "If these moving balls are always
 visible." No single number can really capture or communicate it. For
 whatever reason, Galileo does not actually supply pictures. The
 visual representations above do not appear in the original.

 The fruitfulness of this parallel way of thinking becomes patent
 when Galileo takes it to three dimensions and notes that "an infinite

 number of spheres are produced about a single point, or rather a
 single sphere which expands in size without limit." He then con
 cludes:16

 The fact that one can take the origin of motion
 either at the inmost center or at the very top of
 the sphere leads one to think that there may be
 some great mystery hidden in these true and

 wonderful results, a mystery related to the cre
 ation of the universe (which is said to be spher
 ical in shape), and related also to the seat of the
 first cause [prima causa].

 This is as far as he sees fit to take it. A very early and very beautiful
 theory of an expanding universe ("a single sphere which expands in
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 size") and a first cause is left to die undeveloped. There is no attempt
 to compute rates of expansion or the size of the initial mass or
 anything along those lines. Galileo's brief foray into cosmology?and
 parallel science?achieved none of the visibility and influence that
 Newton's subsequent work on single planet behavior enjoyed.

 Joseph Fourier provides a nineteenth-century example of parallel
 science that is somewhat more sophisticated. His Analytical Theory
 of Heat focuses on the flow of heat in solid objects. Most of the
 analysis deals with the objects as single blocks and analyzes heat flux
 between pairs of points in the continuum of matter. But he, like
 Galileo, pauses at one point for a side excursion into a parallel view
 of the problem. He notes that the flow of heat through a bar may also
 be analyzed successfully by breaking the bar into a number of discrete
 pieces and thinking of heat as being "communicated" between the
 pieces. He chooses to put these pieces into a ring, because that
 simplifies the problem.17

 Suppose n equal pris
 matic masses to be
 placed at equal dis
 tances on the circumfer
 ence of a circle. All
 these bodies, enjoying
 perfect conductibility,
 have known tempera
 tures, different for each
 of them; they do not
 permit any part of the heat which they contain to escape at their surface; an infinitely
 thin layer is separated from the first mass to be united to the second, which is situated
 towards the right; at the same time a parallel layer is separated from the second

 mass, carried from left to right, and joined to the third; the same is the case with all
 the other masses, from each of which an infinitely thin layer is separated at the same
 instant, and joined to the following mass. Lasdy, the same layers return immediately
 afterwards, and are united to the bodies from which they had been detached.

 Fourier's basic methodology is the one still used today to model
 physical behavior inside a computer. Known as finite element anal
 ysis, it depends on dicing an object into myriad small discrete pieces,
 called elements. Elements are linked to their neighbors, two in the
 case above but as many as eight or ten in the complex topologies of
 modern grids. And each element has a boundary condition, a rule
 specifying how it interacts with the outside world. Fourier specifies
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 "Dirichlet conditions," meaning that no heat escapes. Heat only
 moves between elements, via the communications links.

 By substituting a different geometry, this same methodology is
 appropriate, for example, for predicting whether the nose cone of a
 space shuttle will burn up on reentry. Heat is applied to the elements
 that constitute the cone itself. As they heat up, they communicate
 some of that heat to their cooler neighbor elements further back
 along the fuselage. These in turn communicate it to their neighbors,
 or to the air around them. If the heat is dissipated quickly enough,
 the temperature of the nose elements stabilizes; if not, they burn
 up. Equations of heat transfer, together with knowledge of the
 heat dissipation characteristics of the materials involved, determine
 how much heat moves from element to element at each unit of
 time.

 As with Galileo, Fourier uses parallelism as a critical simplifying
 assumption: "From each of which an infinitely thin layer is separated
 . at the same instant." But, also like Galileo, he treats the whole
 enterprise almost as an aside, and goes back to more conventional
 forms of analysis for the rest of his book. He never translates his
 parallel science into any form of parallel computation. Lewis Rich
 ardson, working in the 1920s, does make such a translation into
 parallel computation. Compared to Galileo's and Fourier's treatises,
 his Weather Prediction by Numerical Process is obscure, but it was
 well known to subsequent computer architects, such as von Neu
 mann. In his book, Richardson boldly proposes to predict the global
 weather by a process of parallel computation. His algorithm was
 inspired by the fact that the weather stations of Europe could be fitted
 roughly into a checkerboard pattern. He established a computational
 equivalent of this checkerboard for which he borrowed the term
 lattice from crystallography. He then developed discrete versions of
 the fluid flow equations to be applied at each lattice point. His first
 attempt required six weeks of computing to advance the weather at
 one lattice point by three hours, but that did not deter him. By
 optimizing his computing sheets, Richardson brought the time down
 below a hundred hours, so that thirty-two human computers could
 keep up the pace at an individual lattice point. He calculated that he
 would need two thousand lattice points worldwide. With all this in
 mind, he architected his parallel computer.18
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 Sixty-four thousand
 computers would be
 needed to race the
 weather for the whole
 globe- Imagine a
 large hall like a theatre,
 except that the circles
 and galleries go right
 round through the
 space usually occupied
 by the stage. The walls
 of this chamber are
 painted to form a map
 of the globe. The ceiling
 represents the north po
 lar regions, England is
 in the gallery, the trop
 ics in the upper circle,

 Australia on the dress circle and the Antarctic in the pit. A myriad computers are at
 work upon the weather of the part of the map where each sits, but each computer
 attends only to one equation or part of an equation. The work of each region is
 coordinated by an official of higher rank. Numerous little "night signs" display the
 instantaneous values so that neighbouring computers can read them. Each number
 is thus displayed in three adjacent zones so as to maintain communication to North
 and South on the map. From the floor of the pit a tall pillar rises to half the height
 of the hall. It carries a large pulpit on its top. In this sits the man in charge of the
 whole theatre.

 WHAT WE WERE "UNIFORMLY USED TO SINCE THE DAYS OF
 GAUSS"

 Although these early examples of parallel science are exhilarating,
 they were outside the mainstream. So it should come as no surprise
 that, when the transition to electronic computing occurred in the
 1940s, it was the tradition that we associate with Descartes, Newton,
 and Moulton that held sway. To be more accurate, it was the
 tradition of generations of anonymous computers which held the
 sway?it was precisely the carrying out of Moulton's algorithms that
 motivated the construction of von Neumann computers. H. H.
 Goldstine, von Neumann's collaborator in systems design both
 during and after World War II, states:

 The reason why we wish to discuss this recondite and perhaps
 uninteresting branch of mechanics [that is, ballistics] is because it was
 to have a vital impact on our subject. We shall see how the ballistical
 needs of the United States were to be a primary incentive for the
 development of the modem computer.19
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 As I have said, one of the main functions of the [Aberdeen] Ballistic

 Research Laboratory was the production of firing and bombing tables
 and related gun control data. It is worth saying a few words about such
 tables so that the reader will have some conception of what was being
 undertaken. The automation of this process was to be the raison d'?tre

 for the first electronic digital computer.20

 This linkage cannot be emphasized too strongly. The raison d'?tre
 of the first electronic digital computer was the computation of
 algorithms that had been refined for centuries around the strengths
 and weaknesses of human computers. Goldstine personally managed
 Aberdeen's staff of 176 computers, whose job it was to compute
 range tables. They were not able to do the job quickly enough.

 [A] typical firing table required perhaps 2,000-4,000 trajectories?
 assume 3,000. Thus, for example, the differential analyzer required
 perhaps 750 hours?30 days to do the trajectory calculations for the
 table.

 The estimates reveal a situation that was unsupportable both because
 the volume of work was too large and perhaps more importantly,
 because the work had to be done very promptly to avoid delays in
 putting weapons into the hands of the troops in the field.21

 Ballistics computations were not the only calculations being con
 templated in that period. Von Neumann was very familiar with
 Richardson's work, and returned to it in later years. During the war
 he split his time between Aberdeen and Los Alamos; at Los Alamos
 he worked on hydrodynamics calculations. In an unpublished paper
 written during the war, von Neumann and Goldstine list continuum
 dynamics, classical electrodynamics, and hydrodynamics as other
 important influences.

 But it was ballistics that held people's attention, because ballistics
 calculations were already being carried out. Von Neumann and
 Goldstine were ?o? inventing the computer. They already knew what
 a computer was, what a computer did, and how long it took a
 computer to do it. In fact, they used ballistics trajectory calculations
 as the standard benchmark of electronic computer performance
 partly because it was so easy to compare to what had come before.

 Such a typical problem is the determination of an average ballistic
 trajectory. A good analyzer will usually require 10 to 20 minutes to
 handle this to a precision of about five parts in 10,000. Trajectories
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 have been run on the ENIAC and require 0.5 min. for complete
 solution including printing of needed data.
 The computation of a ballistic trajectory considered above is a

 reasonably typical instance of a simple system of non-linear, total
 differential equations. As we saw, it involves about 750 multiplica
 tions.22

 A final factor driving the architects to an inherently human
 computer architecture was the electronic memory technology of the
 period. The first von Neumann computers used mercury delay lines
 which could only read out data in a fixed "order," exactly as Aristotle
 describes the human memory as doing.

 When contrasted with the parallel computational approaches of
 Galileo, Richardson, and Fourier, it is clear how little the von
 Neumann computers deviated from the uniform human computing
 tradition stretching back to Gauss and before. Even when they had
 become standard, von Neumann computers were still being described
 in anthropomorphic terms.

 And now we come to the concept of a stored program_Suppose you
 wished to give your assistant a large number of instructions for manual
 computations all in advance. You could do this by supplying him with
 a prepared set of instructions, or you could dictate the instructions and
 have him write them down, perhaps at the top of the same sheet of
 paper on which he is later to perform the computations. Two different
 situations are here involved_The second is becoming quite common
 in the newer machines and is the case usually meant when the term
 "stored program" is used.23

 The third or "high speed" store is quite small and holds only that
 information needed in the course of a calculation?the sort of thing
 that a clerk would hold in his head while working out the answer.24

 THE SKIES SPEAK FIRST TO THE POETIC, NOT THE SCIENTIFIC
 IMAGINATION

 At one level, the difference between the sequential and parallel
 algorithms is mechanical. Any computation that can be carried out
 by a parallel computer can also be carried out by a sequential
 computer?and, in fact, they are. It is one of the great ironies of
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 computational history that the primary use of sequential (von Neu
 mann) supercomputers in the 1980s was to carry out the inherently
 parallel ?-body algorithms of Galileo, the finite element algorithms of
 Fourier, and the finite difference algorithms of Richardson. Now that
 parallel processors are available, they are allowing these algorithms
 to be carried out on much larger, more detailed data sets. For this
 reason alone, they are likely to become predominant in the market
 place.

 But the opportunities for exploiting parallel computation are
 already moving beyond mere mechanical improvements. Today at
 least three new threads of development are becoming visible. The first
 is the shift from presenting results as numbers to presenting results as

 pictures. Known as scientific visualization and already underway in
 the sequential computing era, this shift is actually implicit in Galileo,
 Fourier, and Richardson. They all introduce their ideas by saying
 "Imagine ..." since imagination was the medium of visual commu
 nications most available to them.

 The shift to visual forms of answers is both important and
 inherently tied to parallelism. It is important because the mode in

 which something is communicated affects the contents of that
 communication. The influence of communication on the structure of

 science itself was one of the important contributions of Ernst Mach.
 It was his view that "the first real beginnings of science appear in
 society ... when the necessity for the communication of experience
 arises."25 How would a shift from a number-based form of commu

 nication to an image-based form of communication affect the content
 of that communication? The philosopher Suzanne Langer, writing in
 the 1930s, makes an instructive distinction, one which emphasizes
 the parallel nature of visual communication. She calls her first type of
 communication discursive, and typifies it by language, although the
 same points hold for numbers.26

 But words have a linear, discrete, successive order;
 they are strung one after another like beads in a
 rosary; beyond the very limited meanings of in
 flections, which can indeed be incorporated in the
 words themselves, we cannot talk in simultaneous
 bunches of names.
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 The second she calls presentational, which she typifies by pictures.27

 Visual forms?lines, colors, proportions, etc.?
 are just as capable of articulation, i.e., of complex
 combination, as words. But the laws that govern
 this sort of articulation are altogether different
 from the laws of syntax that govern language. The
 most radical difference is that visual forms are not
 discursive. They do not present their constituents
 successively, but simultaneously, so the relations
 determining a visual structure are grasped in one
 act of vision.... An idea mat contains too many
 minute yet closely related parts, too many rela
 tions within relations, cannot be "projected" into
 discursive form.

 In short, there are things one can say in the presentational (parallel)
 form that simply cannot be said in the discursive (sequential) form:
 "Too many relations within relations cannot be projected into
 discursive form." A modern computational fluid dynamicist, study
 ing the flow of air over the wing of a supersonic airplane, would say,
 "Too many vortices within vortices cannot be comprehended simply
 from a printout of numbers." Where the relevant science lies in the
 relations among elements, as it did in Galileo's multiple moving
 objects, words fail, and so do individual numbers.

 In Galileo's time, artists communicated one set of truths in the
 parallel (presentational) mode; scientists communicated a different
 set of truths in the sequential (discursive) mode. When the skies spoke
 to the poetic imagination of Galileo, he had no computational place
 to go with his insights. Today's Galileos do, and that is becoming one
 of the significant impacts of parallelism. It is no accident that the
 fields of scientific visualization and parallel processing have emerged
 in the same decade. They are, in a sense, two sides of the same coin.

 A number is akin to a single pixel on a computer screen. Its expressive
 power is limited. Scientific visualization renders whole fields of data
 onto a computer screen at once, so relations within relations can be
 "grasped in one act of vision." Parallel processing is the most natural
 and logical way to generate and manipulate those fields of data.
 Numerical algorithms have traditionally had a great advantage:

 they produce numerical results. But if results are no longer desired in
 numerical form, then the ability to produce numbers is no longer an
 advantage. In fact, the first generation of scientific visualization
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 programs is made up of hybrids. The first part of the algorithm
 computes numerically; at the very end, a "graphics postprocessor"
 takes the numbers and translates them into the pixels that make up
 an image.

 A radically new form of parallel computation is now growing up
 around the realization that numbers are not necessarily the best
 medium for building pictures. These new forms, generally called
 lattice gas or cellular automata algorithms, are the second of the three
 principal new developments. A cellular automata algorithm uses no
 numbers at all. Instead, it allows millions of simple-minded objects to
 interact on a playing field akin to a checkerboard. At every step in the
 computation, all the objects move to an adjacent cell. When two
 collide, they bounce off. Depending on the rules of movement used,
 one of a variety of patterns of behavior emerge. These patterns are
 directly projectable onto a computer screen since the field of objects
 is directly analogous to a field of pixels. Such algorithms exist, and
 the first of them are now functioning on parallel computers. They
 have been used to solve heat flow problems similar to Fourier's and
 to model fluid behavior. In the latter case they treat a fluid as millions
 of tiny independent particles each bumping and jostling each other in
 simple ways. Traditional methods view the same fluid as marching
 numerically to the beat of the Navier-Stokes equations.

 Particle-based fluid simulation methods are quite natural, because
 a brook is in fact made up of myriad jostling water molecules. They
 are also an excellent match to what electronic circuits do best. Real

 numbers are quite ungainly from the point of view of an electronic
 circuit; blacks and whites, or zeros and ones are much more
 simp?tico with the way an electronic circuit operates. But the method
 is totally inhuman. Efficient for circuits, it is incomputable by
 humans, who prefer numbers. Hence it is hard to build up trust on
 the part of those who work with these systems. Impressionistic forms
 of validation ("Looks like a fluid. Swirls like a fluid. Must be ... ")
 are not satisfying. So these methods are slow to find acceptance. But
 these methods are coming nevertheless. Some of the most advanced

 work in this area is described in "Parallel Billiards and Monster
 Systems" by Brosl Hasslacher in this issue.

 The third line of parallel development takes its inspiration from
 Darwin. If evolution may be thought of as computing a range of
 selected species, then the computation is clearly a parallel one. A
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 parallel computer can be set up to allow the same kind of evolution
 to occur. Instead of a single all-knowing program, the computer is
 given myriad flawed programs called agents. Initially, all agents have
 equal voice in the way the overall computation proceeds. Results are
 then compared to what the answer should have been. When the
 computed results are close to the desired one, those agents who
 helped the most are rewarded with a larger voice next time. They
 become more dominant while the more feckless agents wither away.

 Over time this porridge of competing agents can improve its
 behavior. The pot is continually stirred by mutating agents sponta
 neously and allowing them to mate. For example, the first half of one
 agent program might be mated to the last half of another, and a new
 agent is created. A description of a somewhat similar kind of system
 may be found in "Complex Adaptive Systems" by John Holland in
 this issue. The internal mechanics of these systems are complicated,
 but their potential uses are very straightforward. They hold great
 promise for modeling the behavior of systems that have defied
 analysis by traditional numerical techniques. The behavior of an
 economy is one such example. More radically, these techniques
 might some day make parallel computers self-programming. Rather
 than specify a program, the user would specify what they want the
 computer to do, and it would evolve its way there.28

 FIRST WE RESHAPE OUR COMPUTERS, THEN OUR COMPUTERS
 RESHAPE US

 Scientific visualization, lattice gas algorithms, and genetic algorithms:
 all are genuinely new ways of thinking about problem solving and
 computation. They underscore the difference between the current
 revolution in computing and the transition that occurred in the
 1940s. As mentioned already, there was no delay in using the results
 that the first electronic computers produced. There was no anxiety
 about their validity, because the answers could be checked directly.
 The results from the electronic computer were compared to the
 results of the same calculation, using the same algorithm, from a
 human computer. The results of lattice gas and genetic computations
 enjoy no such cultural preacceptance, but their potential to change
 the way we think about the world is all the greater for their
 unorthodoxy. They are clearly a better, more efficient fit to the
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 parallel electronic circuitry itself. Thus, fifty years after the first
 electronic computers were fabricated, their potential to reshape us
 may be taking hold at last.

 It is not uncommon for the true impact of a new technology to
 remain veiled for a generation or two. Such was the case with the
 steam engine.29 Early steam engines were often relegated to a
 downstream role by mill owners. Their job was simply to pump
 water back up into the mill pond after it had passed over the water
 wheel. It was a role dictated not by what they were inherently good
 at, but rather by a seasonal bug in the way mill streams work. Only
 decades later did this age-old culture recognize and reorganize itself
 around the unique capabilities of the engines themselves. Only then
 did the Industrial Revolution truly take hold.

 The partnership between human scientist and human computer is
 even more ancient than the partnership between miller and mill
 stream. It is reasonable to assume that there will be a lag between the
 time when we reshape our computers and the time when they reshape
 us. Or maybe it is not reasonable at all. Maybe it only sounds
 reasonable because we are all still trained to believe that orderly,
 sequential processes (first this happens, then that happens) are more
 likely to be true. Maybe it will turn out to be more accurate to have
 said that "As we were reshaping our computers, so simultaneously

 were they reshaping us."30 Maybe when things happen in this world,
 they actually happen in parallel.

 ENDNOTES
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 Parallelism in Conscious Experience

 PARALLEL PROCESSING HAS BEEN AN IMPORTANT THEME in

 computer science, where an architecture based on massively
 parallel systems has opened up new possibilities for more

 powerful computation. Parallel processing has also been invoked in
 the neural sciences, as parallelisms of different sorts have been found
 to occur in the brain and nervous system. Both these instances of
 parallel processing, in computers and in neural networks, have only
 recently been invented or discovered and both depend on advanced
 scientific knowledge. In my paper I wish to explore a kind of
 parallelism that is quite familiar to us and that requires very little
 scientific theory. Its familiarity may allow it to serve as a bridge
 between our ordinary experience and the more exotic instances of
 parallel processing found in computers and neural networks. This
 essay will examine the role of parallelism not in the computing
 machine but in its user.

 I

 The parallelism I wish to examine occurs in our normal conscious
 experience. Our experiencing is always dual. As we are aware of
 things in our surroundings, we are also always aware of things given
 in what we commonly call our internal mental imagery. We always
 live in a blend of perception and imagination. We are aware of the
 things we see, hear, touch, taste, and smell, but concomitandy we are
 imaginatively aware of someone's face, a walk down a street, or an
 absent fragrance, as these things show up in mental space. We could
 say that we always live in two worlds: the world that surrounds us at

 Robert Sokolowski is Professor of Philosophy at The Catholic University of America.
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 any given moment and the world of our imagination. We could say
 this, but such a formulation can be misleading, because the imagined

 world is not coherent and systematic and stable enough to be called
 a world in the strict sense of the term; still, this way of stating it does
 point us in the right direction. We always live in a double manner,
 consciously processing what is around us but also processing things
 and contexts that are not around us. We always exist here and now,
 but also there and then, elsewhere and elsewhen. We live in experi
 ential parallelism.1

 Suppose I want to drive to a place to which I have already driven
 once or twice. I think I know the way but I am not sure. To fix the
 route in my mind, I imaginatively run through three or four of the
 crucial turns and moves I must make when I actually begin driving:
 yes, I exit the highway just after that bridge, later I turn right before
 the Exxon station and enter that divided road, I will also pass the
 high school on the right, I turn at the top of that hill. When I organize
 the drive in my mind, I do not simply recite these words or state these
 instructions to myself; I imagine myself making these turns and

 moves and stops. I rehearse these actions mentally. I do so, moreover,
 while I am seated at home thinking about the trip, surrounded by my
 desk, sofa, lamps, rugs, and pictures. The crucial turns and moves are
 lived through, even though I am at home and not driving while I live
 through them. I live in two dimensions, in two parallel tracks. I
 displace myself into a time and place different from those I bodily
 occupy.

 The two tracks are very different in their consistency. The percep
 tual track is steady and stable. The desk remains there continuously
 and I can continuously look at or feel it. I can concentrate on it and
 narrow my focus onto particular parts of it. But the internal track is
 episodic, fleeting, gappy, indistinct, and sudden. Bits and pieces dart
 by, and it is hard for me to concentrate on aspects of the things that
 come to mind. I can bring up closer looks (for example, I can imagine
 the Exxon station from another angle; I can call up the view I had of
 it when I once bought gas there), but even this sort of focusing is
 erratic and sudden. Rather than continuously imagining the thing in
 question, rather than holding it there before me as I can hold a box
 up to my view, I seem to repeat over and over again various darting
 views of it. But this scrappy character of my internal rehearsals does
 not change the fact that my internal experiencing goes on in a
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 dimension different from that of my external activity and experienc
 ing. The fact that my internal "world" is not as steady and distinct as
 the surrounding world does not do away with the fact that the two
 domains run parallel to each other. It does not destroy the fact that
 formally I live in two dimensions.

 The internal projection of myself driving my car is only one
 example of the experiential parallelism I wish to describe. Countless
 others could be given. When I wish to write a letter, I formulate
 phrases and sentences internally before I put pen to paper; sometimes
 I may have the gist of the whole letter composed before I begin to

 write. If I have gone through a difficult situation, an unpleasant
 argument, say, with someone else, I keep imaginatively running
 through what happened, experiencing it over and over, trying to let
 it settle down and take on some sense for me. The anticipated letter
 and the remembered argument are, like the projection of my driving,
 scrappy and episodic, but they do exist in a dimension different from
 that of my present surrounding world. The letter will be in the future
 and the argument was in the past, but I live in the letter already and
 I live in the argument still; they will take place or they have taken
 place somewhere and somewhen else, but I rehearse or repeat them
 here and now. It is the two dimensions?one here and now, the other
 there and then?that are important, not the precise identification of
 any particular item in them.

 Sometimes we become almost totally absorbed in one or other of
 the two dimensions. Sometimes we become so lost in reverie or
 anticipation that we practically lose all contact with our surround
 ings, but the surroundings and our awareness of them still remain
 there on the margin. Sometimes we are so taken up by the event
 actually before us that we almost lose our internal life and practically
 erase any distance between ourselves and what is going on in those
 "other worlds"; but again the other dimension still remains on the
 margin. We always oscillate between the two dimensions, and if we
 were to lose completely either one or the other, we would lose
 something essential to our human life. Our human life rests on the
 interplay between the two dimensions.

 Sometimes our internal imagining has to do with the future, as we
 rehearse some activity we intend to undertake (we buy a future on the

 margin), and sometimes the imagining has to do with the past, as we
 repeat, perhaps obsessively or perhaps with delight, what we lived
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 through earlier. In still other cases, our imagining may be neither of
 the future nor of the past but located in no particular time at all, as

 we daydream about ourselves in some undetermined situation.2 For
 the purposes of my paper, these temporal differences are secondary;
 the duality, the duplication of awareness is the thing I wish to stress,

 whether it projects us into the future, into the past, or into no
 particular time at all. The main point is the parallelism between the
 perceptual and the imagined. Indeed, sometimes we are not sure
 whether we are anticipating or remembering as we internally run
 through the action in question; as I rehearse making the turn before
 the Exxon station, am I simply repeating something I did in the past,
 or am I anticipating what I will do when I get to that point in the
 future? It does not matter. The important thing is that I am not just
 caught up in the things around me, but also alive to something
 somewhere and sometime else.

 II

 Straddling the perceptual and the imaginary makes it possible for us
 to deal with present and absent things, and also to have a more or less
 explicit awareness of presence and absence as such. The two tracks
 we live in are not merely psychological; they also have an effect on
 the way things are given to us. If I meet someone whom I long wanted
 to meet, he is given to me precisely as present in contrast to the many
 times I only imagined meeting him. If I have lost a friend, my
 remembered conversations with her?indistinct and fugitive as they
 may be?present her to me precisely as absent, as not there among
 the other people around me. The presence and the absence of things
 become highlighted as they are contrasted with one another, and our
 living in two parallel dimensions is what makes this recognition of
 presence and absence possible.

 Negotiating the difference between presence and absence is of
 crucial importance for the human condition. It is not just one among
 many of the things we happen to do. It is central to our personal
 identity and it establishes both the emotions we undergo and the
 higher cognitive activities we carry out. What are attachment and
 loss, if not ways of dealing with presence and absence? What is grief
 but a response to the irretrievable absence of something good or the
 fixed presence of something hateful? What is joy but a response to
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 assured presence, and what is anxiety but apprehension about
 something absent that threatens to become present? Only man of all
 the animals "is famished even by future hunger,"3 and he suffers so
 because of the two dimensions of presence and absence that run
 parallel in the way he lives.
 What sort of agents could we be if we did not enjoy this duplicated

 life? What sort of thinking and judging could we carry out without it?
 How could we deliberate about what we should do if we could not

 project ourselves imaginatively into situations we will have to face?
 How could we suffer regret if past actions did not reactivate
 themselves over and over again in our parallel experiencing? Mental
 disturbances arise when we cannot let the past be truly past or when
 we cannot be confident that we will remain ourselves and not be

 destroyed by what will arise in the future. Part of ego strength lies in
 the assurance that things remain what they are even when we let
 them go into absence, that letting them go is often the only way to
 continue "owning" them in a new and more appropriate way. A
 parent lets a child go at some point in life as the proper way and the
 only way to remain the parent of that child, to allow the child to
 remain an offspring in the way in which it should. The identity of the
 parent and the identity of the child are both preserved and enhanced
 by this new level of absence and presence. Thus we lead our human
 life by working through the present and the absent, and the parallel
 ism between them occurs because we live in both the perceptual
 givenness of presence and the imaged givenness of absence.
 We must be more precise about how the internal, imagined

 dimension occurs. There is a strategic error that we must take pains
 to avoid. We might be tempted to think that in our imagined
 awareness, we look at or hear internal images of things; that besides
 looking at this lamp and that staircase and hearing this music being
 played, I also turn inward and look at a replica of an Exxon station
 or hear a copy of the violin sonata I heard in concert last week. But
 this would be an incorrect description. In imagination we do not
 simply experience internal pictures. What occurs in imagination is
 that we experience ourselves doing something (driving the car,
 walking along the road) and experiencing something (seeing the
 Exxon station, hearing the sonata). We as agents and as experiencers
 become duplicated when we imagine. In imagination, we do not see
 an image of an Exxon station; rather, we imagine ourselves seeing the
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 Exxon station. We displace ourselves into a different context. In
 imagination, "I" become dual: I am both the imagining me and the
 imagined me. In remembrance, there are two of me: the remembering

 me and the remembered me.

 When I imaginatively repeat something I experienced before, I do
 not only recall the things I saw and heard at the time. I also call back
 a sketch of my own body as it was a part of that experience then. I
 call myself back as I was then, experiencing whatever it was that
 occurred at that time. I do recover the thing that was given then (the
 Exxon station, the music), but I also recover myself as the one to
 whom that thing was given then. I relive an earlier part of my life,
 with the things that were given in it, and I do so here and now. I
 displace myself and live in parallel. If I am dealing with the future, I
 anticipate myself in this or that new context, and if I lapse into
 daydreams, I displace myself into no particular time or place, neither
 into the future nor into the past. But in all these cases it is not just

 what is given that runs parallel to my present experience; I run
 parallel to myself as well.

 When I remember or anticipate or project myself in this way, it is
 always myself that I find. I could never find, to my surprise, someone
 else showing up in my memory as the one who was driving by the
 Exxon station, or showing up in my anticipation as the one who had
 to face my boss tomorrow. It would be an incoherence to think that
 anyone else could ever surface as the one into whom I could displace
 myself. In memory, anticipation, and projection I always find myself.

 Furthermore, my personal identity is not that which is found
 simply in the here and now or simply in the there and then; my
 personal identity is not found in either one of the two parallel
 dimensions alone. Rather, my personal identity is constituted pre
 cisely in straddling the two dimensions of the perceptual and the
 imaged, the existent and the projected. I here and now and I there and
 then are two profiles, two perspectives on one and the same "me."
 "I" am the kind of thing that is built up precisely through the
 manifold displacements that occur through my life. I am formally the
 same one always, no matter how young or old I am, no matter where
 I am. This dual frame of parallel processing is always there, and I
 awaken into it as the same one again every time I come on the scene.
 Even my moments of disorientation are moments in which I am
 trying to find my balance within my form of presence and absence.
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 The interplay between two dimensions is also visible when we
 encounter other persons. It is what makes another person have depth.

 When we meet someone else, we know that they are not just what
 they are in their immediate bodily presence; the countless memories
 and anticipations that occur within that body make that person so
 deeply different from any other. We may perceive this especially
 when we meet an adult whom we knew, and last met, as a child: I last

 met Annie when she was six, and here she is now at forty. All those
 intervening years and everything that happened in them are there
 "in" her. That particular past, all those possible recollections, in
 which she will always only find herself as the formal center, are
 embodied in her. They are the particular blend of presences and
 absences that make her who she is now and enable her to anticipate
 her own future; but they also are played off against me as I talk with
 her and bring my own identity, the recollections and anticipations
 through which I am woven, into an exchange with hers. We might be
 able to share some memories, but each of us will always be a surprise
 to the other, because of the depths that are proper to each of us alone.
 As John Le Carr? has one of his characters say of George Smiley, "I
 knew he had been distracted by some private memory among the
 thousands that made up his secret self."4

 Ill

 Certainly there is a physiological basis for the experienced parallelism
 that we have been describing. Certainly there is some sort of neural
 storage of earlier perceptions, and also some sort of retrieval or
 reentry that allows them to show up again and to be played off
 against the perceptions we currently have. As far back as die middle
 of the seventeenth century, Thomas Hobbes spoke of imagination as
 "decaying sense."5 He explained it as a motion in the brain that
 continues after the stimulus that initiated it is removed, and he
 compared this motion in the brain to the ripples that continue in
 water after the stone that started them has come to rest. The neural

 sciences now have much more sophisticated ways of describing the
 "motions" that occur in the brain and of mapping the areas in which
 the motions take place, but Hobbes's colorful description still helps
 us to focus on the issue at hand.
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 Neural motions are different from simple mechanical motions,
 such as the ripples in a pond, because they can be reactivated and
 repeated. To extend the metaphor, it would be as though the pond
 were able to reenact a particular set of ripples that occurred last
 Thursday, and also as though a new stone thrown into the water
 could revive and reactivate the ripples engendered by a similar stone
 three weeks ago. The pond would have to store its earlier ripples, and
 by reactivating them it would be able to anticipate future ones.

 Moreover, the pond would not just have the ripples, whether
 immediately caused or reactivated. It would also have to present to
 itself the thrower of the stone, to recognize this thrower as the same
 or as different from someone who threw another stone the day
 before. It would also have to identify itself as the same pond that saw
 both throwers. Ponds do not do this sort of thing, but we do, and
 when we begin to talk about neural pathways and motions in the
 brain and nervous system, we must adjust our language appropri
 ately. Neural processes are mechanical events, but they are not
 merely mechanical events.

 What exactly is it that is stored in the brain? We might want to say
 that a representation is stored there. This is acceptable, but we have
 to specify what sort of representation it is and what it represents.
 Suppose I am leaving on a trip. I lock the door of my house, and I do
 so slowly and deliberately, so that I will not worry later whether or
 not I locked it. A half hour later, as I am driving away, I remember
 clearly that I did lock the door; I can reactivate my action and I can
 visualize the door there and then, I see myself turning the key, and I
 know that I did this action just as I was leaving home that morning.
 All this is stored somehow in my neural nodes; but what exactly is
 stored?

 Several distinctions are necessary. First, there is a kind of storage
 even while I am not recalling the event. The relevant chemical
 adjustments distributed among the neurons of my nervous system are
 a kind of representation, but an inactive one. Another kind of
 representation occurs when the neural nodes are activated and the
 imaged experience of locking the door darts by. But even here we
 have to distinguish. It would not be accurate to say that this active
 recall brings about a copy or a picture of the door and the key. It
 would not be accurate to say that when I recall the event, I now, in
 addition to seeing cars and trees and the road, also see an inner
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 picture of a door and a key turning in it. Such a description would not
 be faithful to the logic of remembering. Instead, what occurs is that
 I represent the actions and the experience of locking the door. What
 is represented is "myself turning the key in the door." I do not store
 the door and key, nor do I store a copy of the door and key, but I do
 store the earlier experience, which of course requires a visualized
 door and key as part of itself. My earlier self, and a sketch of my body
 at that time, are part of what I store, just as much as the visualized
 door and key. Moreover, I do not only store but also activate this
 earlier experience. I can activate it as many times as I want, and
 sometimes it gets activated apart from my wanting. Something I see
 or hear or smell may just bring it to mind. As time goes on, and if I
 am in the habit of always taking such care in locking my door, the
 various instances of doing so blend together and I am left with a
 generalized "myself locking the door" which is tied to no particular
 moment, but even then it is a complete experience that is stored, not
 a picture of a door and key. Even in that generalized, schematic
 representation, I am there as the one locking the door.

 Neural nets thus permit me to relive earlier actions and experiences
 and to anticipate new ones. Neural nets also permit me to perceive
 things and to undergo situations in the present. Somehow, these
 neural networks and their interactions also permit the interplay
 between present perceptions and memorial or imaginative reactiva
 tions, along with the corresponding sense of self-identity that is
 constituted in this interplay. The mechanics of such neural activities
 are only beginning to be studied.

 Clearly, it takes time for such neural networks to be established,
 both in the individual and in the species. The nets used for storage,
 the networks that have to be distributed over many cell groups, have
 to be formed through repeated experiences. The neural system of an
 infant, for example, takes time to build up a repertoire in reserve that
 can be reactivated and played off against incoming stimuli and thus
 serve as a recognition code or category for what is being perceived. In
 the case of the simpler animals, the brain and nervous system are less
 developed and hence allow lesser storage of earlier experience, but
 they do allow some; the more storage there is, the more sense of self
 the individuals of that species will have. Greater complexity in the
 neural system allows greater storage and more intense parallelism.
 The "visual" neurons and the nervous system of worms, for example,
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 permit an elementary reaction to light and minimal storage, but they
 do allow some storage and hence some possibility of recognition and
 learning. Even the simple bacterium has a rudimentary sense of time,
 being able to discriminate between stimuli that come before and after
 others.6 The sense of time is related to a sense of self, so as we move
 higher up the ladder of neural complexity, we find the possibility of
 greater parallelism, a more refined sense of time, and an increasing
 sense of self, until we come to the kind of self-identity and responsi
 bility that is possible for man.

 IV

 In speaking about the parallelism we experience between perception
 and imagination, we have so far focused our attention on the
 "subjective" side of experience: we have described how the parallel
 ism provides dimensions within which our own self-identity is
 established. But there is an "objective" side to this experience as well,
 and although we have only touched on it from time to time in our
 analysis so far, it deserves further exploration. In our experiential
 parallelism we not only establish our own identity but also bring to
 light the identity of the objects we encounter. How does this happen?

 How does experiential parallelism disclose the identity of the objects
 of experience?

 Suppose I see a figurine in a store and take an interest in it. I think
 about buying it but leave the decision for later. After I leave the store,
 I think further about the figurine and imagine what it looks like, how
 it would look in this or that spot in my home, and the like. As we
 have said, imagining the figurine means imagining myself seeing it
 again and again. The figurine is imagined in its absence.

 Suppose I go back to the store to look at the figurine again. When
 I see it again, I do not just perceive it; I now recognize it as the same
 one I saw before. What permits this recognition is the fact that a
 blend of imagination and perception takes place. The imagined
 seeing, which can take place when the figurine is absent, can also
 occur in the company of perception. It fuses with perception. It is this
 fusion that provides the dimensions within which the identity of the
 object is presented to me. Without the imagination, without the rerun
 of my earlier perceptions, the current perception would not allow me
 to recognize the figurine as the same again; without imagination,
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 everything would be entirely new to me and nothing would be
 familiar. Thus, the two dimensions of perception and memory not
 only allow me to achieve self-identification; they also allow me to
 achieve the identification of objects.

 Peter Strawson, drawing on the philosophy of Kant, has well
 formulated this blending of imagination and perception. He says that

 when we experience a familiar object, "the past perceptions are alive
 in the present perception. For it would not be just the perception it is
 but for them."7 He says that the experience of objects as familiar to
 us "is, as it were, soaked with or animated by, or infused with... the
 thought of other past or possible perceptions of that same object." He
 says that "non-actual perceptions are in a sense represented in, alive
 in, the present perception." Strawson develops these ideas as an
 interpretation of Kant's remark that "imagination is a necessary
 ingredient of perception itself."8

 Strawson also calls on Wittgenstein to describe how imagination
 works in perceptual recognition. Wittgenstein discusses the experi
 ence of seeing something as this or that: I see someone as my
 postman, as my barber, as happy, as sad; I see a triangular figure as
 a sketch of a mountain, as a wedge, as a directional sign pointing to
 the left. Such seeing as, such recognition of aspects, involves a blend
 of imagination and impression. One of the most vivid examples that

 Wittgenstein gives is the experience of suddenly recognizing someone
 as an old friend: "I meet someone whom I have not seen for years; I
 see him clearly, but fail to know him. Suddenly I know him, I see the
 old face in the altered one."9 Seeing the old face is the work of
 imagination, which blends with the perception of the new face and
 permits a recognition of identity. As Wittgenstein puts it, "It is as if
 an image came into contact, and for a time remained in contact, with
 the visual impression."10 Sometimes we see an aspect suddenly, but
 normally the aspect is simply there continuously in the thing we
 perceive: Strawson distinguishes between cases in which visual
 experience is "suddenly irradiated" and cases in which it is "more or
 less steadily soaked" with the interpretation we bring to it.11

 Such blends of imagination and perception occur on an elementary
 level of consciousness, even before concepts are formed. An infant

 who recognizes its mother need not be said to have a concept of its
 mother; it is enough that the present impression reactivates past
 experiences that fuse with the impression going on now and allow the
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 object to be identified. When such identification occurs, moreover,
 the child also builds up its own self-identity; as it fits new things into
 the experiences it has had in the past, and as it expects things to
 cohere in the future with what it has had given to it earlier, it also fits
 itself into what it has been and what it expects to become. The
 affective aspect of such identification, the sense of things as either
 reliable and benevolent or erratic and threatening, is of crucial
 importance in this establishment of the self through time.
 The blending of perception and imagination can occur on a

 preconceptual level, but it also gives rise to linguistic and conceptual
 possibilities. The presence of imagination in perception allows us to
 see aspects of the things we encounter, but then it becomes possible
 for us to find words to name those aspects, and other words to name
 the things whose aspects they are. This verbal achievement makes it
 possible for us to control our perceptions to some extent, to make
 ourselves and others see things in certain ways. We take advantage of
 the parallelism and the fusion of imagination and perception to slant
 perceptions as we want them to be taken. The verbal achievement
 also makes it possible for us to control our imagination to some
 extent; we become able to use words to call up certain things from
 the past or from our general stock of images. We do not only
 remember passively, we also recollect; we do not just undergo
 upsurges of association, we also use words to name what we want to
 imagine. When we do this, we also call up ourselves as experiencing
 those things imaginatively, and we as users of language become even

 more deeply identified as selves than we were through the more
 simple, spontaneous parallelisms of imagination and perception
 alone. We stand out more vividly as speakers who take responsibility
 for certain claims.

 The introduction of language and other symbolic elements greatly
 increases our ability to deal with absence, and as a consequence it
 also intensifies what we experience as presence; the present is played
 off against much more varied kinds of absences than it is for creatures
 that do not have a linguistic power over absence. But no matter how
 powerful our linguistic and conceptual control over absence be
 comes, our whole cognitive life remains based on and draws its life
 from the parallelism and blending of impression and imagination.

 The dependence of higher cognitive activities on the blend of
 perception and imagination is brought out dramatically in mental
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 illness. Such illness usually involves an inability to integrate one's
 present self with the self of past experience and future expectation.

 Whether because of affective trauma or physiological imbalances or
 both, we now reject what we were before, and also find that we
 cannot distinguish ourselves sufficiently from it. The past experience
 is reactivated not as past but as present, people in my present life are

 made to be the targets of past experiences in their unresolved
 intensity, and I find I cannot distinguish myself now from myself
 then. It is insufficient to address such early conflicts in mere words, in
 purely cognitive exchanges; what is necessary is to reactivate the early
 conflict in an imaginative replay that truly fuses with a perception
 and yet distinguishes itself from it; such a synthesis and distinction
 occurs in transference.12 Only then, only when imagination and
 perception become parallel and not fused, do the dimensions of then
 and now, my present and my past, and "you" and "them" become
 liberated from the confusion in which they were bound.
 The word "consciousness" should be mentioned here.13 Etymo

 logically, the word stems from the Latin conscius, an adjective that
 means sharing knowledge, especially secret knowledge, with others,
 or being privy to a crime or plot. The related Latin noun, conscientia,
 also has as its primary meaning the holding of knowledge in common
 with others; it often means complicity in crime. A derived meaning of
 both words is that of being inwardly aware of one's own past deeds.
 Our contemporary sense of "consciousness" has shed the aspect of
 sharing knowledge with other people; it signifies primarily our
 private way of knowing or being aware of something. Still, it retains
 an overtone of shared knowledge, because it implies a kind of
 awareness of myself, and hence a kind of duality within myself. To be
 conscious is not just to know something, but to be aware that I am
 knowing it, to have some distance to myself as I know it. Such a
 duality and consciousness arises when my impressional self is played
 off against my imagined self. "Consciousness" means complicity with
 my past or future self, with my displaced self. Thus, what we call
 consciousness is possible only because of the parallelism between
 imagination and perception.

 V

 The blending of imagination and perception, and the recognition of
 objects that such blending permits, have been the subject of neuro
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 logical investigation. To take one prominent example, Stephen
 Grossberg has developed a theory of adaptive resonance, in which he
 describes the storage, in both long- and short-term memory, of neural
 configurations that are formed as a result of experience. These neural
 nodes serve as stable recognition codes and categories for new
 stimuli.14 On the basis of extensive experimental data, theory build
 ing, and thought experiments, Grossberg claims that cognitive activ
 ity involves not only a passive reception of data but also an active
 intervention of stored codes which both match the input and adapt to
 variations. Grossberg is interested both in clarifying the neural
 processes that underlie cognitive activities, and in discovering new
 architectures for intelligent machines that will be used in technolog
 ical applications.15

 The adaptive resonance described by Grossberg is a neural activity
 that can be associated with the "imagination" we have been discuss
 ing in the passages we have cited from Kant, Wittgenstein, and
 Strawson. And while it is one thing to ferret out the structures of
 adaptive resonance in the brain and nervous system, it is another,
 more philosophical thing to describe how these neural structures
 serve representations in perception and recognition. Clearly, the
 internal templates are not the same kind of sign as the words,
 symbols, and pictures we encounter normally. What kind of sign are
 they?

 Let us approach this problem obliquely. When we perceive and
 recognize something, the stored codes and categories are activated
 and matched against the input given to us at the moment. We might
 think that this matching involves comparing the input with an
 internal image or map that we call up from storage: here the input,
 there the map, and between them the comparison. While such a
 comparison might occur in, say, a guidance system, it could not occur
 in the brain, because it would require that we stand at a distance from
 both the input and the template and compare them. Also, it would
 not be a single act. It would be made up of three elements?two acts
 of viewing plus a comparison?and would not be a single perception.
 Let us then say that the pattern we activate from storage is like a
 transparency that we hold between our eyes and the object. We look
 through the transparency, and the object shows up as either matching
 it or differing from it. This comparison is better because it blends the
 template and the object into one act of viewing, but it is still
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 inadequate because the template remains a thing that we could look
 at by itself, even while we hold it up between ourselves and the thing
 we see through it. Let us move closer, then, and suppose that the
 activated template is located on the lenses of goggles that we wear, or
 perhaps on contact lenses. This is better, because now we do not see
 the lenses at all, but still in principle we could always take them off
 and look at them as objects in themselves. They still remain too
 distant to us. What we want is something that is more part of
 ourselves than the contact lenses are. Furthermore, neither the map
 nor the transparency nor the lenses have any sense of my own body
 built into them and, as we have seen, imagination involves a
 displacement of oneself into one's future or past self.

 So we move from a transparency to contact lenses to something
 "inside" the brain. But the internal representation in the brain takes
 on a new mode of being, one quite different from the pictures and
 other representations we find the in the "external" world. For one
 thing, we cannot perceive our own internal representations when
 they are activated. We cannot see the neural nets that fire when we
 recognize the figurine. We could not see them even if we changed the
 direction of our focus (as we could with the transparencies and
 contact lenses). The activated neural nets are always "behind" our
 field of perception, always hidden. They allow us to see, but they
 cannot be seen by us while they carry out their work.

 Another person?a neurologist, for example?could, in principle,
 view the activated neural nets and the parallelism in them, but for
 him they do not serve as internal representations. For him they are
 only electrical and chemical activations in the brain he is examining.
 He knows they are an internal representation only because we tell
 him what we see when these activations occur. The activated neural

 nodes are opaque to him, since he cannot see anything through them,
 but they are transparent to us, since we see something through them
 but cannot see them themselves. Brain signs, therefore, are radically
 different from worldly signs. A normal sign can always be taken by
 the same person in two ways, as a material thing in itself (a mark, a
 sound) or as representing something else. Brain signs can also be
 taken in two ways, as distributed neural activations and as re
 presentations of something else, but they cannot be so taken by the
 same person; the two ways of being taken are correlated to two
 different people, the neurological observer and the subject whose
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 brain is activated.16 The neurological observer can know that this or
 that neural activation represents this or that object, but he knows it
 only because his subject tells him what he perceives or remembers
 when the activation occurs. The neurological observer must be able
 to enter into conversation with his subject if he is to know what his
 neurological observations signify. This tells us is that we can explore
 the nature of internal representation only if we pay attention to the
 status of the neurological observer. We cannot limit ourselves to the
 neural system alone. The problem of the scientific observer is as much
 an issue in neurology as it is in quantum physics.

 The issue of parallelism opens new possibilities in the neural
 sciences and in computer hardware and programming; but it also
 raises philosophical questions about human consciousness and its
 interaction with both computing machines and the brain and nervous
 system.

 ENDNOTES

 1 Everyone knows that we experience mental imagery, but not everyone has
 remarked upon the constant parallelism between the imagined and the perceived.
 Few philosophers have made this parallelism a theme for reflection. The issue has
 been extensively treated by Edmund Husserl, especially in connection with his
 studies on the experience of time. See Edmund Husserl, On the Phenomenology
 of the Consciousness of Internal Time, ed. Rudolf Boehm, trans. John Barnett
 Brough (Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1991). Some helpful comments about imagination
 are made by Gilbert Ryle in The Concept of Mind (London: Hutchinson, 1949),
 chap. 8, "Imagination."

 2On the various ways in which we can be present to our imagined scenes, see the
 chapter entitled "The Meanings of 'Fantasy'," in C. S. Lewis, An Experiment in
 Criticism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), 50-56; see also
 Robert Sokolowski, "Picturing," Review of Metaphysics 31 (1977), 3-28.
 Although we will not, in this essay, discuss the phenomenon of dreaming, it is
 clear that in dreams the "internal reruns" of experience predominate over any
 input from current stimuli. The remark of Carl Jung is pertinent here: "Presum
 ably we are dreaming all the time, although we are not aware of it by day because
 consciousness is much too clear. But at night, when there is that abaissement du
 niveau mental, the dreams can break through and become visible." From Carl
 Jung "The Tavistock Lectures, Third Lecture," in The Symbolic Life, trans.
 R. F. C. Hull, Collected Works, vol. 18, ed. Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, and
 Gerhard Adler (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976), 78-79. Samuel
 Beckett heard this lecture and was very much influenced by it; see Deirdre Bair,
 Samuel Beckett (New York: Summit Books, 1990), 208-9, 400-401, 639.
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 3Thomas Hobbes, "On Man," trans. Charles T. Wood, T. S. K. Scott-Craig, and

 Bernard Gert in Man and Citizen, ed. Bernard Gert (New York: Humanities
 Press, 1972), 40.

 4John Le Carr?, The Secret Pilgrim (New York: Knopf, 1991), 246.

 5Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Michael Oakeshott (Oxford: Blackwell, 1957),
 part 1, chap. 2, p. 9.

 6"A bacterium detects a spatial gradient of attractant not by comparing the
 concentration at its head and tail, but by traveling through space and comparing
 its observations through time-A bacterium decides whether or not to tumble
 by comparing the concentrations of attractants and repellents sensed in the past
 second with those encountered three seconds before." Lubert Stryer, Biochemis
 try (New York: Freeman, 1988), 1008, 1010.

 7Peter Strawson, "Imagination and Perception," in Freedom and Resentment
 (London: Methuen, 1974), 53.

 8Ibid. 43; Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith
 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1965), A120, footnote.

 9Cited and italicized by Strawson, 60, taken from Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosoph
 ical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1958),
 197.

 ^Wittgenstein, 207.

 1 Strawson, 58.

 12The role of transference has been well described by Hans W. Loewald in his
 descriptions of the psychoanalytic situation and the relationship between analyst
 and patient. See the papers entided "On the Therapeutic Action of Psychoanal
 ysis" and "Psychoanalytic Theory and the Psychoanalytic Process," in Papers on
 Psychoanalysis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1980).

 13For the meanings of the following Latin words, see the relevant entries in the
 Oxford Latin Dictionary.

 14See, for example, the essay by Stephen Grossberg, "How Does a Brain Build a
 Cognitive Code?" in Boston Studies in The Philosophy of Science, Studies of Mind
 and Brain, vol. 70 (Boston: Reidel, 1982), 2-52; and Gail A. Carpenter and
 Stephen Grossberg, "A Massively Parallel Architecture for a Self-Organizing
 Neural Pattern Recognition Machine," in Stephen Grossberg, ed., Neural Net
 works and Natural Intelligence (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988), 251-315.

 15See Grossberg, Neural Networks, viii.

 16On the status of the neurological observer and the nature of the brain-sign, see
 Robert Sokolowski, "Knowledge and Its Representation in Writing, Computers,
 and the Brain," in Ottavio Bamabei, Alessandro Borromei, and Camillo Orlandi,
 eds., The Brain and Intelligence, Natural and Artificial (Bologna: Edizioni
 L'inchiostroblu, 1990), 197-207.
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 Felix E. Browder

 Of Time, Intelligence, and Institutions

 According to some classical definitions of humankind,
 man is the rational animal, man is the political animal, and
 man is the tool-making animal. There is a broad range of

 insights on human existence and human institutions that can be
 framed in terms of these definitions, especially if one allows them to
 interact. It is in this context that we place our discussion of massively

 parallel processing in connection with the institutions of American
 society.

 In a technical sense, the term massively parallel processing refers to
 the ongoing development of high-speed digital computers involving

 many thousands or even millions of individual processors, each
 carrying out its own computations and interacting within a complex
 network. Though the idea of such systems goes back to the earliest
 days of modern digital computers at the end of the Second World

 War, their practical implementation as an important alternative to
 sequential computers using a single stream of computations (or
 vector processors using a small number) is a product of the last
 decade. It is only in the past year that there has been broad
 acceptance of the thesis that massively parallel computers can be
 developed within a very few years which can solve a broad class of
 problems a thousand times as fast as present-day supercomputers
 (which the more conventional supercomputers cannot be made to

 match).
 How can one assess the significance of such a prospect? The

 answer has two essential elements: the consideration of the impact
 that the digital computer has had and will have on the scope and
 nature of what human beings can do, and the role within that impact

 Felix E. Browder is University Professor at Rutgers University.
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 of the effective speed of computation and problem solving. Of all the
 tools that mankind has developed in its whole history, and especially
 in the past several decades in which science-based technology has

 multiplied many fold, the electronic digital computer has been the
 most flexible and the most universal in application. It has become the
 tool to create tools, the fundamental enabling technology. Its use in
 that role depends on the ease with which it can be used, which itself
 depends on the speed with which the computer can be effectively
 employed. The computer can be used to design tools and processes,
 to analyze their effects and modify their design accordingly, and even
 to create them in a concrete form.

 The digital computer is the paradigm of the smart machine. Its
 active life depends on the streams of instructions which are its
 software. This software is an embodiment of man's rational capacity
 in a logicomathematical form. Whether it can replace this capacity
 even on its mathematical side is a subject of great controversy. What
 is not in controversy is the subsumption of the computer's running
 instructions within the framework of human rationality and the fact
 that, up to the present at least, intelligent human beings must create
 the software using their intelligence and their problem-solving expe
 rience.

 Thus, one reaches two fundamental structures of human action
 deeply involved in the computer: time and intelligence. Under the
 aspect of eternity, as embodied in the timeless mathematical analysis
 of abstract computation with an unlimited number of steps, com
 puter architectures are irrelevant and everything can be computed by
 the universal Turing machine. However, human action in its usual
 forms is not under the aspect of eternity. It is governed by time, and
 in a more subtle and complex form than the regularity of physical
 processes which we identify as physical time. Quite aside from the
 time structure of individual human existence which has its beginning
 and its end, consider the dramatic foreshortening of historical time in
 revolutionary periods as we have witnessed recently in Eastern
 Europe and in the Soviet Union. Consider, on the other hand, the
 consistent, rapidly accelerating pace of the scientific-technological
 revolution of the past two centuries.

 For the world dominated by the use and development of the
 computer, to use the old expression, time is of the essence. So is
 intelligence, trained and active intelligence. The greatest capital good
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 that any nation can possess today is the effective active skill of its
 citizens within a framework of social institutions and goals in which
 they have the opportunity and motivation to use their skills for
 socially fruitful ends.

 For man as the political animal, and, in particular, for the United
 States in the new post-Cold War world dominated by a ferocious
 economic competition in goods generated by high technology, the
 concepts of time and intelligence are of equally decisive importance.

 Markets for products formed by high technology are ruled by a new
 law of increasing returns radier than the classical principle of
 diminishing returns. This new law, however, depends on the strategy
 of using new skills and innovative manufacturing capacities to move
 at a rapid pace from markets for goods with saturated consumer
 demand to new markets for new goods with new consumer demand.
 The Japanese have demonstrated the use of such strategies in a
 convincing way in such areas as electronics and automobiles.

 Behind such an economic strategy there must be a scientific and
 technological infrastructure and the effective intelligence to use that
 infrastructure for the implementation of a realistic economic strategy.
 Strategy means planning a path in time by using step-by-step proce
 dures. It means intensive realistic analysis of the environment in
 which the strategy is to be implemented, including the understanding
 of one's competitors and their competitive advantages or disadvan
 tages. The United States in the past decade has exhibited several gross
 competitive disadvantages. Among them is a curious inability to
 formally recognize that real competitors exist for American firms
 outside the national boundaries and that, in the new scavenger or
 vulture capitalism of the 1980s (as some of the participants them
 selves have chosen to call it), planning by American companies
 beyond the next quarterly or annual report has become difficult if not
 totally impossible. In many industries, American companies have
 contracted rather than developed their corporate research efforts,
 almost always on the basis of the doubtful relevance of the research
 objectives to short-term profitability. Keynes once remarked, in
 response to the equally dubious economic strategy of waiting for the
 long-term equilibrium (if such long-term equilibria actually exist),
 that, in the long-term, we will all be dead. American companies are
 intensely involved in a communal effort to prove that, in the
 short-term, we shall all be dead as well.
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 There has been one reserved domain in American political and
 economic life where the iron law of total confusion has not been

 allowed to reign unchecked, and it is the exception that proves the
 rule. That exception, of course, is the domain of the military.
 Impelled by the confrontation with the Communist bloc in the Cold

 War and by the prospect (fortunately never achieved) of military
 confrontation resulting from the Cold War, the United States formed
 and implemented coherent plans for military research and develop
 ment. In its most recent phase under the Reagan administration we
 have seen three-quarters of the national expenditure for research and
 development devoted to the military. For its own purposes, this effort
 succeeded. Though never applied in an actual Cold War military
 confrontation, it found a test exercise under ideal conditions in the
 Gulf War. A painless military triumph was achieved over Iraq by the
 use of smart weapons involving digital computers and electronics. In
 the meantime, the United States has won the Cold War; the Com

 munist bloc has dissolved. What do we do next? The United States

 has achieved a unique position of military and political hegemony on
 a global basis, whose substantive function appears to be to keep the
 world safe for Japanese economic hegemony.

 To paraphrase William James, for the purposes of national policy,
 we need a moral equivalent of the Cold War as well as an economic
 equivalent of the Cold War. It has been observed that, on occasion,
 nothing fails like success. Still, it would be highly ironic if, in
 demonstrating the bankruptcy of the Communists' feudal version of
 the command economy, the United States would incidentally dem
 onstrate the ultimate failure of its own version of laissez-faire
 capitalism and its mindless worship of the market. From a political
 point of view, the public interest is defined to be the sum of private
 interests in their narrowest sense, weighted according to a scale of
 political leverage. This sort of political mechanism and psychology,
 which we might call the Pork Barrel State, fails often even to fulfill its
 most elementary purposes, as the many discussions of the prisoner's
 dilemma in rational choice theory bring out.

 Though it would be impossible to justify the scale of past expen
 ditures on military research and development either in terms of trickle
 down effects on basic knowledge in science and engineering or in
 terms of impact on national competitiveness in global markets, there
 are several areas of applied science, especially computers and mate
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 rials, where the impact of defense mission-oriented research has
 played a decisive role. In particular, the initiatives of DARPA on
 high-performance computing and its application has been central to
 federal involvement in stimulating the development of this "enabling
 technology." More recently under the Bush administration, with the
 strong advocacy of members of Congress, particularly Senator Gore
 as well as the president's science advisor, funding has been added to
 the budgets of several federal research agencies to implement a new
 high-performance computing initiative. The objective of this new
 program?besides creating networks through which high-speed com
 putations could be transmitted to all corners of the United States?is
 to implement the use of ever more effective computation on a variety
 of so-called grand challenge problems, many of which are obviously
 relevant to US economic competitiveness. Whether the federal agen
 cies can get their act together in a timely and effective way remains to
 be seen, especially in view of their usually murky internal politics.
 However, in this direction at least, an effort is being made to create
 a national science and technology policy.

 Since the Second World War, the United States has created the
 strongest and most vigorous science and engineering research estab
 lishment in the world by one or several orders of magnitude. This
 research structure has been based on two principal features which
 have turned out to be unprecedently fruitful. First, scientific and
 engineering research has been concentrated primarily in the univer
 sities, particularly in the so-called research universities which had
 pioneered the joint mission of research and teaching between the two
 world wars. A new concept of graduate education in the sciences and
 engineering was introduced in the United States which involved
 active participation in research and introduced a continual wave of
 new and highly active participants in the research process as graduate
 students and postdoctoral fellows in ongoing research programs.
 Young faculty members could begin research programs of their own
 and need not necessarily continue to the work of their elders. Second,
 new federal research agencies were created for the support of
 research in the sciences. These were the National Science Foundation

 and the National Institutes of Health. These agencies were founded
 with the explicit intention of managing their affairs by using the
 highest available standards of scientific evaluation. They have man
 aged relatively well in avoiding the grip of the Pork Barrel State.
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 In the past forty years, the American research universities have
 become the home of scientific research, and science has transformed
 the universities, though not to universal satisfaction. On a world
 level, the American university is America's most successful nonde
 structive institution, and its most prestigious parts are its science
 research and graduate programs. That is why many of the world's
 brightest youth now populate the science and engineering graduate
 programs of American research universities. The possibility of such
 recruitment is an enormous strength for the United States, as is the
 possibility of assimilating many of these young people into major
 roles in American life. This historical American pattern continues to
 be enormously attractive to talented young people throughout the
 world and, to some degree, makes up for the catastrophic state of the
 education of children in America's own precollegiate school systems.

 The American universities, when they are adequately fulfilling their
 central function, are the forcing grounds of the intelligence of the
 country. When, either by compulsion or inclination, they focus their
 central energies on fund-raising, political manipulation, or defensive
 public relations, their central function is often diminished. Whatever
 attacks the elan of the American university system damages one of
 the central sources of the country's strength.

 In conclusion, let us draw the moral that the future achievement of
 the United States in science and technology must, in a large part,
 derive from American universities and the talented young people they
 educate. Thus, in terms of our original focus on massive parallel
 processing, the full vigor of this development can only be achieved if
 it is fully interwoven with the main thrust of scientific and engineer
 ing research in the universities. Only then can the dynamic of the
 trained intelligence of the country be realized at its highest level.
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 Geoffrey C. Fox

 Parallel Computing and Education

 In this issue we have learned that parallel architectures will
 lead to computers of dramatically greater performance and
 capability. How and why will this affect education? Will the

 impact be incremental, as happens when one discovers a new
 elementary particle, which appears as an extra chapter in a multi
 volume book on introductory physics? Or will the impact be dra
 matic, as in biology where areas such as genetic and molecular
 biology have revolutionized the core knowledge taught in the field? I
 believe the latter is a better analogy, and that as educators adopt the
 use of parallel computers, these machines will lead to major changes,
 both in the way we teach, and in what we teach. Many agree with
 this assertion, and a few have started to implement its consequences.

 This essay is constructed around a single premise: the inexorable
 increase in the performance of computers can open up new vistas in
 essentially all fields. We need skilled people to explore and exploit
 these possibilities, however, and our educational system is behind the
 times. Current curricula at grade schools and colleges will not
 educate students to exploit the possibilities opened up by parallel
 computers and the emergence of the computational methodology.
 Furthermore, the young but relatively traditional field of computer
 science will only give us a small fraction of the scientists in the
 computational wave that will lead the revolution. Computer scien
 tists will develop the wonderful machines?a critical enabling tech
 nology. However, what we need most are computational scientists?
 individuals trained to use computers. High-performance computing
 is critical to the nation's needs. The Gulf War illustrated this in our

 military, but the future battles will increasingly be economic. Thus,

 Geoffrey C. Fox is Professor of Computer Science and Physics at Syracuse University.

 Ill
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 112 Geoffrey C. Fox

 high-performance computers can assure the industrial competitive
 ness of the nation, but this can only be true if we educate those who
 can use parallel computers in new ways for industry.

 PARALLEL COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

 Many children now have substantial exposure to computers in ele
 mentary and secondary schools, and many more benefit from the VLSI
 revolution with specialized video games, such as those from Nintendo.
 Parallel computing will allow us to bring the sophistication of a
 military flight simulator to the individual's video game. Tomorrow's
 video games could teach our children more than hand-eye coordina
 tion; they will be truly educational. Parallel computing will bring
 realism to simulations at the low end in hand-held units, and at the
 high end in tomorrow's theme parks, where exhibits could be con
 trolled by a parallel teraflop supercomputer. This high-performance
 technology will allow not only realistic simulations, but wonderful
 graphics experienced perhaps with "virtual reality." One can only
 hope that this realism will be used to teach about the earth and not just
 about idealized worlds in galaxies far away in space and time.

 I recently read a set of papers about global climate change. Each
 participant agreed that major undesirable changes in the environment
 were inevitable unless definitive action is taken soon. But no one could

 see a way to explain to the public and, in particular, to politicians, the
 urgency of the situation. They may or may not have agreed that
 parallel computers will accurately predict the temperature rises coming
 from global warming, but that is an example where realistic simula
 tions could be used to vividly illustrate these predictions.
 Who can produce such simulations? We have seen in other articles

 how the physical world is naturally parallel, and that simulations can
 be effectively mapped onto a parallel computer. Producing this
 simulation, however, requires broad knowledge of many disciplines,
 including the study of oceans and the atmosphere, computer archi
 tectures, and perhaps even the psychophysics needed to effectively
 present the visualization of the consequences of a rogue climate. Such
 an interdisciplinary knowledge will not be gained from today's
 specialized atmospheric science or computer science curricula. It is an
 example of computational science?a fledgling field that will educate
 computationalists who will then exploit the opportunities opened up
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 by parallel computers. In the example above, one would need
 education in both atmospheric science and computer science as well
 as visualization?a combination that is not typically taught academ
 ically in any field.

 It is well understood how a theorist in chemistry or physics will use
 mathematics to express and manipulate ideas, but computation will
 join theory and experiment as a basic approach to science and
 engineering. Thus, just as we give scientists a thorough education in
 mathematics, we should also offer the fundamentals of computation
 to everybody. You may argue that your university already offers a
 Fortran programming course, and you have just added the C
 language and Wordstar. However, mathematics is more than addi
 tion and subtraction. In the same way, computation is more than
 programming and should be taught, not as a technical trade, but as
 an important, fundamental, and very useful discipline.
 Most faculty outside of the computer science department view the

 computer as a useful but rather tiresome tool which is best regarded
 as a black box programmed by graduate students and junior re
 searchers. Computer scientists often see the use of computers as
 grubby numerical work outside of the core of the field, which is
 centered on the elegant mathematics of idealized machines. The
 public?and even many students?often think of computer science as
 scientific computing. These fields are quite distinct; in defining
 computation as the use of computers, we see that scientific compu
 tation is usually taught as a technical skill and not studied as part of
 the academic mainstream. Computational science?that is, the sci
 ence of computation?falls into an academic void between computer
 science and such fields as chemistry and physics that make use of
 computers. We can understand how this situation developed; the
 basic design and programming methodology for sequential comput
 ers has remained unchanged for thirty years. There have been
 improvements?such as time sharing, interactive computing, desktop

 workstations, UNIX, and so on?but the fundamentals of computing
 have not changed. The supercomputers pioneered by Cray intro
 duced some important new concepts, such as vector processing, but
 these were not pervasive. If computational science had been a vital
 academic discipline fifteen years ago when the first Cray-1 was
 introduced, I believe that vector (super)computing would have ad
 vanced much faster. Computational science was smothered by indus
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 try standards?the IBM 370 architecture, DEC's VAX, and operating
 systems such as VM, VMS, and UNIX. These promoted the view of
 computation as a technical skill and upheld the gap between com
 puters and users.

 I believe that the change in computer architectures?and the
 increased utility that that change creates?implies a change in phi
 losophy. Computation should be taught as part of the academic

 mainstream, not as training on the job. If we fail to educate
 computationalists, parallel computing will not realize its potential.
 This could mean, for instance, that US industry could fail to translate
 the current US leadership in innovative computer architectures into a
 global economic edge. If successful, the benefits will be seen through
 out society and will feed back into the education process itself.

 COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

 The dramatic performance promised by parallel computers will
 change the nature of science and engineering in research and in
 practice. Clearly, an interdisciplinary education in computational
 science will allow scientists and engineers to perform better. Those
 who understand the basic principles of computer architecture and
 modern software techniques will be the leaders in using the first
 teraflop machines; they will help the computer industry design

 machines that will be able to attempt the grand challenge problems in
 physics, chemistry, aeronautics, and so on.

 A training in computational science would include the basics of
 applied computer science, numerical analysis, and simulation. Com
 putationalists need a broader education than the typical physicist or
 computer scientist. Their training in basic computer science and its
 applications must be joined with an understanding of one or more
 application areas, such as physics and the computational approach to
 physics. Computationalists will need a computer laboratory course so
 they become facile with the use of computers. These must be modern
 parallel supercomputers, not the personal computers or workstations
 now used for students in most universities. This broad education will

 only be possible if existing fields can teach their material more
 concisely. In considering a computational physics curriculum, for
 example, courses in applied computer science could substitute for
 advanced courses in quantum theory and the parallel computer
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 laboratory for an experimental physics lab. We could train a compu
 tational physicist with a reasonable knowledge of both physics and
 computation. Although the details of parallel computing are changing
 rapidly, the graduate of such an education would be able to track
 future changes. Computational science links scientific fields to com
 puter science; specialization in computational science could be an
 attractive option for computer scientists. An understanding of appli
 cations will allow computer scientists to develop better hardware and
 software. Computational scientists, whether in computer science or in
 an application field such as physics, will benefit directly from technol
 ogy that improves the performance of computers by a factor of two
 each year. Their theoretical colleagues will gain the same level of
 assistance from technologic improvements; computational science can
 be expected to be a field of growing rewards and opportunities.

 I believe that students educated in computational science will find
 it a rewarding and exciting experience that should give them excellent
 job opportunities. Only a few universities offer such a degree,
 however, and often only at the doctoral level. Fledgling programs
 exist at Caltech, Cornell, Clemson, Denver, Illinois, Michigan, North
 Carolina, Princeton, Rice, Stanford, Syracuse, and University of
 California at Davis. These programs are diverse; no national consen
 sus on the core knowledge of computational science has been
 developed. The National Science Foundation's supercomputer cen
 ters at Cornell, Illinois, Pittsburgh, and San Diego have played an
 important role in enhancing the visibility and progress of computa
 tional science. However, these centers are established outside of the
 academic framework of universities and do not directly contribute to
 development of computational science as an academic discipline.
 These centers, along with industry, the national laboratories, and,
 indeed, the federal government, with its new high-performance
 computing and communication initiative, are all advancing the roll of
 computational science. Academia is lagging behind; not only are
 there scant computational science education programs, but there are
 also few faculty who could teach such a curriculum. The poor job
 opportunities for computationalists in leading universities naturally
 discourages students entering the field, and that in turn hinders the
 development of new educational programs. It will not be an easy
 issue to address, and I expect that only slow progress will be made as
 computational science gradually gains recognition in universities as a
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 fundamentally exciting field. The inevitable dominance of parallel
 computing will help, as will the use of parallel computers in the NSF
 centers that have provided such a critical stimulus for computational
 science. Industry and the national laboratories already offer compu
 tational scientists excellent job opportunities, and the demand for
 individuals with such training will grow. This market pressure should
 lead to initiatives from within universities to hire, encourage, and
 promote new computational faculty, and to educate students in
 computational science.

 There are a number of issues that will inhibit the development of
 computational science in universities. Because it will be necessary to
 borrow from and expand upon existing departments?such as com
 puter science, biology, chemistry, and physics?advocates of this new
 field will face numerous political hurdles on campus; they will be
 challenging firmly held traditional beliefs of the established faculty.
 These inevitable difficulties are exacerbated by administrative prob
 lems; many universities are facing a no-growth scenario or even a
 period of declining funding and diminishing faculty size. This means
 that the creation of a new program will imply reductions in other
 areas. Computational science has difficulties similar to those faced by
 other interdisciplinary areas (fields concerned with environmental
 issues, for example). The peer referee system used in the hiring and
 promoting of new faculty is perfect for ensuring high standards
 within the referees' domain of expertise. This tends to lead to very
 high-quality but isolated departments that find it hard to move into
 new areas of study. The same effect is seen in the peer review system
 used for the refereeing of scholarly papers and federal grants. Thus,
 universities find it hard to change, and new fields like computational
 science will not grow easily in academia. A key hurdle that must be
 overcome if the field is to grow will be the development of some
 consensus within the community that computational science is, as I
 have asserted, fundamental and existing. A core curriculum must be
 developed; that body of knowledge will provide a foundation upon
 which the academic discipline of computational science can be built.

 DEVELOPING AND SUPPORTING COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCE
 EDUCATION

 The boldest and simplest way to fill this academic void would be to
 create an entirely new academic degree in computational science,
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 administered by a new university department. This would give the
 field great visibility; once created, the independent department would
 be able to develop its own educational and research programs and
 hire faculty without direct interference from existing academic de
 partments. Such a department would need strong support from the
 university administration to flourish, or even to be created. This
 approach would not be easy to implement, however. There would be
 opposition from existing academic units for many reasons?some
 legitimate and some less so. A critic could argue that a free-standing
 computational science program is premature; there is, as yet, no
 agreement on a core body of knowledge that could define this field.
 Students graduating from this program might find it hard to progress
 up the academic ladder at the vast majority of universities that do not
 have such a department.

 These difficulties could be avoided by using a different approach.
 Rather than creating a new department, existing fields would be
 sufficiently broadened to close die educational gap. Students could
 graduate with traditional degrees and have a natural academic future.
 This is the approach that has been taken by the existing university
 programs in computational science and engineering. Consider, for
 example, the two fields of chemistry and computer science. A
 computational scientist would graduate with a degree in either
 chemistry or computer science. Subsequent academic progress would
 be judged by the scientist's contributions to the corresponding base
 field. Such an interdisciplinary education would allow the student to
 be either a better chemist or a better computer scientist. Of course,
 the chemist who graduates from the computational science program

 would not have received as complete an education in chemistry as is
 traditional for theoretical or experimental chemists. Some of the
 elective chemistry courses would have been replaced by computa
 tional science requirements. This change would need to be evaluated
 and approved by the chemistry faculty, who would also need to
 identify key chemistry requirements that would have to be satisfied
 by computational scientists. New courses might include computa
 tional chemistry and courses covering the basics of computer science,
 numerical analysis, and simulation. The latter set would be taught by
 either computer scientists or interdisciplinary computational science
 faculty. The education of a computational scientist within a com
 puter science department could be handled in a similar fashion; there
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 would be an emphasis on applied computer science and training in at
 least one application area.
 A degree in computational chemistry would be equivalent to a

 degree in chemistry within the computational science program. On
 the computer science side, students could earn a degree in computer
 science with a minor in chemistry, for example, or a doctorate in
 computer science with a master's degree in chemistry. At the admin
 istrative level, I envision an interdisciplinary program in computa
 tional science but no separate department; students would be
 admitted to existing academic units, and faculty would be appointed
 by the current departments. This approach to computational science
 allows us to develop and understand the core knowledge and
 curriculum in an evolutionary fashion. Implementing even this more
 modest plan will not easy; well-established degree requirements for
 existing fields, such as chemistry and computer science, will have to
 be reevaluated and modified accordingly. These modifications will be
 easiest at the master's and doctoral levels?this is where most of the

 new programs have been established so far.
 There seem to be very good reasons to establish computational

 science programs at the undergraduate level in addition to the
 pioneer programs underway at the graduate level. There also needs to
 be a greater awareness of the importance of computation in the
 elementary and high schools. The more visible computational science
 becomes, the more likely high school students are to choose compu
 tational science educational programs and careers.

 I believe that, eventually, all college students will learn computa
 tional science?it will be part of any general education. When all
 undergraduates take two years of basic applied computer science?
 including but not limited to programming?computational science

 will be a natural extension of these base courses. Computation?just
 like mathematics, chemistry, physics, and humanities?is essential to
 the education of tomorrow's scientists and engineers.
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 N. Metropolis

 The Age of Computing: A Personal
 Memoir

 IN THE HISTORY OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY, Computer Science
 must figure as an extraordinary chapter, and not only because of
 the remarkable speed of its development. It is unfortunate,

 however, that the word science has been widely used to designate
 enterprises that more properly belong to the domain of engineering.
 "Computer science" is a glaring misnomer, as are "information
 science," "communication science," and other questionable "sciences."
 The awe and respect which science enjoys and which engineering is
 denied is inexplicable, at least to one who sees the situation from die
 other side.

 The popular image of science has changed little since it was
 invented by Jules Verne and H. G. Wells. Science represents the
 search for knowledge, the conquest over nature, the discovery of
 some very few fundamental laws that will free mankind from worry

 and toil; this is as true today as it was at the turn of the century.
 The word engineering, however, carries less exciting connotations.

 I recall a pleasant evening at the house of the American Academy of
 Arts and Sciences. In the great hall conversation and gossip flowed
 freely in anticipation of a brilliant lecture. A distinguished lady, a
 pillar of Cambridge society, was expressing her admiration for
 Professor S. She extolled his discoveries and his brilliant insights.
 "And what department at MIT does he belong to?" she finally asked,
 by way of indicating that our brief exchange was coming to an end.
 "Mechanical engineering," I answered. A look of horror crossed the
 lady's face. "Why, I thought he was a scientist!" she blurted out

 N. Metropolis is Senior Fellow Emeritus at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
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 120 N. Metropolis
 before she could cover up her gaffe. I saw in her eyes the image of a
 man in a dirty gray frock, a pair of pliers in his greasy hands, bent
 over some Chaplinesque contraption of gears and pulleys.

 But, contrary to the lady's prejudices about the engineering pro
 fession, the fact is that quite some time ago the tables were turned
 between theory and applications in the physical sciences. Since World

 War II the discoveries that have changed the world were not made so
 much in lofty halls of theoretical physics as in the less-noticed labs of
 engineering and experimental physics. The roles of pure and applied
 science have been reversed; they are no longer what they were in the
 golden age of physics, in the age of Einstein, Schr?dinger, Fermi, and
 Dirac. Readers of Scientific American, nourished on the Wellsian
 image of science, will recoil from even entertaining the idea that the
 age of physical "principles" may be over. The laws of Newtonian
 mechanics, quantum mechanics, and quantum electrodynamics were
 the last in a long and noble line that appears to have somewhat dried
 up in the last fifty years. As experimental devices (especially measur
 ing devices) are becoming infinitely more precise and reliable, the

 wealth and sheer mass of new and baffling raw data collected by
 experiment gready exceeds the power of human reason to explain
 them. Physical theory has failed in recent decades to provide a
 theoretical underpinning for a world which increasingly appears as
 the work of some seemingly mischievous demiurge. The failure of
 reason to explain fact is also apparent in the life sciences, where
 "theories" (of the kind that physics has led us to expect) do not exist;
 many are doubtful that this kind of scientific explanation will ever be
 successful in explaining the secrets of life.

 Historians of science have always had a soft spot for the history of
 theoretical physics. The great theoretical advances of this century?
 relativity and quantum mechanics?have been documented in fasci
 nating historical accounts that have captivated the mind of the
 cultivated public. There are no comparable studies of the relations
 between science and engineering. Breaking with the tradition of the
 Fachidiot, theoretical physicists have bestowed their romantic auto
 biographies on the world, portraying themselves as the high priests of
 a reigning cult.

 By their less than wholly objective accounts of the development of
 physics, historians have conspired to propagate the myth of science as
 being essentially theoretical physics. Though the myth no longer
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 described scientific reality fifty years ago, historians pretended that all
 was well, that nothing had changed since the old heroic days of
 Einstein and his generation. There were a few dissenters, such as the
 late Stanislaw Ulam who used to make himself obnoxious by
 proclaiming that Enrico Fermi was "the last physicist." He and others
 who proclaimed such a possibility were prudently ignored. Physicists
 did what they could to keep the myth alive. With impeccable
 chutzpah, they went on promulgating new "laws of nature" and
 carefully imitated their masters of another age. With dismaying
 inevitability, many of these latter-day "laws" have been exposed as
 quasi-mathematical embellishments, devoid of great physical or
 scientific significance.

 Historians of science have seen fit to ignore the history of the great
 discoveries in applied physics, engineering, and computer science,
 where real scientific progress is nowadays to be found. Computer
 science in particular has changed and continues to change the face of
 the world more thoroughly and more drastically than did any of the
 great discoveries in theoretical physics. The prejudices of the aca
 demic world have stood in the way of the historian. One wonders
 whether a historian of contemporary engineering could get a teaching
 job at a respectable university. For some reason, histories of long
 obsolete discoveries, such as the steam engine, are acceptable in
 academia: dozens of such histories have been written and, undoubt
 edly, dozens more will be written now that the field has become an
 established one. However, a history of the transistor is still beyond
 bounds (no such history has even been attempted, to the best of my
 knowledge). Thanks to the joint public relations efforts of historians
 and physicists, the white mane of Albert Einstein remains the
 unquestioned symbol of genius. It is scandalous, however, that
 virtually no cultivated person has ever heard of John Bardeen, whose
 discoveries may have revolutionized the world at least as much as
 Einstein's. Bardeen's midwestern background and his having taught
 in Urbana, Illinois, were fatal flaws that prevented his ever being
 recognized.

 It would be tempting to conclude, after an inspection of empty
 library shelves, that the absence of engineering histories, recounting

 major discoveries, is due in part to the difficulty of gaining access to
 essential facts. Practical discoveries are not as easily traceable to
 research papers as are theoretical discoveries. Such a conclusion,
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 however, would not be warranted. The development of any discovery
 of even the slightest practical value is generally thoroughly docu
 mented in reports, replete with names, careful attribution given to
 who did what, when, with the funding sources and dollar amounts
 given. Unfortunately, access to such documents, at present, is severely
 restricted by bureaucratic barriers deliberately placed in the way of
 those who have no "need to know." Only the top managers of major
 business corporations, certain officials of the federal government,
 and, in times past, selected members of the KGB in the late Soviet
 Union were privileged to peruse such documents.

 In our rapidly changing political and international climate it is
 possible that such restrictions will soon be lifted. When that happens,
 it will be inexcusable for a historian of science to neglect the history
 of the great technological discoveries of our time, including, obvi
 ously, the history of computer science.

 In offering some random remarks on the possibilities of such a
 history in the future, I would like to suggest that the history of
 computer science?if and when it comes to be written?will establish
 a new and different paradigm for history writing. It may indeed rid us
 of certain stereotypes common to the history of science, with its
 overemphasis on the history of theoretical physics.

 In contrast to physics, the fundamental ideas that underlie the
 development and implementation of large-scale computers are al
 most commonplace. The principles of computer science are now so
 well known that they are thought to be few and simple. They are
 unlikely to fire the imagination of a reading public spoiled by science
 fiction; nor are they revolutionary ideas on which movie scripts can
 (or will) be written. In fact, they sound pedestrian, predictable, and
 instrumental, reminding us of the old adage about mathematics, that
 the ugliest theorems find the best applications, and vice versa. In
 computer science, simple ideas requiring little or no intellectual or
 scientific background have often worked out better than the more
 complex, subtle, and scientifically inspired proposals.

 In universities today, students of computer science are the least
 historically minded group in a student population not known for its
 historical concerns. They seem to believe that the current concepts in
 the field have existed from time immemorial, like a patrimony that all
 have the right to access. Priorities in discovery have been unjusdy
 attributed; individuals who had no part whatever in the development
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 of the field, such as Alan Turing, are now given the status of heroes,
 while the names of those who did the hard work, like John von
 Neumann, are scarcely remembered.

 The phenomenon of obsolescence is particularly acute in computer
 science; it works against the historian's task. In the age of the

 microchip, the history of the vacuum tube has only limited appeal.
 The discovery of a new computer model surrounds memories of all
 preceding models with a thick web of irrelevance. In examining a
 computer of ten or twenty years ago, our first reaction is not one of
 curiosity mixed with wonder and admiration, as it should be, but of
 embarrassment, revulsion, almost irritation. The inspection of the
 creations of our masters elicit smiles, or, more often, giggles. The
 work of our predecessors has little to teach us, not even in the lessons
 derived from what we perceive to be their clumsiness. In computer
 science, obsolescence means a total break with the past, which
 uniquely distinguishes this field from all others.

 The relationship between computer science and mathematics
 scarcely resembles that which exists between physics and mathemat
 ics. The latter may best be described as an unsuccessful marriage,

 with no possibility of divorce. Physicists internalize whatever math
 ematics they require, and eventually claim priority for whatever
 mathematical theory they become acquainted with. Mathematicians
 see to it that every physical theory, sooner or later, is freed from all
 shackles of reality and liberated to fly in the thin air of pure reason.

 Computer science, in a very different mode, turns to mathematics
 in much the same way that engineering always has. It freely borrows
 from already-existing mathematics, developed for altogether different
 purposes or, more likely, for no purpose at all. Computer scientists
 raid the coffers of mathematical logic, probability, statistics, the
 theory of algorithms, and even geometry. Far from resenting the raid,
 each of these disciplines is buoyed by the incursion. Statistics will
 never be the same given what the processing of large samples by
 supercomputers has made possible. The Monte Carlo method, with
 out which computer simulations of neutron diffusion would have
 been impossible, was developed by Ulam and myself without any
 knowledge of statistics; to this day the theoretical statistician is
 unable to give a proper foundation to the method. In a similar way,
 the theory of algorithms would amount to very little without the
 needs of computer software. The rebirth of Euclidian geometry in the
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 most classical vein can be traced to the requirements of computer
 graphics. Like any other engineer, the computer scientist does not
 stop to work on whatever mathematics he or she may need. Rather,
 a segment of the mathematical population, relabeling itself "theoret
 ical computer scientists," meets the mathematical needs of the other
 computer scientists. This shift, if nothing else, has been financially
 beneficial.

 Two branches of mathematics have been wholly revamped, indeed
 given a new lease on life by being required to meet the needs of
 computer science. Mathematical logic is one. The other is the
 once-obscure chapter of probability theory, now called reliability
 theory. The beginning of this transfiguration may be traced to a

 master's thesis written by Claude Shannon at MIT in 1939. A brief
 summary of his principal idea will illustrate my point.

 Computers are made up of circuits consisting of large numbers of
 replicas of identically behaving units. Once upon a time the units

 were vacuum tubes; later, they were transistors; today, they are chips.
 Every chip processes electric signals which enter at one point and exit
 at another. Signals going through various chips can be connected in
 essentially two ways: in series or in parallel. Two chips A and B are
 said to be connected in series when the exit point of A is soldered to
 the entrance point of B, so that a signal entering through the entrance
 point of A will automatically be routed through B, and finally exit
 through the exit point of B. On the other hand, chips A and B are said
 to be connected in parallel, when the entrance points of A and B are
 soldered together, as well as the exit points of A and B. In this way,
 a signal entering at the joint entering point of two chips connected in
 parallel has a choice of whether to go through A or through B before
 exiting at the common exit point.

 Shannon's fundamental insight was that series and parallel con
 nection of chips are analogous to the connectives and and or of
 mathematical logic. Indeed, when A and B are connected in series, the
 resulting circuit will send a signal through if, and only if both A and
 B are processing the signal. When A and B are connected in parallel,
 the resulting circuit will send a signal through if and only if either A
 or B is processing the signal, not necessarily both.

 By this analogy, any logical expression involving and and or (as
 well as the third essential logical connective, not, covered by a rather
 ingenious trick) can be replicated by circuits. Simple as Shannon's
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 observation was, it ushered in the age of computing. The design of
 expert systems in our day further exploits the basic idea that circuits
 can be made to perform logical operation, for example, by develop
 ing circuit-theoretic devices that render the Fregean quantifiers for all
 and there exists.

 Shannon's idea of relating series and parallel connection with the
 two basic connectives of logic was to bear fruit in a direction that has
 proved central to computer engineering. In the logical interpretation
 of electric circuits, truth and falsehood correspond to whether or not
 a chip processes a signal. A more realistic assumption, however, is
 that the chip will work or not with a certain probability, depending
 on several factors, including the age of the chip. A realistic model for
 this situation is to assign to each chip in a circuit an exponentially
 distributed random variable. Random variables corresponding to
 distinct chips can be assumed to be independent. Thus motivated,
 probabilists were led to develop a remarkable calculus, which is now
 known as reliability theory.

 The principles of reliability theory are simple. If chip A has
 probability p of failure and chip B has probability q of failure (we
 disregard the possibility of these probabilities varying with time),
 then the probability that the series connection of A and B will fail is
 1 ? (1 - p){\ - g), and the probability that their parallel connection

 will fail is pq. When p and q are restricted to the extreme values 0 or

 1 one finds, as a limiting case, Shannon's interpretation of the logical
 connectives. Any series-parallel circuit has a certain probability of
 working, which can be computed by iterating the above two rules.
 Such a probability is called the reliability of the circuit.

 Reliability theory is concerned with the design of circuits of high
 reliability at a minimum cost. No computer circuit can be designed
 without allowing for the possibility that one or more components
 may fail (what von Neumann was the first to call the "synthesis of
 reliable circuits from unreliable components"). Soldering two or
 more chips in parallel will increase the reliability, since a signal will
 still go through even if one the other fails. If chips cost nothing, we
 could achieve perfect reliability by soldering together chips in multi
 ple parallel connections. In practice, however, the costs of such a
 design would be prohibitive. Soldering chips in series decreases the
 cost of the circuit, but it also decreases the reliability. In computer
 design, the engineer is forced to fall back on his or her own wits (or
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 on those of mathematicians) to design (or "synthesize") circuits of
 high reliability at a minimum cost.

 The design of complex systems of high reliability?whether air
 plane wings, telephone networks, or computers?is a daunting task.
 It is unquestionably the central issue of today's computer science.
 Some of the most ingenious mathematics of our day is being
 developed in response to the needs of reliability theory.

 Although the basic rules for the computation of reliability were
 long known, it took several years during and immediately after

 World War II for the importance of the concept of reliability to be
 explicitly recognized and dealt with. Only then did reliability com
 putation became an essential feature in computer design.

 The late Richard Feynman was one of the first to realize the
 centrality of reliability considerations in all applied scientific work. In
 the early days of the Manhattan Project in Los Alamos (in 1943 and
 early 1944), he tested the reliability of his first program in a dramatic
 fashion, setting up a day-long contest between human operators

 working with hand-operated calculators and the first electromechan
 ical IBM machines. At first, human operators showed an advantage
 over the electromechanical computers; as time wore on, however, the
 women who worked with the calculators became visibly tired and
 began to make small errors. Feynman's program on the electrome
 chanical machine kept working. The electromechanical computers
 won out by virtue of their reliability.

 Feynman soon came to realize that reliable machines in perfect
 working order were far more useful than much of what passed for
 theoretical work in physics, and he loudly stated that conviction. His
 supervisor, Hans Bethe?the head of T-Division (T for theory) at the
 time and a physicist steeped in theory?at first paid no attention to
 him. At the beginning of the Manhattan Project, only about a dozen
 or so hand-operated machines were available in Los Alamos; they
 regularly broke down, thereby slowing scientific work. In order to
 convince Bethe of the importance of reliable computation, Feynman
 recruited me to help him improve the performance of the hand
 operated desk calculators, avoiding the week-long delays in shipping
 them to San Diego for repairs. We spent hours fixing the small wheels
 until they were in perfect order. Bethe, visably concerned when he
 learned that we had taken time off from our physics research to do
 these repairs, finally saw that having the desk calculators in good
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 working order was as essential to the Manhattan Project as the
 fundamental physics.

 Throughout his career, Feynman kept returning to the problem of
 the synthesis of reliable computers. Toward the end of his life, he
 gave a remarkable address at the fortieth anniversary of the Los
 Alamos Laboratory where he sketched a reliability theory based on
 thermodynamical analogies. In contrast to Bethe, John von Neumann
 very quickly realized the importance of reliability in the design of
 computers. It is no exaggeration to say that von Neumann had some
 familiarity (in the 1950s) with all the major ideas that have since
 proved crucial in the development of supercomputers. Von Neumann
 realized very early the advantage of parallel computation over series
 computation. He knew that the day would come when series
 computations would reach their physical limit, namely, the velocity
 of light, and that only a computer based on the principles of parallel
 computation could exceed that limit. Curiously, however, his choice
 of series computation in preference to parallel computation (now
 referred to as the "von Neumann computer") was the result of his
 negative experiences with the first experiments he devised to test the
 effectiveness of parallel computation. Repeatedly frustrated by his
 inability to achieve the required synchronicity in a simple parallel
 computation experiment that he set up (an impossible task in his
 time), the failure kept him at a distance from all ideas of parallelism
 for the rest of his life.

 The first large-scale electronic computer to be built, the one that
 may be said to inaugurate the computer age, was the ENIAC. It was
 built at the Moore School of the University of Pennsylvania by an
 engineer and a physicist?Presper Eckert and John Mauchly. Their
 idea, trivial by the standards of our day, was a revolutionary
 development when completed in 1945. At the time, all electrome
 chanical calculators were built exclusively to perform ordinary
 arithmetic operations. Any computational scheme involving several
 operations in series or in parallel had to be planned separately by the
 user. Mauchly realized that if a computer could count, then it could
 do finite difference schemes for the approximate solution of differ
 ential equations. It occurred to him that such schemes might be
 implemented directly on an electronic computer, an unheard of idea
 at the time. They managed to sell their idea to the US Army, which
 authorized funding of the project, on the condition that the machine
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 be used at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds for ballistic computations.
 A Captain H. Goldstine was chosen by the Army to supervise the
 project and was to benefit greatly from the interaction with Eckert
 and Mauchly.

 Alone among the large computers of the time, the ENIAC was
 designed with paramount concern for reliability. It consisted of
 eighteen thousand vacuum tubes wired together, with full allowance
 made for redundancies that would increase reliability. Most of the
 maintenance work involved the replacement of vacuum tubes that
 went out of order. To many observers unfamiliar with reliability
 computations, it seemed a miracle that the ENIAC worked at all.
 Enrico Fermi, who later was to become one of the first physicists to
 perform large computer experiments, made only one incorrect pre
 diction so far as I know: he mistakenly computed the reliability of the
 ENIAC on the basis of the mean free time between vacuum tube

 failures; he announced that the machine could never work, scarcely
 realizing that the ENIAC was far more reliable than the counting
 apparatus in his lab.

 In spite of all predictions to the contrary, the computer worked for
 periods of several hours without error. The designers of the computer
 resorted to all manner of precautions to keep the vacuum tubes from
 failing, including keeping "heaters" on at all times. I remember
 distinctly the time when the ENIAC was dismantled and packed for
 transportation to the Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Each of the wires

 was carefully marked and then clipped; I never believed that Mauchly
 and Eckert would be able to put it back together again. They did, and
 the ENIAC proved to be a great success.
 At the time the ENIAC was installed, von Neumann was a

 consultant at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Realizing that the
 ENIAC was being underused, he proposed that it be put to work on
 a computation that would simulate a one-dimensional thermonuclear
 explosion, following on the notions of Edward Teller's group at Los
 Alamos. The computation was finally made, and the ENIAC came
 through with flying colors. The experiment came to be known as the
 "shakedown cruise" of the ENIAC.

 At the end of the war, von Neumann and I began to plan the
 building of a more powerful computer in Los Alamos, which would
 benefit from the experience of the ENIAC and the reliability lessons
 that it had taught us. I spent a year at the Institute of Advanced Study
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 in Princeton to discuss detailed plans with von Neumann. Edward
 Teller, who was then beginning to do his calculations on thermonu
 clear reactions, enthusiastically encouraged us to go ahead with the
 project.

 The MANIAC took several years to build. It was finally opera
 tional in 1952, and a more realistic computation of a thermonuclear
 reaction was finally tried on it, with great success. Of all the oddly
 named computers, the MANIAC's name turned out to be most
 unfortunate: George Gamow was instrumental in rendering this and
 other computer names ridiculous when he dubbed the MANIAC
 "Metropolis And von Neumann Install Awful Computer." Fermi
 and Teller were the first hackers. They would spend hours at the
 console of the MANIAC. Teller would spend his weekends at the
 laboratory playing with the machine. Fermi insisted on doing all the

 menial work himself, down to the least details, to the awed amaze
 ment of the professional programmers. He instinctively knew the
 right physical problems that the MANIAC could successfully handle.

 His greatest success was the discovery of the strange behavior of
 nonlinear systems arising from coupled nonlinear oscillators. The

 MANIAC was a large enough machine to allow the programming of
 potentials with cubic and even quartic terms. Together with John
 Pasta and Stanislaw Ulam, he programmed the evolution of a
 mechanical system consisting of a large number of such coupled
 oscillators. His idea was to investigate the time required for the
 system to reach a steady state of equidistribution of energy. By
 accident one day they let the program run long after the steady state
 had been reached. When they realized their oversight and came back
 to the computer room, they noticed that the system, after remaining
 in the steady state for a while, had then departed from it, and reverted
 to the initial distribution of energy (to within two percent).

 The results were published in what was to be the last paper Fermi
 published before he died. Fermi believed this computer-simulated
 discovery to be his greatest contribution to science. It is certainly the
 first major scientific discovery made by computer, and it is not fully
 understood to this day (though it has spawned some beautiful ideas).

 In the same year that the MANIAC was inaugurated, 1952, the
 first public demonstration of computer reliability was instrumental in
 convincing the public of the importance of computers. Howard K.
 Smith employed the UNIVAC on television to predict the outcome of
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 the presidential election. Shortly after the polls closed (within half an
 hour, actually), the UNIVAC predicted an Eisenhower landslide. The
 programmers' disbelief that immediately followed this prediction and
 their subsequent retraction made the computer's prediction all the

 more astounding. The rise of computer science can be traced to that
 day.

 The history of computer science since 1952 is far more complex.
 The underlying mathematical and engineering ideas were already
 known at that time and have since varied only in detail. The gap
 between these ideas and their implementation, however, was to grow
 wider as the demand for speed and reliability increased. In fact, the
 discontinuous leaps forward in computer design went hand in hand
 with advances in chemistry and material science. The discovery of the
 transistor, and later the introduction of the miraculous chip, are the
 two main stages that mark turning points in computer science. It is

 my hope that a historian of computing will some day tell the
 fascinating stories of these inventions.
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 Philip J. Davis

 What Should the Public Know about
 Mathematics?

 ON MARCH 21, 1819, THOMAS JEFFERSON, IN RETIREMENT at
 Monticello, wrote a letter to John Adams, in retirement at
 Quincy, mentioning certain theories of the stability of the

 planetary orbits."The calculations," Jefferson admits, "are not for
 every reader, altho' their results are readily enough understood." No
 American scientist can scan these lines without experiencing a thrill at
 the recognition that the founding fathers of the country were men of
 such training and disposition of mind that they could talk about the
 ideas of celestial mechanics with some measure of understanding.
 C. P. Snow?who, a generation ago, warned us against the split
 between the technological and the humanistic cultures?would
 equally have been gratified to know that Jefferson, in his very next
 paragraph, turns to the pronunciation of certain Greek words.

 Since the days of Adams and Jefferson, our lives have become
 increasingly technological and mathematical. The intensity and ra
 pidity with which these developments occurred would have surprised
 them greatly; it certainly surprises me. Take some very simple
 examples. If I want to get Amtrak information, I punch a certain 800
 number on my phone. I follow this with several further digits
 corresponding to time and destination. An automated voice then
 comes on and tells me what my options are. The mathematical
 underlay of this piece of technology is substantial. Or take an area
 which will surely strike everyone as nontechnical: sports. Many
 sports, football for one, have now become the object of statistical and
 strategic analysis.

 Philip J. Davis is Professor of Applied Mathematics at Brown University.
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 132 Philip J. Davis
 Open the front page of your paper and count how many numbers

 are on it. Turn to the sports page or the financial page and do
 likewise. You will find that we are floating?drowning perhaps?in a
 sea of digits. For the most part, this is mathematics at the level of
 elementary arithmetic. When it comes to more difficult mathematics,
 the kind that is taught in college or in graduate school, one finds its
 application everywhere: economics, the physical and biological sci
 ences, the social sciences.

 In view of the increasing mathematization of our civilization, it is
 paradoxical that the average person knows so little of it, so little of its
 techniques, its concepts, its history, its aspirations (if the product of
 our imagination can be said to have aspirations). If asked who the
 great mathematicians of the past century are, the public very likely
 would come up only with the name of Einstein, and this would be a
 misappraisal. Whenever mathematics gets into the headlines it is to
 alert us to the perennial crises of education and to waggle the finger
 of guilt: Johnny can't add because_Very occasionally, the
 newspapers report some new mathematical result just established,
 and the way it is written up often makes it sound as though the key
 to the universe had at last fallen into our hands. Less "spectacular"
 achievements?such as the mathematics that underlies modern oil
 prospecting techniques or devices that control commercial air traffic
 or rockets to the moon?are buried at the bottom of a catchall called

 computerization.
 Our ignorance of this beautiful subject?a tree of ideas with

 ancient roots and modern fruit?is profound and beset with fear,
 superstition, and misinformation. Is the United States, therefore, as
 some people have claimed, ill prepared to move to a civilization that
 requires an upgraded level of mathematical expertise? Not necessar
 ily, but one would hope that as it so moves, it at least understands the
 nature of the movement.

 Several months ago one of the top business executives in this
 county came to me with a confession. He perceived that science and
 mathematics were increasing in importance and that he, personally,
 hardly knew a bean about either. In his day-to-day requirements, he
 made out; he even bought a personal computer and was playing
 around with it at home. But it was clear to him that he was doing
 mathematics at a very elementary level indeed. He surmised that?
 the curriculum of the Harvard Business School notwithstanding?
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 many of his fellow executives were in the same boat. "How can we
 make sensible decisions that will affect life ten years down the road,

 given all this ignorance?" Then he shot out a challenge: "Suppose I
 were to gather an assembly of twenty or thirty of my colleagues and
 give them to you for an hour. What would you tell them about
 mathematics?"

 Only one hour? An impossibility. But I accepted the challenge at
 face value and though the meeting has not yet taken place, I put in a
 bit of thought as to what I would say in this limited time. In my
 imagination, I widened the audience so as to include the shades of
 former chief executives Adams and Jefferson.

 The conventional answer to this challenge would be to tell the
 group something about what is now called discrete mathematics.
 This topic is educationally very hot, and there is considerable effort to
 move college curricula more strongly in that direction. Discrete
 mathematics derives from counting, from arrangements of a finite
 number of objects, from pattern. Discrete mathematics is close to the
 rules of arithmetic, to computer programs, logic, the mathematics of
 communication, certain modern theories of physics, problems of
 optimization, probability, concrete economic modeling, and so on.

 Continuous mathematics, which stands as its complement, derives
 from the study of quantities which are changing continuously in time:
 the velocity of a car as it accelerates around a curve, the shape of the
 stream discharged from a running faucet. The Adams-Jefferson
 correspondence has to do with continuous mathematics, through
 which celestial mechanics and many other branches of mathematical
 physics experienced incredible theoretical and practical successes. For
 this reason, the standard curriculum in high school mathematics has,
 for many years, read: algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus.
 Calculus is the treatment of continuous variation.

 On the other hand, many authorities feel that in the years to come,
 wide and striking applications will be made using discrete mathemat
 ical methods. Its formal study embraces such subjects as Boolean
 algebra, group theory, matrix theory, automata theory, combina
 torics, and many others.

 A one hour lecture, then, on discrete mathematics? In spite of its
 importance, I thought not. Within minutes I would have to get into
 the nuts and bolts of the subject, and no matter how gently I were to
 approach it, I would leave my audience behind. Nor would they be
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 left in the position of being then able to echo Jefferson's remark:
 "Though the details are not for everyone, the implications are fairly
 clear." And, after all, the business men in my audience are people
 who, when they sense the need for expertise, are used to going out
 and hiring it. Mathematics can be hired as one hires any craft skill.
 What would be more beneficial would be for me to say something

 about mathematical thought, about the role that it plays in our
 technical and commercial life and in the life of the imagination. I

 would try, also, to talk about the nature of the judgements that were
 arrived at through mathematics and in this way approach the
 questions: Why, really, do we want more of it? What would the
 implications be for daily life if the average level of mathematics
 required to get along were raised substantially? I would try to put all
 this across by elaborating five points.

 1. Mathematics includes theories of quantity, space, and pattern.
 It is also the study of the abstract symbolic structures used to deal

 with these theories.

 But it is impossible, really, in several sentences to capture the full
 scope of mathematics. The world of mathematics is populated by
 dozens of abstract structures and relationships whose systematic
 explication and exploitation is at once a science, an art, a language,
 and a craft. A more accurate statement would require a description of
 a hundred or so subfields that mathematics embraces. If it has to do

 with quantity, space, pattern, arrangement, regularities?all inter
 preted in the widest sense?it is mathematics. If it deals with logical
 implication, or contingency, with operations that can be symbolized
 and iteratively manipulated, it is mathematics. These topics are
 formalized, axiomatized, abstracted, generalized, explored, and ap
 plied.

 2. All physical sciences and some social sciences have tended
 toward increased mathematization.

 As a creation of the mind, mathematics is part of the world of
 mental concepts. Its symbolic processes have been found to be able to
 describe or model certain phenomena of the physical world. Why this
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 should be so is really one of the great mysteries, although philoso
 phers, since antiquity, have attempted explanations.

 The uses of a mathematical model are to describe and to predict. In
 some areas?such as celestial mechanics and navigation, or certain
 parts of contemporary physics?the success with which this can be
 done is absolutely spectacular. In areas such as economics, weather
 prediction, and the theory of war, the successes are yet to be realized.
 In addition to the descriptive and predictive functions, mathematics
 also has a prescriptive function. There are, for example, many ways
 of taxing people; these can be described mathematically. The heavens
 do not care how we do it; but once having prescribed the mathemat
 ical rule, we must deal with its consequences. The consequences may
 themselves be amenable to further mathematical analysis. Mathema
 tization does not come ready-made. For example, in order to foster
 good racial relationships, both randomization and quotas have been
 used. Both are mathematical policies, but of opposite natures.

 It follows, then, that successful mathematization brings with it the
 symbolic and the abstract. It implies the willingness to replace the
 complexities of the natural world by a simplified (often oversimpli
 fied) mathematical imitation of this world. Successful mathematiza
 tion also implies the willingness to abide by the mathematical
 consequences of this replacement.

 3. New mathematics and applications of old mathematics are
 constandy being created by the scientific community.

 Although the subject is generally presented in schools as a fixed
 sum of knowledge, mathematics is not a static body of material that
 can be summarized in, say, fifty volumes. It grows in response to
 processes from within and without. From within, its very forms and
 language suggest questions to be answered and these present oppor
 tunities for expansion. From without, the desire to solve hard
 problems of the "real" world leads to the creation of new mathemat
 ical concepts, processes, and strategies.
 New mathematics may have low public visibility. If mathematical

 application is very successful, it is often "automated out" and then
 totally ignored. For example, any landing system for commercial
 airlines has a heavy mathematical underlay in its computerization.
 But pilots, air traffic controllers, and the traveling public are called on
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 only to judge its operational quality and not to deal with its
 mathematical complexities.

 The creation of new mathematics has, since World War II, been
 supported principally by the federal government. While both the
 emphasis and the levels of future research funding are problematic,
 the past levels cannot be said to be dangerously low. The eliciting of
 new mathematics or of applications is not a guaranteed process. The
 process of discovery or invention cannot be automated. Crash
 courses in mathematics do not make much sense. A possible recent
 exception is the recommendation that the country invest heavily in
 large-scale supercomputers to facilitate the solution of certain very
 hard problems in science and engineering. In this instance, the goals
 and methods are both fairly clear, and the national need vis-?-vis
 competition was substantial.

 4. Although the computer is an indispensable tool for the trans
 formation of theory to the bottom line of practical utility, it is not the

 whole of mathematics.

 In the wake of numerous spectacular computational successes,
 there has been a tendency to identify mathematics completely with
 computation. While, indeed, it is one of the internal goals of
 mathematics to routinize its own processes?leading to computeriza
 tion?such routinization is a matter of discovery and cannot itself be
 performed automatically in the absence of human interpretation and
 inspiration.

 Some drum beaters for the computer have asserted that the
 theoretical physics of the near future will undergo a revolution which

 will make it indistinguishable from computation. The methodologies
 of Galileo, Newton, Maxwell, Einstein will then be as dead as the
 celluloid collar.

 The future is hidden from us (that's what makes it the future) but
 it should be pointed out that when technological triumphs are
 achieved with an indispensable assist from the computer?as, say,
 with space travel?the computation is based solidly on mathematical
 knowledge laboriously gained from antiquity to the present and upon
 the laws of physical motion developed by the scientists just men
 tioned?as well as many others?beginning in the seventeenth cen
 tury.
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 There are few insights gained from the computational experience
 of the past thirty years that in any way resemble in profundity the
 fundamental scientific understanding gained through the investiga
 tive capacities of the brain in this most fertile period of mathematical
 physics. It is therefore a mistake to identify computation with
 mathematics or theoretical physics with computation, or to think
 that the computer?or the supersupercomputer?is the ultimate
 transcendent brain and hence the exclusive mechanism of scientific

 research, development, and teaching.
 It is also worthwhile to note that if computation is only a part of

 mathematics, the newly created subject of computer science has a
 theoretical aspect that has itself created much new mathematics, but
 is only partly concerned with real world machines. Vast slices of this
 new discipline would be found wholly irrelevant to a programmer
 given the concrete task, say, of working on a new system for stock
 and bond brokerage.

 5. The reasonableness of the goal of wide mathematization cannot
 be proved or disproved logically. It is a dream, and its pursuit is an
 act of faith that characterizes our civilization.

 Mathematization comes about both consciously and uncon
 sciously, as a result of both the modeling and the prescriptive powers
 of mathematics. In a certain sense, the pursuit of the mathematized
 way is our choice. We do not need, in any strictly logical sense, to
 bring statistics into football. The first Harvard-Yale game in 1883
 was not played that way. Computerization of sports leads to new
 strategies, new stresses?ultimately, to a new game. It is not absurd
 to think that if the present trend continues, to speak intelligently
 about football will require an intimate knowledge of standard
 deviations, optimization theory, and programming techniques.

 Architects have a saying that first we build our buildings and then
 they build us. Mathematics is a structure of the imagination and we
 simultaneously construct and are constructed by it.

 One might imagine a mathematics-free civilization. To understand
 what this would imply, read descriptions of the Eskimo civilization of
 fifty years ago. This is not our way. Once accepted, mathematics
 brings with it certain practical and philosophical consequences.
 Increased mathematization can change our actions and our deepest
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 beliefs. We hope that the consequences of its pursuit will be agree
 able; the pursuit itself is an act of faith.
 What starts as an intrusion ends as a necessity. We do not need, in

 any logical sense, to worry, following Laplace, about the stability of
 the planetary system. It is, after all, what it is. But to understand the
 question, as Jefferson did, greatly enriches our perception of the
 universe and puts the issue?even so slightly?within the range of
 things about which humans may ultimately be able to take some kind
 of action.
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 Jacob T. Schwartz

 America's Economic-Technological
 Agenda for the 1990s

 In July 1988 the united states Department of Defense pub
 lished a report entitled "Bolstering Defense Industrial Competi
 tiveness."1 Although this document received little notice outside

 of the circles typically reached by the defense trade press, it echoed
 the growing concerns of a number of important figures in America's
 technological community. These administrators are concerned about
 the perceived impairment of US technical, industrial, and financial
 competitiveness. The trade deficit in particular is identified as having
 the potential to undermine the international role, defensibility, dem
 ocratic stability, and, ultimately, even the independence of the United
 States if not actively brought under control. Looking at the national
 technical and economic balance sheets of the last decade, they tend to
 see a picture of uncontrolled decline in one strategic sector after
 another and an unchecked slide from creditor to debtor status, as
 well as a loss of banking preeminence and market share in key areas
 of technology.

 Figure 1 and the following facts lend credence to such concerns. In
 1982 the two largest banks in the world (in terms of assets) were

 American: Citicorp and Bankamerica; France and Britain boasted the
 next five and Japan the eighth. By 1986 Citicorp had sunk to sixth
 place, Bankamerica below tenth, and the five largest world banks

 Jacob T. Schwartz is Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science at New York University
 and former Director of Information Science and Technology at DARPA.
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 Chart shows America's precipitous decline from world's leading creditor to world's
 leading debtor, and Japan's astonishing rise. By the end of 1987, estimated net
 American external assets stood at - $420 billion, while Japan's were + $270 billion.

 Figure 1. Net External Assets of the United States and Japan2

 were all Japanese: Dai-Ichi Kangyo, Fuji, Sumitomo, Mitsubishi, and
 Sanwa. Between 1982 and 1986 the US share of the overall world

 semiconductor market dropped from 40 percent to 35 percent while
 the Japanese share rose from 30 percent to 40 percent. The Japanese
 advance in the memory chip sector was particularly startling. In 1979
 the US share of world computer memory chip production was 75
 percent and the Japanese share 25 percent; by 1986 these figures had
 reversed. The same trends were visible in production of the equip
 ment used to manufacture semiconductors. The US technological
 position declined with equal rapidity in other key industrial sectors.
 For example, US machine tool production, which stood at an annual
 level of $6 billion in 1981, fell to $3 billion by 1987, putting the

 United States roughly on par with Italy as a machine tool manufac
 turer. Japanese production, on the other hand, rose from $4 billion to
 $10 billion, making it the world's leading machine tool manufac
 turer.
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 Classically minded economists tend to view such figures with
 equanimity, seeing in them little more than another temporary and
 readily reversible, albeit large-scale, movement in a perpetually
 shifting world trade balance. To many in defense and industrial
 circles, however, these same figures tell a fearsome tale of abrupt
 national decline which threatens to become irreversible if not soon

 checked. Their view reflects an anguished dichotomy. On the one
 hand they see a self-confident society that possesses great military
 force as well as political, cultural, and moral influence worldwide. At
 the same time, they fear that, through a defective sense of national
 self-interest, perverse surrender to overconsumption, economic-ideo
 logical fixations, and unchecked congressional regionalism, this
 society may loose its preeminence or even allow outsiders to gain
 control over key sectors of its economy and national destiny.

 theory

 Classical economic theory has shed insufficient light on these strongly
 felt concerns. This shortcoming has spurred the development of new
 economic models, which stand in opposition to the neoclassical
 framework that dominated economic discussion during the Reagan
 administration. The intellectual issues involved, principally those
 which surround the General Equilibrium theory of neoclassical
 economics, are subtle, yet fundamental. Beginning with certain broad
 economic assumptions, which its further intellectual operations con
 vert into policy-determining certainties, this theory is enormously
 influential. Its assumptions therefore deserve examination.

 In brief, neoclassical theory assumes a stable, linear system?that
 is, an economy which responds with small fluctuations to changes in
 its underlying production and consumption schedules but moves
 smoothly back to its prior condition if these changes are reversed. Its
 assumption of perfect reversibility and focus on small changes rather
 than on major trends then come to determine the remaining theoret
 ical and policy views associated with the neoclassical school. For
 example, attempts to relate the neoclassical equilibrium model to
 empirical economic fact generally become statistical attempts to
 estimate "elasticities." This is done by finding constants of propor
 tionality which relate small changes in one or more model parameters
 to equally small changes in response. The neoclassical focus on small
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 proportional effects implicitly denies the possibility that small persis
 tent effects can have large final consequences; it ignores the ability of
 a tiny weight thrown into one of the pans of a closely matched
 balance to move an outcome dramatically to one side or the other. A
 corollary tendency of the theory is to assume mathematically conve
 nient forms for the curves on which its arguments rest, generally
 without sufficient (or even any) investigation of the consequences that
 develop when these curves have shapes other than those uncritically
 assumed. Related to its implicit assumption of stability is the fact that
 technological change plays something of a peripheral role in the
 neoclassical model; technology enters its relatively static world only
 in muted form, namely as a change in its assumed schedules of unit
 cost against production volume. However, since the gross form of
 these schedules rarely becomes the subject of penetrating discussion,
 this theoretical point often remains without specific consequence.

 Given the "linear" predelictions of neoclassical economics, it is
 only natural that an implicit opposition to its small-differences
 worldview should develop in military-industrial circles. War is a
 highly nonlinear environment, full of extreme results following from
 slight initial imbalances: "For want of a nail the kingdom was lost."

 TRADE EQUILIBRIUM IN HIGH-TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS

 The theoretical issues that concern us can be brought into view by
 considering the supply-demand equilibrium in high-technology prod
 ucts, and by developing a model which is neoclassical in form but
 shows how entirely nonclassical conclusions can follow from closer
 consideration of the shapes of the supply and demand curves
 characteristic of high-technology industry.

 Neoclassical economics habitually makes certain assumptions con
 cerning the form that this supply-versus-price schedule will have for
 "typical" products. These very important though implicit assump
 tions ultimately derive from eighteenth- and nineteenth-century dis
 cussions of agricultural costs and prices, particularly from the
 observation, by Adam Smith and David Ricardo, that progressively
 lower-yielding agricultural lands will be brought into production as
 demand for agricultural products rises. This implies that, given a
 fixed technology, agricultural production costs and unit prices will be
 lowest when demand is low, but will rise more and more steeply as
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 Figure 2. Classical relationship of unit cost to volume of production

 demand levels rise, since less and less productive lands will then be
 brought into use. These considerations, extrapolated to industrial
 contexts, suggest the neoclassical supply curve invariably seen in
 introductory economics textbooks.
 This figure, familiar to generations of economics students and

 deeply embedded in the neoclassical worldview, reflects an entirely
 static view of technology. The forces affecting production costs in
 high-technology manufacturing are entirely different. In high-tech
 nology manufacturing, products and manufacturing methods change
 continuously and progressively, as a consequence of continually
 ongoing (and expensive) research and development. This implies, first
 of all, that the supply curve shown in figure 2 must be regarded as
 applying, not to a single invariant product, but to whatever is the
 leading exemplar of a constantly evolving product category, that is,
 to a whole series of individual products, all having the same general
 use, even though each product version is improved enough over what
 has gone before to render all preceding product versions obsolete. A
 typical example of such a steadily evolving product is a single
 computer memory chip in its progress though its sixteen thousand
 bit, sixty-four thousand bit, two hundred fifty-six thousand bit,
 megabit, and four megabit incarnations. To bring this sort of
 constantly evolving product into a static framework directly compa
 rable to that assumed in the neoclassical model, one can simply
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 assume that, as long as a sufficient research and development level is
 sustained, the rate of technological advance will be constant. Such a
 simplifying assumption allows an unchanging product cost curve to
 be drawn, albeit for a "current product" that constantly evolves.

 Quite different cost considerations are then seen to apply in this
 new dynamic context than in a technologically static model. For
 example, in order to produce even one unit of the ever-evolving
 "current commodity," a firm must maintain a substantial investment
 in research and development; for complex products this can amount
 to hundreds of millions of dollars per year or more. Any producer

 who fails to commit to this level of investment soon loses the ability
 to produce a technologically competitive product and drops out of
 the market. Moreover, the required research and development invest
 ments allow a fully up-to-date product to be produced, but only in
 small volumes. To go beyond this?namely to produce a fully
 up-to-date product in volume and at competitive costs?additional
 major investments in advanced manufacturing equipment and man
 ufacturing process development are required.

 Once these entry costs of research and manufacturing development
 have been accepted, cost per unit of product can be expected to fall
 in the course of time as experience allows the weaknesses of complex
 advanced manufacturing systems to be overcome and as initially
 experimental processes have time to mature. Manufacturing engi
 neers call such improvements "progress down the learning curve."
 The reality of this "learning curve" effect, which leads in directions
 foreign to classical economic reasoning, is apparent in the data
 shown in figure 3.

 These considerations lead to the unit-price-versus-volume curve
 (figure 5), which differs significantly from the neoclassical variant to

 which it should be compared (figure 2). Among other things, the new
 curve slopes in the opposite direction from the neoclassical curve,
 falling rather than rising with volume of production. This is because
 cost per unit is extremely high (rather than quite low) at small
 product volumes, since high development costs must be amortized
 even to produce arbitrarily small volumes of product. From this
 initially high level, the curve diminishes to an initial plateau, at which
 one encounters the major manufacturing investments needed to bring
 production costs still lower. Past this plateau, cost per unit diminishes
 rather than increasing with rising production volume, since high
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 Figure 3. An example of the technological "learning curve"

 levels of demand allow firms to progress more rapidly with planned
 development and manufacturing investments, thereby accelerating
 their progress down the learning curve.
 The high-technology model schematized in figure 5 does not

 assume a large population of small producers operating along a scale
 of relatively fixed costs, but rather a relatively small population of
 fairly large firms, all with roughly equal access to a (steadily
 advancing) technology, all able to lower costs as sales increase. In this
 model undersupply lowers prices and oversupply raises prices (pre
 cisely the opposite of the classical conclusion). This is because, in a
 situation of undersupply, supplying firms will simply increase their
 production, thereby moving more rapidly down the learning curve;
 conversely, oversupply will cause firms to cut back on production
 and thus will slow their average rate of technological progress.
 Looking at this surprising conclusion in more detail, we can see that,
 though the initial impact of a condition of undersupply will be to
 raise prices temporarily (as the classical model would have it), this
 transient effect will soon be reversed as the supplying firms increase
 production and come to enjoy lower costs; our model represents the
 situation that persists after this rapid "bidding-up" period has
 dissipated.

 It should come as no surprise that these two very different mental
 images inspire entirely different policy conclusions. In the textbook
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 Figure 5. High-technology revision of classical supply-demand equilibrium diagram

 neoclassical model shown in figure 4, there will always exist one and
 only one economic equilibrium?precisely the unique intersection of
 the rising and falling curves shown. This inherently "placid" equilib
 rium always responds to small shifts in the underlying supply
 demand schedules by moving only slightly. Since the equilibrium
 point is unique, the influence of past history is continually obliterated
 by the smooth adjustment of the economic equilibrium to shifts in its
 determinant supply-demand curves.
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 The economic equilibria marked by the intersection points in figure
 5 behave much more dynamically. Since these intersections are no
 longer unique, prior history enters as a basic determinant: a society
 can find itself in one or the other of two possible competitive states,
 either competitive or entirely overwhelmed, depending on the prior
 economic history of itself and its competitors. Furthermore, a small
 shift in either the supply or the demand curve can move crucial parts
 of one the curves entirely out of contact with the other. This
 represents the total collapse of an industry overwhelmed by an
 initially small but persistent price or other advantage accruing to or
 seized by a competitor.

 INDUSTRIAL COLLAPSE

 The rightmost equilibrium in figure 5 represents a healthy mass
 production industry; the intersection point to its left depicts an
 industry which has lost its mass market but which retains enough
 priority demand to continue the research and development invest
 ments needed for minimal survival as a high-technology enterprise.
 Analysis of these equilibria reveals the ways in which economic forces
 can compel transition between these states, and the possibilities for
 and obstacles to subsequent recovery that then result.
 When the right-hand portion of the demand curve in figure 5 drops

 below the right-hand portion of the supply curve, the high volume
 supply-demand intersection (the rightmost intersection) disappears,
 leaving only the low-volume, "high-technology handicraft" equilibria
 (the two leftmost intersections). This situation can be reached either
 because demand has fallen (say, because foreign competitors have
 begun to supply an equivalent or superior product at a lowered price)
 or because supply prices (for the steadily advancing commodity) have
 risen. This latter change can, for example, result from the failure of a
 key supporting industry to advance, thereby making critical but
 complex manufacturing systems difficult to integrate, or limiting access
 to advanced tools or materials more easily available to competitors.
 Whatever the cause, if and when figure 5 loses its right-hand mass

 production equilibrium, the firms affected will find that demand has
 dropped below the level needed to sustain the flow of investment in
 manufacturing technologies which would allow them to stay com
 petitive in a steadily advancing industry. That will trigger a self
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 reinforcing negative spiral of investment cutback and accumulating
 product obsolescence. This decline, inevitable unless checked by
 policy, will be accompanied by rising effective product price, and
 hence still lower demand, and will only arrest itself when the second
 equilibrium is reached. This new equilibrium corresponds to a
 situation in which all its mass manufacturing capability has decayed,
 but in which product research can nevertheless be supported, sus
 taining a much smaller volume of high-cost production oriented to a
 price-insensitive core of (probably government) demand for ad
 vanced technology products.

 If even this core of demand is absent, as it may well be in markets

 serving no government purpose, the declining industry will decay
 totally, leaving all associated product demand to be satisfied by
 imports. Much of the infrastructure of supporting services and
 technical know-how associated with any decaying industry can, of
 course, be expected to collapse with it. Once this has happened it may
 be impossible to move back to mass production even if demand
 subsequently rises. Development would have to start from zero; this

 would require massive reinvestment, first in product development?
 involving costs too large, perhaps much too large, to be carried by the
 few price-insensitive customers originally in sight?followed at once
 by equally large or larger investments in advanced (and unfamiliar)
 manufacturing equipment and processes. What this means is that the
 zero product volume case, that is, the situation of complete absence
 of industry capable of manufacturing a given product, is itself a stable
 equilibrium of the high-technology model. This implies complete
 inability to move from the no-industry situation to the other (stable
 but distant) high-volume, low-price situation.

 TEMPORAL FACTORS

 The preceding discussion, which views progress down the learning
 curve as a consequence of production volume only, neglects impor
 tant temporal issues. This oversimplification is initially convenient
 since it allows one to use curves without explicit time dependencies to
 represent supply-demand equilibria. In reality, however, progress
 toward greater manufacturing efficiency in high-technology indus
 tries will occur over the course of time, provided that production
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 continues at a substantial level. For this reason, recurring delay in
 moving on to new product generations can have an effect equivalent
 to, hence as fatal as, inherently greater current-product production
 costs. These delay-dependent effects will often further strengthen a
 leading competitor's position.

 Suppose, for example, that new product generations (say, genera
 tions of computer memory chips involving steadily diminishing
 feature sizes) require steadily more advanced equipment for their
 production (say, in the same example, more and more refined
 lithographic equipment). Then, if one of two competitors is able to
 convert a dominant primary product position (for example, position
 in memory chip production) into an equally dominant position in
 regard to related manufacturing equipment items (for example,
 lithographic equipment), it can cripple outsider attempts to com
 pete?either by outright denial of this equipment or simply by delay.

 Such delay can result from any one of many causes. For example,
 equipment suppliers might be encouraged not to advertise the
 availability of improved equipment until all of a group of "prime
 clients" have been equipped, or export approvals or licenses involv
 ing lengthy application procedures might be required. If, for example,

 manufacturing equipment and product both advance steadily at the
 rate of 50 percent per year, then a competitor whose entry into
 production is repeatedly subject to six months of delay will remain at
 a constant 25 percent disadvantage. This is probably enough to
 cripple all possibility of successful competition on an otherwise level
 playing field, provided that the commodity in question is as standard
 ized as, for example, memory chips, and as little the focus of
 countervailing "brand name" preferences.

 In such situations a tactic of delay has clear advantages over a
 tactic of outright denial: denial creates opportunities and incentive
 for effective objection; delay stifles both. If only delay is involved, all
 applications for export, duly entered (in the ordinary course of
 business, this can be expected to involve several weeks of consulta
 tion, coordination, and correction as complex forms are filled out
 and required hearings scheduled on the calendars of busy officials),
 are approved in due course. Parties awaiting these signatures will
 generally not wish to complain, since this would only enrage the
 officials whose approval they are seeking; parties whose cases have
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 just been approved will be in an exultant mood and will not be likely
 to complain about past delays.

 LINKAGES AMONG MANUFACTURING SECTORS

 A larger point is implicit in the immediately preceding discussion.
 Industrial sectors are often linked in a way which makes it possible to
 convert substantial advantage in one into an expanding circle of
 advantage in many of the others. These accumulating advantages (or
 disadvantages) can ultimately have deep effects on the technical
 infrastructure. It is, for example, commonplace that once manufac
 turing moves offshore, manufacturing engineering?which can flour
 ish most easily when it is colocated with the manufacturing
 operations whose problems it must address?will likely follow.
 Subsidiary engineering services (along with the intricate network of
 specialized small firms supplying these services) are then likely to
 spring up at the new location, and shrivel proportionately at the old.
 Apprenticeships in the skills needed to furnish these subsidiary
 services are likely to become a concern at the new rather than the old
 location, since the opposite development would require transnational
 relocation of medium-level technicians. Falling need for technicians
 will also reduce demand for the technical skills required to support a
 declining industry and allow an aging population of technicians to
 supply all necessary technical services, thus lowering opportunities
 and motivation for young people to enter apprenticeships. (Note, for
 example, that the average ages of technicians in American and
 Japanese machine tool industries are 55 and 31, respectively.) De
 clining employment opportunities in a shrinking industry will dis
 courage?and eventually eliminate?engineering education in the
 specialized higher skills that the weakening industry requires, because
 concentration on the skills it needs will impair a student's employ
 ability. Professors of these skills, lacking students, will come to seem
 old-fashioned. Such accumulated obstacles to industrial participation
 are precisely what make it so difficult for Nigeria to initiate advanced
 plastics production or for Saudi Arabia to initiate computer produc
 tion. In both these cases, the equipment, equipment suppliers, expe
 rience, the supporting technical skills, as well as a university system
 mature and comprehensive enough to support all the needed techni
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 cal skill are lacking, even though both these nations dispose of ample
 supplies of the raw materials?oil and sand?needed to produce
 plastics and silicon chips respectively.

 Linkage to key industrial sectors in which a nation is either strong
 or weak creates national advantages and disadvantages that spill over
 to other sectors. For example, Japan's very strong position in the
 high-end consumer camera market strengthens its ability to produce
 the very advanced optical systems required for submicron lithogra
 phy. This provides an advantage for production of memory chips,
 microprocessors, liquid crystal screens (of the type used in miniature
 portable television sets and laptop computers), large flat panel
 displays (currently under consideration for HDTV use), and so on.
 Japan's strong position in consumer electronics strengthens the hand
 of its computer industry, both by expanding and stabilizing Japanese
 domestic demand for electronic parts in general and by creating a
 market for "second vintage" memory chips, good enough for use in
 some consumer products but not perfect enough for use in comput
 ers. Since the United States lacks this market, comparable manufac
 turers in the United States may simply have to scrap this part of their

 production. Its strong consumer electronics position gave Japan the
 demand base it needed to move into related industries such as the

 production of high-purity crystalline electronic materials and the
 miniaturized high-precision equipment used in such production.

 ECONOMIC STRATEGIES AVAILABLE IN HIGH-TECHNOLOGY
 COMPETITION

 The instabilities and resulting possibilities for sharp, irreversible
 economic transition which emerge in the preceding discussion en
 courage certain aggressive economic strategies which could only
 achieve smaller (or no) advantage in a purely neoclassical setting. In
 a classical supply-demand scenario, it makes relatively little sense for
 one of two competing nations to restrict the other's access to its
 markets, since the fleeting advantage that such action can gain will
 disappear once these restrictions are lifted, and, while in effect, will
 burden other industries in the restricting nation by increasing their
 import costs. In the high-technology area the situation is different.

 Here, if one of the two competing nations manages, by whatever
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 means, to lower demand for competing products enough to cause the
 disappearance of competing industries, then, once the game has
 tipped in favor of the dominant competitor long enough to give it
 stable technological and capital advantages, releveling of the playing
 field need be of little concern, because recovery of the weakened
 opposing industry will anyhow face intimidating obstacles.

 An economically adept and ambitious nation can therefore exploit
 the inherent instabilities of high-technology competition by identify
 ing a succession of industrial sectors in which major development
 efforts are to be mounted. These efforts can combine: protection of a
 domestic demand base by import limitation, formal or informal;
 government subsidy of research and development; organization of
 major industrial consortia; export subsidy. Once these instruments of
 advantage have attained success in a particular economic sector, they
 can be set aside, since the uncoordinated and sporadic challenges of
 a weakened and disorganized competitor should then be easy to
 defeat, simply by refocusing the means initially used to gain suprem
 acy in any particular field. Repeated demonstrations of determination
 not to surrender captured ground, proceeding in this manner from a
 firm basis in national policy, should in time convince the isolated
 industrial groups attempting to operate in the less well-organized
 context of the subdominant trading nation that head-to-head eco
 nomic slugging matches with the stronger side are hopeless. They
 may then react as many US corporations have, namely by searching
 for other, safer opportunities. In this way, demonstrated willingness
 to fend off challenges can allow many broad markets to be domi
 nated with little actual redirection of resources.

 Classical doctrine holds that protection of one industry penalizes
 others by driving up their input factor prices, since it cuts them off from
 lower-cost foreign sources of supply. The very different form and
 underlying assumptions of the high-technology manufacturing model
 we have been considering lead to a contrary conclusion. First of all, the
 price rise occasioned by cutoff of foreign supplies is seen as transient.
 As domestic industry progresses down its own learning curve, which
 will generally be substantially the same as that of foreign suppliers, this
 transient disadvantage will vanish. Beyond this, other sectors of
 domestic industry will benefit as secondary industrial sectors which
 support them indirecdy (but which support the protected industry
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 more directly) are rebuilt. Thus, both consumers and unprotected
 industries will often be seen to benefit from demand-retention policies.

 JAPANESE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICY

 The economic policies of Japan, preeminent in their recent and still
 continuing success, deserve careful examination. Perhaps because the
 Japanese polity has twice been wiped away by foreign technological
 superiority?once with the fall of the Tokugawa Shogunate following
 the visit of Admiral Perry's black ships, and again with the atomic
 bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki?Japan has been willing to use
 a wider range of tools to strengthen itself technologically and econom
 ically than the United States has. Indeed, many mechanisms, formal
 and informal, protect the Japanese domestic market from foreign
 competition. These include: control of low-cost capital by the Ministry
 of Finance (MOF) which is able to direct major loan funds to sectors
 favored for development, typically through prime loans to major
 banks which are then guided administratively; the many forms of
 administrative guidance and industrial organization managed by the

 Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI); import restric
 tions, regulations, and tariffs; restrictive licensing of import trading
 companies given legal oligopoly power to import particular commod
 ities; special administrative obstacles, for example, in determining the
 details of applicable regulations or in getting paperwork submissions
 accepted (which sometimes seem to arise in areas in which foreign
 competition is not desired); health, safety, and other specific-product
 rules not infrequendy invoked, especially in such cases; tight organi
 zation of retailing and wholesaling by indigenous manufacturers, in
 part by use of the power over credit that they are able to exercise in
 consequence of the general credit policies of the Ministry of Finance;
 the dependence of small firms (for example, retailers) or larger corpo
 rate patrons encouraged by the relatively informal character of Japa
 nese law and law enforcement, which enhances the importance of
 powerful patronage as a way of securing rights; the Japanese tradition
 of conducting business through stable networks of mutual trust; and
 an exceptional degree of willingness to accept consumer-adverse
 situations in support of national economic advance and prominence.
 Many students of Japanese economic policy have commented at

 length on the many layers of protection, formal and informal, which
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 surround the Japanese economy. To give just one example, Bela
 Balassa and Marcus Noland note the protective effect of Japanese
 product-approval procedures applying to imports:

 Note has been taken of the difficulty encountered in bringing demon
 stration samples to Japan, in which the restrictive interpretation of
 customs regulations greatly increases costs and delays the presentation
 of samples-Products subject to import license receive a permit for
 a period of three to seven years and the application process has to be
 started again following a license's expiration. The permits are given to
 the Japanese importer rather than the foreign exporter_Japanese
 product approval procedures are import-restrictive in theory as well as
 in practice. The applicable product approval standards, the methods by

 which such standards are promulgated, and the procedures established
 to test and certify imported products for compliance with these
 standards all provide significant impediments to the importation into
 Japan of many US goods.3

 One of many factors impeding foreign penetration of the Japanese
 market is the exceptional importance of marketing consortia, orga
 nized and dominated by manufacturers?the so-called keiretsu. The
 tight control over retail distribution exerted by these organizations
 poses formidable barriers to would-be foreign entrants into the
 Japanese market. Among other difficulties, foreign ownership, in
 excess of 50 percent, of ten or more retail outlets has, in the past,
 required special approval by the national government, and foreign
 companies have been prohibited from underwriting installment loans
 for consumer purchases. The consequences which flow from the lack
 of corresponding US restrictions is noted by Clyde Prestowitz:

 The high quality and low prices of Japanese automobiles have rightly
 been praised in the United States. However, distribution is critical to
 sales. Japanese manufacturers were able to build substantial dealer
 networks in the United States to a large extent by selling through
 existing GM, Ford, and Chrysler dealers... not because US auto
 companies welcomed Japanese competition but because American law
 protected the independence of the dealer. For the same reason, Hyun
 dai of Korea has established a nationwide distribution network in the

 United States in about two years' time. Hyundai's cars are less
 expensive than Japanese cars and of good quality. Indeed, the engine
 and other key parts are imported from Japan. Nevertheless, no
 Hyundais had been sold in Japan as of January 1988. One reason is
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 that a Toyota or Nissan dealer who even winked at a Hyundai
 salesman would find himself in serious trouble with his friendly
 supplier, who has few antitrust concerns.4

 Japanese patent and trademark administration creates still another
 layer of obstacles to foreign penetration of the Japanese market.
 Balassa and Noland comment on the difficulties in obtaining patent
 and trademark protection experienced by US firms attempting to
 operate in Japan:

 Even in the absence of unauthorized copying, the delay experienced in
 obtaining patents permits Japanese firms to develop products having
 similar characteristics on their own. This is said to have occurred in the

 case of fiber optics, where patent protection to US products was
 delayed by 7 to 10 years. The same fate befell Sohio, which created a
 process for making high-tech ceramics that was imitated by Japan's
 Kyocera Corporation following the submission of Sohio's patent
 application in Japan. Sohio is given little chance to succeed in its patent
 infringement suit. More generally, it has been suggested that, if foreign
 companies apply for crucial patents which may give them an important
 competitive advantage, MITI may delay awarding the patent until
 Japanese producers have a chance to catch up or apply for patents to
 cover similar technology.

 In the United States the rights to a trademark belong to the firm that
 first used it commercially, but in Japan foreign trademarks may be
 registered by Japanese companies with a view toward preempting their
 subsequent introduction by foreign firms that have used them at home
 or abroad. A case in point is the cigarette industry. The Japanese
 tobacco monopoly applied for Japanese trademark rights to 50 foreign
 brands, including names such as Newport, Tareyton, and Century. In
 another instance, Nippon Shoe Co. registered the 70-year-old Ameri
 can footwear trademark Allen Edmonds and had to be paid "compen
 sation" to desist from using the trademark. Finally, Japanese
 companies registered Mickey Mouse as a trademark, and the petitions
 by Walt Disney Productions to invalidate the trademark were rejected.
 Popeye has suffered a similar fate.5

 THE NATIONAL INTEREST

 Here we may appropriately note Alexander Hamilton's summary
 remark on those very similar measures of economic protection which
 he found to be as important in 1791 as they are to current Japanese
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 economic policy: "Remarks of this kind are not made in a spirit of
 complaint. It is for the nations whose regulations are alluded to, to
 judge for themselves, whether, by aiming at too much, they do not
 lose more than they gain. It is for the United States to consider by

 what means they can render themselves least dependent on the
 combinations, right or wrong, of foreign policy."6 How then is the
 United States national interest to be conceived?

 A first important?but by no means maximally important?
 national aim must simply be to maintain and improve the national
 standard of living. In the Hamiltonian view, the only way to do this
 over the long term is to continually develop the technical-capital
 infrastructure and the skills on which the US standard of living rests.

 Although the volume of goods available for consumption or invest
 ment can be expanded somewhat through trade with nations having
 natural endowments and developed capabilities complementary to
 those of the United States, the potential national benefit of such trade
 in high-technology areas must be expected to diminish steadily, since
 the worldwide diffusion of technology gives all developed and
 developing nations equal long-term ability to produce high-technol
 ogy goods.

 At the next level of importance, the nation must aim, with great
 vigor, to balance its foreign trade account, even if this means
 accepting a temporary decrease in the standard of living. Any other
 policy implies an indefinitely mounting burden of foreign debt,
 inevitably leading to a progressive loss of national economic inde
 pendence.

 Protecting the national technical infrastructure and community has
 the highest level of importance. At a minimum, this involves main
 taining a well-equipped technical and manufacturing cadre familiar

 with and actively involved in the advance of all significant technol
 ogies, together with technologically first-class, though occasionally
 small-scale, manufacturing facilities in each such area, used con
 stantly and aggressively to pursue new product development, which

 must always be capable of rapid scale-up in case of cut-off of foreign
 supplies or strongly adverse motion in the terms of trade. Absent
 such capabilities, technical shortfalls, incapable of repair except over
 years or even decades, will develop to an unknown and potentially
 uncontrollable degree in sectors dangerous for defense and debilitat
 ing economically. In particular, lack of sufficient capability both to
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 manufacture at meaningful scale and to stay abreast of world product
 innovation exposes the nation to multiple generations of technical
 disadvantage as competitors develop increasingly sophisticated prod
 uct designs, uncomprehended by the United States, along with
 multiple levels of manufacturing technology in support of these
 designs, and come to hold patent positions able to wall off belated US
 attempts to reenter lost fields of technology.

 The analyses and claims of the advocates of untrammeled world
 trade must be assessed against this background. Although it is true
 that, in economic sectors other than the idealized high-technology
 industrial areas which our high-technology models address, more
 traditional factors of national advantage can lead to stable patterns of
 international trade affording all the mutual benefit claimed by ardent
 antiprotectionists, these factors do not act strongly enough in high
 technology industries to prevent the instabilities discussed above
 from taking hold over the long run. This is especially true if one side
 tips the balance by protecting its internal markets, or if such
 cultural-institutional factors as a longer working week, better-sus
 tained diligence, greater tendency to save, or a stronger educational
 system acts for long to favor one or another side.

 Unmanaged trade intimacy in the presence of the inherent ten
 dency of such industrial sectors to concentrate themselves on one side
 or the other will only be possible if either or both of the trading
 partners have so great a degree of trust in each other's cultural and
 political stability and abiding benevolence that they are willing to
 share industrial sectors in the same confident way that they would be
 shared among the provinces of a single nation. The technologically
 secondary nation in such an intimate partnership or multisided
 relationship might then?by restraining its appetite for high-technol
 ogy products to what it can persistently earn in the ways open to
 it?develop a healthy niche economy. Applied to the United States,
 this is to imagine a situation in which America transforms itself into
 an enormous Switzerland, which would export aluminum, coal,
 grain, gourmet wines and cheese, plus services to European and Asian
 tourists come to seek solace in such unique national resources as the
 Grand Canyon, Niagara Falls, Rocky Mountain ski resorts, the
 Oregon coast, and the placid lakes of Minnesota. (Of course, even in
 such a scenario, administrative steps would have to be taken to
 prevent sale of these natural assets to foreign multimillionaires, who
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 might otherwise be tempted to put them off-limits except to that
 servant part of the native population actively involved in their
 upkeep.)

 Arizona might, in this view, develop enormously extensive golf
 courses which would afford well-to-do residents of Europe and Asia
 luxurious release from the crowding inevitable in their home envi
 ronments. By restocking buffalo and deer, parts of the Dakotas might
 be transformed into game parks rivaling the Serengeti. Through
 appropriate refurbishment, an urban area such as New York might
 reverse its present Calcutta-like decay, converting itself instead into a
 giant Copenhagen or new Vienna, in whose impeccable hotels and
 immaculate subways, streets, bistros, and opera houses its population

 would work as multilingual tour guides, hotel chambermaids, chefs,
 actors, and rock performers of a kind not found elsewhere. Insofar as
 it was not rendered wholly unnecessary by the rapid moral advance
 of humanity as a whole, defense would then have to be, indeed could
 safely be, left to foreign allies, whose abiding and unshakeable
 fondness for America, developed through consumption of its delight
 ful specialities and many pleasant visits as tourists, would doubtless
 commit them immovably to this role. Happy America might then
 come to enjoy the freedom from unproductive international involve
 ments and the political serenity now seen in Canada.

 There is, however, another possible outcome of the continuing
 technological decay occasioned by persistent refusal to either protect
 the nation's demand base or restrict its consumption of imports to the
 level that export earnings allow. In this nightmare world, America

 would sink rapidly to Third World status. The bulk of its population
 would find itself progressively forced into steadily worse-paying
 service jobs requiring less and less advanced education, while a
 better-off but steadily narrowing part of the population would sell
 assets to sustain access to foreign goods?which could come to be
 unproducible or simply unproduced in the United States for exactly
 the same reasons that Ford cars are not produced in Zaire. Even this
 access to imports would of course narrow year by year as the dollar
 sank from 275 yen to 125, then to 50, 25, 10, or whatever level
 brought continuing demand for imported high-technology products
 into better balance with remaining US exports of logs, grain, coal,
 blueberries, and tourist services. As imports continued to be financed
 through accelerating sales of the nation's stock of capital assets (a
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 process already far advanced), the fate of America's remaining
 industry would come to be determined more and more completely by
 foreign managers. These managers would then need to determine the
 extent to which it would be prudent to strengthen their reputation
 over the long-term by raising their American operations and staffs to
 full partnership status, versus the extent to which it lay in their
 interest to prevent any possibility of breakaway competition by
 neglecting to make key manufacturing technologies and designs
 available.

 As developments of this sort came to collide ever more nakedly
 with elemental nationalist resentment, the concerns characteristic of

 such resentment could be expected to rise rapidly into political
 visibility. Anguished discussion of the level of foreign ownership
 might then be expected to begin, soon to be followed by accusations
 of financial dependence on and subservience to foreign interests. As
 such discussions grew in intensity, they would doubtless come to
 alarm foreign investors, perhaps thereby diminishing the heavy
 capital inflows that would remain the dollar's only prop in the face of
 annual trade deficits exceeding $100 billion. Once this were to
 happen?especially if one or more foreign central banks were in a
 mood for retaliation?the dollar's fall could accelerate at any mo
 ment, since the volatility of the speculative international markets that
 operate in this area could easily drop the dollar's value by 10 percent
 or more within a few catastrophic days.

 The shocks that this might transmit to the economy, via wild
 gyrations of US interest rates, stock and housing prices, and employ
 ment levels, might then trigger waves of alarm, convincing the
 American public that the nation's destiny was adrift in some ill
 understood, but nevertheless terrifying sense, while at the same time
 suggesting to foreign investors that they need to use all the means
 available to them to assure the safety of their heavy investments in the
 United States. Aside from direct attempts to influence elections and
 other American political mechanisms, this would doubtless inspire
 both open demands for US austerity, of the sort regularly addressed
 to Third World borrowers, and more direct threats, whispered at first
 into a few key ears, but certain to become widely and quickly
 known?and very much resented. Pessimists, swayed by this vision,
 may well conclude that if new policy measures do not avert this
 development before it grows to full virulence, the opportunity might
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 arise for some warped genius currently footloose in the nation to rally
 it behind a slogan like Wake Up America!, whose potentially
 hurricane force is amply suggested by the history of our troubled
 century.

 These grim speculations suggest that unrestricted trade in high
 technology sectors, based on an entirely unrestricted national treat

 ment principle, can only stand as a fixed axiom of prudent policy
 insofar as it concerns nations that share the deepest aspects of history
 and tradition. National economic merger may be appropriate for
 nations that are willing to entrust their national fate to each other
 over the long term?at least to the extent manifest among the
 European nations about to join in the post-1992 Common Market.
 But among nations, entirely unguarded trade relations in high
 technology need to be approached with the same cautious eye for
 long-term consequence as marriage between individuals. Where
 sober consideration reveals differences which prevent so intimate and
 permanent a national relationship, our analysis suggests that it is
 better for both parties to stabilize their technological relationship by
 roughly symmetrical control measures, even though this admittedly
 foregoes a part of the benefit which perfectly unrestricted trade might
 garner. It is, in particular, useless and even counterproductive in view
 of this analysis for the more open of two partners to continually
 hound the other to adopt a like policy of economic openness,
 perpetually illusory both because of the dangers which deeply rooted
 national attitudes may suggest and because of the economic instabil
 ities to which such a policy is objectively exposed. It is hard, in this
 context, to imagine that Japan, having established the record of
 success visible in figure 1, craves instruction in economics from the
 US, whose record is as figure 1 shows it to be, or to believe that the
 perpetually nagging and accusing US voice in trade negotiations
 achieves much by its endless insistence on rules, fair in the US view,
 which contravene not only Japan's sense of self-interest but that
 nation's deeply ingrained cultural preference for conducting business
 through tight, long-established networks of mutual trust. In this view,
 to expect that sermons delivered to an insular nation, far more
 persuaded than even the (pre-EEC) British that "Wogs begin at
 Calais," will be productive of little more than frustration. Our
 analysis?like Hamilton's remarks?suggest that the United States
 accept Japan's present behavior as a clear statement of that nation's
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 immovable policy choice, and that the United States go on to
 implement policies of its own that can be effective in the world
 defined by this choice, by other national choices as they are made,
 and by the fundamental economic forces surveyed in the preceding
 pages.

 THE INTERNATIONAL INTEREST

 The antitrust legislation developed in America's nineteenth century
 "trust-busting" period still forms the bedrock of national economic
 policy. The theoretical analysis set forth above suggests that corre
 sponding restrictions on economic behavior may be necessary at the
 international level.

 Because prices can fall rather than rise as production volume in a
 given nation increases, international competitive trade in high-tech
 nology products will often be inherently unstable. As soon as one of
 two initially equal trading nations pulls significantly ahead of another
 its advantage will become self-reinforcing and will grow unlimitedly.

 This fundamental instability encourages economic aggression
 among nations trading in high-technology goods. If one trading
 partner unopposedly uses administrative measures to monopolize its
 internal demand or encourage exports, or is so constituted culturally
 as to prefer its domestic products with unusual fervor, it can gain the
 initial advantage needed to ultimately overwhelm any less-deter

 mined competitor.
 Even though these tendencies would be harmless in an ideal world

 of international benevolence and trust (after all, the presence of large
 nuclear weapons facilities in California inspires no fear in Oregon,
 nor does New York state expect Massachusetts manufacturers to
 restrict its access to vital technologies) they are far from harmless in
 the world as it is today. To overcome these tendencies international
 policies like those represented in United States domestic antitrust
 legislation may well be necessary. In contrast to the antitrust laws?

 whose ideological focus is narrowly consumeristic?these interna
 tionally oriented policy measures would need to center on retention
 of technological capability and infrastructure as basic aims. Like the
 antitrust laws, which make domination of an undue market share a
 matter of policy concern whether or not the firms involved are of
 innocent intent, the required policies would have to make such
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 objective current matters as the overall Japanese share of memory
 chip or VCR production matters of countervailing intervention.

 It is clear that in an ideal world such matters might best be settled
 by an international legislature acting in the interest of general world
 economic development in all its regional aspects. In the absence not
 only of such a legislature but of the fundamental social and cultural
 relationships on which its existence would necessarily rest, the United
 States needs?now no less than in Hamilton's day?to make the
 required policies for itself. It must always seek to find truly fair
 international agreements?whether multinational or bilateral?in the
 broader international interest, but must also proceed with the under
 standing that overall stabilization of the otherwise unstable patterns
 of high-technology production is a valid part of this international
 interest; one-sided consumeristic arguments may have to give way to
 this basic concern. If this implies a break with even such treasured
 shibboleths of US international diplomacy as GATT, then so be it.

 MARKET PROTECTION AND RAPID TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE
 AS COMPETING STRATEGIES

 The economic models reviewed earlier suggest that to achieve the
 multibillion dollar flows of research, development, and manufac
 turing investment required, a national strategy needs to combine
 some degree of protection of the US domestic high-technology
 product market with development measures aimed more directly at
 rapid technological advance. These models also suggest that market
 protection and the drive for rapid technological advance are comple
 mentary alternatives, in the sense that market-protection measures
 may become unnecessary, at least temporarily, in any sector in which
 the United States can use the strength of its scientific/engineering
 community to keep consistently ahead of potential competitors by
 repeatedly revolutionizing the technical situation.

 The fixed aversion to measures of protection that has characterized
 US policy throughout the postwar period has encouraged technical
 policy thinking to concentrate on pure let's-advance-technology
 strategies for restoring the nation's declining competitiveness. Key
 elements in such a strategy include subsidy of universities and
 technically progressive industries, encouragement of research consor
 tia such as Sematech, and fast-moving yet sagacious choice of
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 technologically radical projects by the cooperating government,
 industrial, and management groups responsible for steering the
 national technical enterprise. This "strategy of nimbleness" has been
 much favored, since it both sidesteps painful import policy discus
 sions and appeals to a technocowboy self-image with deep roots in
 the American psyche. Unfortunately, much now acts to undercut this
 soft alternative. Economic competitors like Japan, having grown
 immensely rich, are finding it easy to buy as directly as they like into
 the US innovative machine. Examples include: establishment of
 long-term technology access arrangements at leading US research
 universities in return for major endowments and equipment gifts;
 establishment of US laboratories; and outright purchase of the small
 and medium-sized firms in which much US leading-edge innovation
 is concentrated. Foreign support is increasingly being offered to the
 best US universities and researchers as a pleasant and more lucrative
 alternative to the tedious process of applying for federal research
 grants. Ideas travel rapidly across national boundaries; in the absence
 of wealth, manufacturing processes which demand massive capital
 setups seem certain to travel orders of magnitude more slowly.
 America's federal technomanagers can no longer be certain that the
 ideas being offered to them have not already become known to?and
 perhaps already been offered to and rejected by?increasingly omni
 present foreign competitors. They cannot be certain that the fruits of
 their investments, which generally can be no larger than a few million
 dollars, are not garnered for a few tens of millions by foreign
 investors?if not right away, then a bit later, perhaps when the
 startup firms carrying these innovations run into cash-flow difficulties
 and save themselves by selling themselves.7

 All of this is not to say that measures accelerating technological
 advance need not play a role in an overall national technology
 strategy. The United States obviously needs to strengthen its distinctly
 inferior elementary and middle school educational system. University
 research laboratories must be kept up-to-date and well funded as
 well. A tolerant view needs to be taken of the floundering which is
 inevitable?even in such relatively large undertakings as Se

 matech?as formulae for consortia capable of improving the level of
 effective cooperation between US firms are actively sought. The
 domestic antitrust law itself needs to be relaxed in ways that
 realistically reflect the fact that the US economy is no longer an
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 isolated island, and that US firms are forced to operate in an
 environment containing major foreign competitors who are not
 subject to comparable restrictions. Policies of targeted subsidy like
 those advocated by Hamilton need to be thought out. But amidst all
 these measures direct legislative stabilization of the all-important
 international trade flows must not be ruled off-limits.

 SOME FINAL REFLECTIONS ON THE DANGERS OF SUCCESS

 If and when the United States succeeds in getting its own economic
 technological house in order, it may need to take steps to repair the
 damage this adjustment may have caused its allies and trading
 partners. In such a context, Japan' situation would require special
 consideration. Once the present competitive decline of the United
 States is arrested, the economic strengths of the United States and
 Japan ought to shift to a ratio reflecting the sizes of their respective
 populations; in addition, some significant advantage should accrue to
 the United States in view of its much greater land mass and resource
 endowment. Europe after 1992 should also play an increasingly
 larger role in international economics. Japan's position may weaken
 further as East Asian entities?including Korea, Taiwan, and espe
 cially China?grow relative to Japan in economic power. Such a
 scenario could easily inspire alarm in a nation as inherently import
 dependent as the ever-pessimistic Japanese. In this scenario, it is easy
 to see inherent weaknesses in Japan's situation. In American terms, its
 stock prices are astonishingly inflated in proportion to profits and rest
 in part on equally inflated land prices. It depends in part on a net of
 informal interfirm support understandings that may be vulnerable to
 rupture under sufficient strain, even given the steely tendency of the
 Japanese to hold together in times of difficulty. It is therefore easy to
 imagine a scenario in which successful steps on the part of the United
 States to reverse its present competitive decline could transmit
 fearsome shocks to the Japanese economy. In such a case the forces
 of enraged nationalism might mount with substantially greater
 rapidity in Japan (whose citizens see their nation as having chosen the

 Merchant Way), than is seen as possible in even the grimmest
 national scenario for the United States (whose citizens believe that
 their nation is democratic). To obviate devastating developments of
 this kind, a more successful United States might find it appropriate to
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 give Japan binding guarantees against its worst national fears, for
 example, by committing not only to Japan's defense, but by commit
 ting to share resources of food, oil, and minerals in case of major
 economic difficulty.
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